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PROLOGUE: SEEKING EXCELLENT BIOLOGY PROGRAMS

John E . Penick

S-cience Education_Center
University of Iowa

Iowa City, Iowa 52242

Many descriptions of excellent ideas, activitiesi_and cJmplete science
programs have been published; read; and reviewed; resulting in considerable
improvement in science teaching and additional recognition of continuing
problems. With this first volume of the Focus -on Excellence monograph
series; The National Science Teachers Association -hopes to provide a source
of inspiration; ideas; and resources as well as descriptions of innovative
and successful practices: The ten biology programs described in this
Monograph are certainly innovative; successful, and inspirational.

For 1982; our search has been for outstanding programs in five focus
areas; Biology; Elementary Scierce; Science as Inquiry, Physical Stience_;
and Science/Technology/Society. For each area, we are devoting a monograph
stth_a8 this describing innovative programs with a particular focus. ThiS
continuing Monograph series from NSTA will highlight excellence in Middle
School /Junior High Science,__Physics; and Informal Science Education in
Volume II. Future years will see a search for excellence in other school
science areas, teacher education programs, and other aspects of science
education: We feel strongly that this monograph series; Focus on
Excellence; will play a needed_ and vita] role in shaping science education
practices and research of the future.

The 1982 Search For Excellence in Science Education began when Robert
Yager; NSTA president for 1982 -83, was invited to become a member of
Project Synthesis; The perceived need for Project Synthesis came in 1976
when several National Science Foundation funded studies revealed the
Current state of science education in the United States. Then; in 1978, a
synthesis of the more than 2;000 pages of information from those three NSF
reports and from the National Assessment of Education Progress data was
begun by twenty-three science educators throughout the U.S.

The Synthesis researchers worked independently in small teams-; -each
fOtUaing on -one aspect of science education; Elementary Science, BiolOgY
Physical Science) Science/Technology/ Society; or Inquiry. A critical -part
of the synthesis analysis was developinva description of an ideal or
desired state for a focus area and then comparing the actual to the desired
state. During the Search for Excellence, goals arising from the synthesis
desired state for each of the five focus areas were used as criteria fdt
defining excellence in a school science program.

Leading science educators (generally state science consultants) in
each state were identified as thairs_of committees to identify and nominate
outstanding science programs in their respective_states. Ultimately,, 165
state nominations were submitted to the project director for consideration



at the _national level for 1982. Thwi; the state exemplars were passed on
to inother set of review ,,,mmittees and yet. another selection process.

To aid_ in the selc.Hon process; all nominees were asked to fill out
forms detail lug ;nformation on demographics; texts used; dud the nature of
the school. _A questionnaire; developed from the desired state criteria;
was completed by the nominee as an integral part of the nomination packet.
In addition;_ the state nominees were given tha major criteria for

excellence and asked to provide narrative information about five aspects of
their programs.

* Provide someinfOrmation about the setting (community_
location,size, specific features, school science and
organizatioh);

* Describe the nature of the exemplary program (grade, level,
class sizes, curriculum outline, learning activities,
evaluation techniques);

* How does the program exemplify the 1982 criteria for SESE
(Abbreviated criteria were made available andreference to
Volume 3 of NSTA's What Research Says to the Science Teacher
was given);

* How the exemplary program came into existence

* What factors contribute to the success of the program anC
what is needed to keep it going?

Nominations were divided into five groups; Biology; Physical Science;
Science/Technology/Society; Inquiry; and Elementary Science. Each group
was _then reviewed by different teams with at least one of the original
synthesis researchers on_each team, Each program was compared to the
desired state cr_teria and reviewed by at least four independent reviewers
with reviewer discussion usually leading to a clear identification of the
national exemplars in each focus area. These National Exemplars numbered
twelve in Elementary Science,seven in Physical Science, and ten each in
Biology, Science/ Technology/Society, and Inquiry. A separate monograph
for each 1982 focus area is available from NSTA.

While Project Synthesis offered a desired state, these examples of
excellence provide vivid views of what is already a reality. We hope you
can profit through reading these descri ?tions by finding inspiration and a
source of ideas; The programs described range 4n size f-om small schools
to large; represent both urban and rura! populations; and come from a broad
geographical range; Schools with exemplary biology programs are found in
communities of 1000 to those with more than 200;000. Size of school or
community does not seem to be a limiting factor in achieving excellence.
Some schools have large budgets while .)thers have almost no money at all.

Grade level is not a factor either. Biology seems to work well
regardless of the age of students. Not surprisingly; teachers are the most
significant factor. _7achers_ in all of these programs are dynamic;
thoughtful; young at and _eager to learn with their students. (If
you are interested, see another monograph from NSTA. Teachers in
Exemplary Programs: How Do They Compare?)
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ChApter One describes A New View for Biology Education.
two Clrongh eleven offer descl t:10 th hiology
as exemplary_during the 1982 Search Vor Excellence. Chapter twelve
synthosis of the idOr1 lonnd ii p/ .tim; Ind .1 num' r

generalizations and recommendation relJti,ig to excellence ill biology
sclence programs.

These_programs are all exemplary in various ways; but they by no means
exhaust the supply of innovative and outstanding science education
programs. We feel strongly_ that excellence exists and it exists in

reasonable quantity. View these as some examples of excellence and be
prepared to find more. At the same time_we encourag- you to contact any
of these exemplary programs which you feel have applicability to your own
school situation.



Clia-pt6r 1: A NI:7W VIEW FOR 1110106Y EDUCATION

li\

Roder W. lid is e

Department of Education
Carleton College

Northfield; MN V)0 7i7

It is safe to_ say that the message of crisis and change in biology
education has been heard. Equally evident is the need to broaden our view
of biology education to include social issues related to the life sciences.
While the need to change biology education is clear and new directions have
been suggested, a conceptual orientation is still needed: Without a new
o.-eptiial orientation we run the risk of either using old ideas that got

1!-: to our pteSOnt situation or using such a variety of approaches that we
lose A Sense of unity and direction. We need not be caught on the horns of
this dilemma.

This essay constructs a_ vision; one new way of viewing biology
education. The essay, intended to provide a way through the dilemma;
suggests human ecology as a new conceptual orientation for biology.

Some of the ideas expressed here have__been described in earlier
publications such as What Research Says to the Science Tea-cher Vol. 3;
and the other articles listed at the end of this chapter. Review these
publications if you wish an elaboration of new ditettiOns for biology
education.

Th.' introductory chapter describes a broad organizational scheme for
a next phase in the evolution of biology education. More specifically, I

wish to clarify human ecology as a conceptual orientation for biology
teaching: to identify different issues within this conceptual orientation;
to proviJe examples of biologtcalproblems, educational policies,
curricular programs and instructional practices for biology education; and
to review future prospects for biology education: Some of these goals are
further clarified through the ten descriptions of exemplary biology
programs in this monograph. While the tone of my essay is visionary and
theoretical, many of the ideas are made concrete and practical in these
exemplary programs_. Befote continuing; I would like to set the stage for
later distusions by examining some crucial issues of biology and society:

His article is based on work completed in_ the NSF program Project
Synthesis: I wish to acknowledge Paul DeHart Hurd,__ Stanford University;
Jane Butler Kahle, Purdue University, and Robert E. YagOr, The University
of Iowa; for their contributions to the formulation of idas expressed in
this paper:
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HUMAN ECOLOGY

hiiman ecolOgy cousiders the relations between the human community and
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scientists use in identifying and solving r-oblems and T,mir',
knowledge: The goal is well stated as:__ BiolOgy educafion should aevelop
a fundamental understanding of, and the ability to the methods of
scientific investigation:.

Biological education exists in society and should contribute to the
maintenance and development of the culture. This goal is especially
important now when many social issues are_directly related to biology:
Biology education should prepare citizens to make reSponsible decisions
concerning science-related social issues.

Within a culture; all individuals have needs that are related to theiron biological/psychological systems. Biological edUCation should
contribute to an understanding and fulfillment Of personal heeds, thus
contributing to the development of the individuals-.

In addition, biological research, development and application
continues through the work of individuals within the system and through the
support of those not directly involvedinbiolOgidal work.- Bo,- one
important goal has been: _ Biological education should inform StUdentt about
careers in biological and health sciences;

The reformulation of these goals is based on a question: That is the
purpose of biology education? An answer to this question is taken from
Paul DeHart Hurd as he addressed the general topic of thiS essay. Dr. Hurd
stated, "The overarching rationale of the desired biology is the
use of biological knowledge to enhance the understanding of oneself and to
benefit the quality of life and living for human beings." (1, p.13)_

Our task is primarily to prepare citizens capable of understanding and
applying biology_ in_their personal and social lives; There is a very
important point implied by this aim. Biology education at the pre - college
1(ol, and aspects of college liberal arts courses;is not to train
scientists, bio7technologists and doctors. The primary aim; the one
directed to well over 90 percent of students taking biology courses; is
related to biology in their personal and social lives. The contrast to
this aim is found in discussions of the current crisis in science
education. One aspect of the crisis is the need for scientists and
engineers. While I am certainly not opposed to a preparation adequate to
begin specific education for science and engineering,_ I do have serious
reservations about restructuring the science cutriculuM SObeifically to
Ameliorate the need for biologists and bio-engineers. In my view; a
desired biology_ education primarily provides for the needS of citizens.
That is, we educate all students, including _those going into science
related careers. All must be scientifically literate if society 4S to
achieve its highest aspirations.

The crucial issue; deciding what should be included in the biology
program, begins by_reformulating_the future goaId of biology in light of
contemporary biological and social concerns. I say "future" goals to point
out the theme of constructing a vision of a desired biology program; Also,
I say future for the transformation of goals is a natural evolutionary
process to biology education.

In the future, the goals of biological knowledge will include aspects
of the basic conceptual principles in identifing living organisms;
genetics; evolution; nutrition, behavior, continuity,_ structure-function;
diversity-unity, life cycIe3, energetics, and integratiOn. The future goal
Of biological knowledge will place these fundamental concepts in a context
that is socially relevant and personally meaningful to StUdentS.

13



The limited application of science methods will necessarily be

expanded in the future. To the extent inquiry is used by biology tcuL.Leis,
the focus is limited_to specific skills such as observing, hypothesizing
and experimenting. The goal of science methods will include information
processing_ skills such as: holistic understanding of problems; multi-causal
relationships; systemic thinking; qualitative methods of investigation; and
methods of futures research. The accent on human ecology and social issues
requires_ the inclusion of decision making as a critical component of

information processing.
Few deny the importance of contemporary problems. However, many do

not understand that even social, economic and political problems have
consequences and are interrelated due to the more fundamental problem of
ecological scarcity. Contemporary social problems are too important to
ignore because they are "not clearly within the discipline of biology:"
Giving them marginal recognition through elective courses is no solution
either; Biology education for citizens must center on societal issues
which are and will continue to affect us and our environment;

Personal needs; along with societal issues, should be a primary
orientation of the _future biology orogram: "Pure" biology or the
"structure of biology" are no longer sufficient organizational schemes for
the broad and important goals of biology education: Human ecology with its
attendant stress on the person as an individual in a complex society should
become the organizational theme of biology education.

Increasing career awareness also will be a part of every topic in
biology. In addition; the goal will be expanded from the traditional
emphasis on great historical figures and research- biologists -to include the
many and diverse careers within the biological; health; and environmental
sciences

REDESIGNING THE BIOLOGY CURRICULUM

Among the major divisions of public education the biology curriculum
will have a distinctly different orientation; At the elementary level the
orientation will be toward children as "curious naturalists :" Childhood is
a time of interest; curiosity and wonder about the natural world. In the
desired program teachers will use the common interests of children to
develop their program. An added benefit of this approach is that
elementary teachers need not have extensive science backgrounds. Many
observations can be made in the immediate environment and be related to
other parts of the curriculum such_as language arts, reading; writing and
arithmetic. This_ is an approach that_ could_usenaturalists such as John
Muir as an example of a person who observed and wrote about the natural
world.

The Middle School/Junior High School will focus on the "interested
adolescent." Here the emphasis is on personal observations, biological and
psychological_ development, and the role of the individual in human and
physical environments. During the adolescent years, the biology program
can again use the natural interest of students as a focus; Adolescents are
keenly interested in themselves; peers; adults; and the human and physical
environment;



The high school biology program; using "the informed citizen" as a
theme, will emphasize the social Lontext of biological concepts and
processes. Biology as _a discipline with a history and future will be
studied. This is the level where human ecology will begin to have some
meaning for students.

There are two considerations at the college level: The first is for
students who de not intend to take any further science; while the second is
for students who plan to continue their study in biology; bio-technology,
environmental sciences,_ or health related careers. The first type of
college course should be an _elaboration in depth and breadth of "the
informed citizen" theme. The second course of study needs little
discuSsion since it is being_ done already. In general; the orientation is
trwarci "the professional biologist."

Though brief; this discussion should introduce a new view for the
biology curriculum: Each level of instruction has its own interests and
emphasis: Study at the different levels is complimentary but not
specifically designed to prepare for the next level in the traditional
sense.

RETHINKING INSTRUCTION IN BIOLOGY

As biology teachers construct new programs, I suggest they consider
three question5:

* Is it teachable?

* Is it achievable?

* Is it learnable?

Teachable assumes a course of study appropriate to the teachers'
background and interests. Answering_ this question may require some
retraining or extra study, but professionals are expected to keep current
with their fields:

Is it learnable relates to the students' ability to grasp the
information; processes and skills presented. In short, this aim asks the
teacher to consider the developmental and motivational needs of hiS or her
students.

Is the program achievable also refers to the facilities, equipment;
supplies and budgets. It does little good to design a program that
tequites elaborate facilities and equipment or is too expensive.

In a very broad _way the curriculum described earlier is oriented
toward the criteria of teachability; learnability and achievability. At
all levels,!there is_recognition of teacher background; student development
and facilities. As the program of biology education progresses;
instruction requires higher _levels of teacher competency in science;
understanding higher levels of student development; and more sophisticated
facilities and equipment.

There are other dimensions of the new view that are worth noting:
While they are not necessarily new, they are not being used. Much greater
stress will be placed on problem solving with problems ranging from simple

15
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ones in the early years to those more complex in later ye:Irs Of 1 oy
education. Likewise, greater atttention will be paid to individual and
cooperative, as_well ascompetitive;_approache to learning.

The role of the laboratory in the new biology_ program deserves special
attention. To the degree laboratories were used in past biology programs,
they were .often thought to be "experimental" and usually done on a

laboratory table. In the future, the approach will range from more
experiential at the lower grade levels to the truly experimental at the
graduate level. During the middle-junior high and high school years, the
laboratory will be an equal combination of experiential and experimental.
Laboratory activities will require students to locate sources
information in some cases and to discover new information in others. But,
regardless of the sourct: or means of information, the aim will be to
identify and solve problems by using their knowledge of science. A part of
the solution to many problems will involve making decisions. Ideally; a

laboratory will be a confrontation between students and personal or social
problems:

The best laboratories will direct students to information useful in
making decisions and taking action. These laboratory activities should
provide an interpretation and location of a real world problem to which
students may apply their knowledge; skills or understanding. From this
activity; forming concepts; developing process skills; and shaping of
attitudes and values will come easily and naturally. Science will be
viewed by students as a useful and essential part of their lives.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

A new view of _biology education is reflected in goals, curriculum,
instruction and eval,!ation that focus on helping students use biological
knowledge, processes and skills to enhance their understanding of
themselves and to benefit the quplity of life and living for human beings.
The study of humans and their environment is essential as it includes the
individual's role in seeing; understanding and helping reduce contemporary
problems: Biology taught with this orientation necessarily involves
questions of ethics; values; morals and aesthetics. Human ecology is the
conceptual organizer of the new biology program as it recognizes the
centrality of humans in science; biology and science-related problems.

Goals of the new biology prOgrams will be similar to those of the
past; biological knowledge; science processes; social issues; personal
needs and career awareness. However; the goals will_be recast_in terms of
present and future changes_in biology and society. The new biology program
Will focus on environmental or ecological studies including current issues
requiring_ a biology knowledge base. Health--particulary those aspects
dealing with topics such as alcohol, drugs, and tobacco--and disease are
examples of topics that might be included. The quality of life in the
future and how to enhance it will be stressed.

The new biology program requires no changes in time allotments in

schools though it is a course which will be required of all students
because the subject matter is primarily directed to improving human
adaptation on both an individual and social basis. The program would have
a different emphasis at different levels; Perhaps the "curious naturalist"
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at the elementary level, the `interested adulescent" at middle school and
junior high levels, "the informed Citizen" at high school and "the
professional biologist" at college levels would be the appropriate program
orientations.

in addition, the new biology program includes new foci for evaluation.
Students will be evaluated on their ability to use knowledge of biology in
interpreting personal problems and social issues; and a demonstrated
ability to formulate rational detiSions in the context of personal problems
and social issues.

While text centered and traditional biology programs reflect biology
as it was; human ecology as a proposed conceptual organizer for biology
programs is more in harmony with the current state of the biological
sciences and the contemporary social issues confronting citizens. Bringing
this vision to reality will require the effertS of each biology teacher for
programs must be tailored to the unique human ecology that exists with each
teacher; group of students and school facility.

A broad new view has been presented in this essay. There is proof
that the vision of this essay can become reality. The -proof is in the
exemplary programs that follow. I hope this package of the ideal and real
provides confidence that the reader can begin developing a new view of
biology education.
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Chapter .2: LINbLEARN BIOLOGY

By

Joseph Maurer

Lindenhurst Senior High School
300 Charles Street

Lindenhurst; New York 11757

Lindenhurst_, a community of 38,000, would best be described as low middle
income and very heterogeneous ethnically. Our community; through
Superintendents _Boards_of Education and building princ2nals; has always
supported education. __They have nurtured innovative chairpersons at the
secondary level by allowing these_ individuals to be educational leaders.
The ability of -the chairpersons from all disciOines is limited only by
their vision, drive, knowledge, and by-- their ability to motivate staff;
stay current, and communicate with all decision-making administrators,
including the Board of Education._

Our 22 year old high school haa 2,614 atUdetita and 166 teachers in
grades 9 through 12: Originally, it was a junior high school, now
converted to a high school: If we had a new high school, the science rooms
would have been largerAs a result, we have a problem with storage space
for science supplies; equipment; and Lindlearn Biology material:

The science department's 21 teachers use multipurpose
laboratory-lecture science rooms containing laboratory stations for 30
students. Our 15m x 4m Solarium; built by our science students in 1982; is
our 17th science room. This facility not only serves as a greenhouse for
hydroponics and plants; but is_a source of heat for part of the high school
in the winter. The district's planetarium and two meter earth-in-space
globe located at the Junior High SChOO1 are used in the high school science.
program as well.

OUR BEGINNINGS

Our old biology program was a traditional textbook approach with labs
and evaluative measures the choice of each biology teacher in the district.
The quality and quantity of biology varied greatly and pet-atrial and social
issues of biology were not part of any teacher's resource or classroom
materials. Whethersocialproblemswere_discussed in lecture or
discus :ions with large groups was left up to each teacher: Career
information was non-existent.

Each teacher in the old biology program followed the New York State
Biology_ Regents syllabus; insuring all students were exposed to the same
materials. While each teacher had core material with which all students
had to be familiar; teachers could select existing materials as enrichment
for their students._ A majority of the staff completed all designated
enrichment areas with students. In using any New York State syllabus; the
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teacher has unlimited opportunity to expand any area dependent upon the
ability and interests of the ClaSS. hut. we were not content with what we
were doing or how we were going about it. We faced two problems which;
while not unique, are rarely addreSSed:

* How can we effectively provide felt- Students with widely
varying skills, interests, and degrees of motivation?

* How can our biology classes better reflect the nature of
science?

Science is a way of thinking and kiibWing;_the progress of science is
dependent upon the ability to think lOgidelly. H' school students
demonstrate varying degrees of success in applying _logical thinking to
problem identification; problem solving, planning; eValuation, and analysis
of data Lindlearn Biology is designed to deVelOp_And refine these skills.
The target population for Lindlearn Science is students who meet any two of
three criteria:

* An I.Q. score of 100 or better on the California Test of
Mental Maturity (given in 8th grade);

* Reading ability not more than one year below grade level
as determined by the Stanford Achievement Test (given
in 8th grade);

* Successful completion of the last science course.

Students may elect to_ take Lindlearn Biology either in a more
structured or an individualiZed_ setting. Since the great range of
difference among pupils is probably the most pervasive characteristic of
our student population, and since_We_ktieW_they learn_better by different
modalities; it was necessary to obtain diddia_materials in advance of any
curriculum development. Without any additional fundt for buying equipment;
supplies; or media materials; the Science Department ft-bin 1968 on began
reallocating its priorities to develop a mOtitode approach. This gave us
a three year lead time before developing and pilot teSting_the program.

Rhona Margolis; William Nast; Robert D'Esposito, Dr. James BrUCia, and
I then developed and pilot-tested Lindlearn Biology over a three year
period._ The New York State Biology Regents Syllabus has served as the
basis for developing the core objectives for Lindlearn Biology. The
district has a curriculum committee made up of central Administration,
principals, teachers and one member from the Board of Education. This
committee serves to monitor curriculum development. They play a major role
in seeing that programs devel_ap students properly at a quality level._ As
programs are developed and pilot teSted_in the classroom; they are finally
recommended to the Board Of achicatiOn for adoption and can become part of
the regular curriculum.

Programs of this magnitude cannot Arise without_ teachers being given
time to develop them; either by being compensated dutitig_the_summer or year
or given a curriculum period in place of a duty period within the_school
Jay. The Lindlearn program has used all three of these ways to eV61Ve and
undergo change.

19
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As we developed our personalized program; we redlized the need for two
important kinds of assistance. First; we needed secretary who could type
new or revised materials. Second, we needed helpers who could duplicate
and collate materials. We did not hire new people: Instead; the district
reassigned employees within the district. Since our personalized program
used more paper than a traditional pi:our:1m; the district also had to
reallocate funds from another area to buy paper. We have had the full
cooperation of all our Superintendents and Boards of Education through the
yc,drs. They have supported not only the personalized programs in the
scielles; but also those in art; social studies, English, mathematics,
Frel-..h and Spanish.

As Chairperson of the Science Department, I have been involved in

planning; program development, staff development; program revisions, and
evaluation. My active participation in professional oranizations such as
the American Chemical Society and The National Science Teachers
Association, and my term as President of the New York State Science
Supervisor's Association gave me contacts and experience which were
valuable in organizing our program._

Our notions of curriculum and instruction were influenced by those
contacts,_ our own ERIC searches and the NSTA publications What Research
Says to the Science Teacher - Volumes 1, 2,_3 and 4. Also, I was in daily
communication with the test teacher during the pilot stages of the program,
both outside and inside the classroom. Then, the communication among the
initial four teachers in the program kept ideas alive until each person had
faith and experience in the program. All staff members, with the exception
of myself, had only experienced traditional classrooms in their own
educational backgrounds.

OUR PROGRAM

At the beginning of the pilot program teachers would not believe
students could learn without lecture. Teachers knew they should not
lecture still, when students asked questions extensive lectures uisually
followed. When this occurred, sometimes the biology- teacher in the next
room would hear it and would start_tapping on the wall with a meter stick,
serving as a reminder to the teacher Who was lecturing_ to stop. It was
difficult at first to break the "leture method." It took teachers helping
each other to break the habit. Soon, I began to hear new comments such as
"I can't believe it. They learned that objective without me."_

At the end of the second year of pilot testing, some of the biology
teachers were still "doubting Thomases." Finally; after three years; all
of the biology teachers indicated they never wanted to go back to the old
biology program;

Our desired outcomes parallel those stated by our State Education
apartment:

* Mastery of the basic skills of communication
and reasoning;

* Ability to sustain lifetime learning
* Ability to- maintain one's mental,
physical and emotional health;

* Understanding of human relations
* Competence in the processes of developing
values;
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* Knowledge of the Humanitles, Social Sr'le;i 'es,

and Natural Sciences;
* Occupational competence
* Knowledge and apprecidtIon 01 our (_ultnre
* Understanding of the processes of eifective
citizenship;

* Knowledge of the environment.

Regardless of whether this is in d traditional or individualized
setting; students take considerable responsibility for learning. Each
successive science course these students take, all_ structured like
Lindlearn Biology; forces them to be more independent and to utilize their
ability to teach themselves;

Values as they relate to life and th- environment flow from the
students and teachers having the opportunity to interrelate in small
groups. When it is desired; this activity can culminate with an entire
class discussion. And; the Lindlearn Biology contributes significantly _to
basic skills and value goals rather than narrowly stressing knowledge
goals. The required writing; as a culmination of all multimode activities,
involves interpretation; data collection; and writing skills. The writing
experience helps students develop insight as well as reinforces the
understanding and retention of scientific concepts:

The Lindlearn Biology environment is holistic and interdisciplinary,
giving students opportunities to internalize and discuss current and future
social-cultural-biological problems. These problems help students discover
what alternatives will improve the quality of human existence in the
future.

About one-fifth of the laboratory activities, filmloops and social
problem/social action activities use the processes of inquiry. Any
increase in the inquiry process in future development of Lindlearn Biology
will be in personal/social biology. In Unit One, "Unity and Diversity
Among Living Things;" there are fifty different careers noted_ with the
required number of years of education after high school _and a brief
description of the subject area and science application of the concept to
be observed in the real world; Presently; our basic seven units have over
three hundred suggested student career opportunities: Career information
flows_in_a unified way as part of the total learning process.

Students enter our science program with cultural values and belief
systems which influence_strongly what and how they learn: In Lindlearn
Biology, they clarify their own values and ethics when discussing such
questions as "When does life begin?"; "When does one cut off the life
support system?", "Euthanasia?", "What social implications would occur if
you were cloned?", "What would be the social implications if you never grew
old?"; or "What would be the social implications if you lived to be 150
years old?" Students discuss such questions when they are relevant to
cognitive information being studied._

With the 1979 revision of Lindlearn Biology, humankind as _a central
focus was initiated. The concept permeates Unit 3: Human Physiology Unit
4: Reproduction and Development; Unit 5: Transmission of Traits, and Unit
7: Plants and Animals in Their Environment. Also, the other three units
focus on humanistic issues occassionally; All units have some point where
the student is the center of attention: For example, there are small group
discussions comparing an individual student's genetic characteristics to

21
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his parent s haracteristic and to those members within t.he group. Since
high school biology books have little or no personal and social concepts in
a human context in the subject matter, locally developed activities relate
biological information to personal and social problems or personal and
:social actions. however, we have a considerable amount of development to
do before we reach the point where students recognize the interdisciplinary
approach of personal/social biology as a means to bettor Human progress and
better life.

Whether the materials are used in a traditional or individualized
classroom; the students are active participants in the learning process and
not passive learners as in the traditional lecturing model: Students
usually work in groups of two to four where they; as well as the teacher;
can discuss ideas and materials: Students are not only reacting to some
mode of instruction but they have to write as well:

Since students learn in different ways; almost all behavioral
objectives have more than one activity; each using different modes of
instruction for students to learn the objective. Since the materials and
the student monitoring system are so well organized; students who are
absent can easily make up work. A matrix makes it easy for the teacher and
student to select what activities or mode of instruction will achieve an
objective. This same matrix permits students to recycle themselves after
ACE tests; pre-post tests or post-tests. The self motivation_and direction
provided by the materials_is a highly effective; already-devised lesson
plan for a substitute in the absence of the regulai teacher. There is no
interruption in the learning process.

Teachers help students discover and clarify their own personal values
instead of trying to force others values on them. In 1982, a nucleus of
students from the Lindlearn Biology classes embarked on a feasibility study
to use passive energy for the high school. Three students had their
project selected as one of the 85 named as winners in October 1981; chosen
from 170 New York State contestants: Their project was funded with $500 to
compete in the State Energy and Research Development Authority competition
at the end of April 1982: In the meantime the School Board members were
so impressed with the student's model that they authorized $9;000 for
materials to build a 45 by 12 foot solar classroom for the high school. It

is the first student-designed solar project to achieve this distinction.
The solar classroom saves up to $11;_000 a year in oil costs; and serves

as an experimental greenhouse for all 560 biology students. It is

noteworthy that students from the Science Department put up this structure.
For any Board of Education to expend -funds which were not budgeted is rare.
These same classes of Lindlearn Biology students met with Grumman Energy
Systems who donated complete working solar panel systems of different
designs. Without the work of the students from the Lindlearn Biology
classes, this would never have occurred. The students' concern over
environmental problems was felt with such intensity they were able to move
and affect the environmental values of the Superintendent of Schools and
the Board of Education:

All our biology classrooms are multi-purpose rooms with moveable
tables giving teachers and students maximum flexibility each day. Each
room has gas; water; compressed air and thirty laboratory stations.
Displays and pictures around the room give them an inviting and warm
atmosphere. Each Lindlearn Biology room is equipped with four filmstrip
previewers; a slide projector; and an 8mm movie projector. Each room has
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sit tape players; four filmstrip previewers and four listeting_StatiOns for
2 to 32 Stncionts. Having rooms kos it possible for all types
of activities to take place at UlICA in the same room. Special _equipment,
such a!:; Carousel projectors and &,mm Kodak projectors are stored in -cabinets
Which haVe SpeCial locks and key:. for teachers in the Lindlearn program.
"eadSetS,_ filmstrip previewers. and listening centers are stored in
SeLarateboxes in the prep room where stuiencs have easy access to them.

Lihdlearh Biology booklets; program materials, media and three
diff-ereht class sets of biology reference books are accessible from the
prep room and classroom. Response sheets; activity centered 6XerCiSes
(ACE) nd tests are stored in -)early WO coded file folders. As materials
are needed, the coded folders are placed in boxes: Most of the labs are in
covered trays in cabinets -and are coded into the program Depending on the
activity, there are readilyavaillble at least three to fifteen sets of all
activities which may be_USed by students at any time during the course. If
a kit is low or out of materials, the kit is put aside for the teacher.
Students pick up and return in a heat and orderly fashion all materials
used during the period.

For teachers tc help students discover and clarify their personal
values and discuss ethital science-related problems in the classroom,
without forcing their own value system on students; requires special

Fortunately, hen We developed -our program in 1968, this was the
beginning of their developing the mode of teaching and change in philosophy
necessary for examining science social problems and actions for improving
human welfare and progress: Wr, have had much time to change ourselves so
we can educate students: If a new teacher joined our Science Program, we
would initiate on the job inservice experiences.

The New York State Biology Syllabus has seven units providing the
cognitive base for students to develop values. Threads Of ecological and
environmental concerns are integrated in Unit 2 "Maintenance in Living
Things,' -Unit 4_ "Reproduction and Development;" Unit 5 "The Transmission of
Ttaitt ftoM _Generation to Generation;" and Unit 6 "Evolution and
Diversity." Unit 7; the Ecology Unit, is "Plants and Animals in Their
Environment," Uhit 3 ThUmah Physiology" includes how common malfunctions of
health may occur with the various human systems and how one's mental and
physical health problems throughout _life are influenced by controlling
environmental conditions and health habits.

At first; students complained that they would rather be in a
traditional biology classroom where they could be passive learners with
less work; less writing; and responsibility fbt_feWer_activities. Through
the years; teacher -and student attitudes have Changed. YOu hear comments
in 'tie classroom; You mean all high schools don't haVd thiS program?. I
thought everyone had LindIearn"

Although lessons are prepIanned, students deterMihe pace, emphases,
and timing of evaluation. As students come into the rOtom,_theyput their
books down and pick up any activities handed in the previous day. They
AlS6 pick up the material they need for the steps they plan to do that day
and begin working, usually in groups of two; three or four: During the
period, students check the student monitoring sheets to see what activities
they have completed and what activities are awaiting completion In a
class of twenty-eight students you can see seven to twelve groups working
on different activities. AS Students finish one step; they hand it in and
start the next step. If there is an ACE test after a particular step they
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go to the teacher's desk and pick up the quiz. After finishing the ACE
test; their answers are checked using the key oft the teachers' desk and
then handed in. As students have questions, problems, or want to discuss
an environmental or social problem, the teacher serves as facilitator;

clarifier or resource person. If a_ group_is having difficulty, the student
asking for assistance may hear a brief _lecture_or they may experience a
c)mbination of stimulating questions which help the students understand the
problem.

Since most Read and Write exercises are done as homework, as students
enter the room they may express their difficulties to the teacher and as a
class request a lecture. The lecture or discussion might be fifteen

minutes or the whole period. This may occur three or four times a month.
Though students are permitted the freedom of rate, they know they must
finish_the core activities, ACE tests, and pre- post test by a target date
when the post-test must be taken. Students who are going faster may take
the post-test when they finish a unipart and continue on to the next
unipart.

Regardless of whether the program is traditional or individualized;
the teacher is on -stage less. This does not mean the class never has
discussion, mini- lecture, or full-period lecture: What is necessary or
required is determined by the teacher and the students: No two teachers or
two classes are exactly the same. One of the outcomes of the program is
that discipline problems have become nonexistent. Other high schools

adopting our program report a similar lack of problems. Students work at
their activities in a self - directed and purposeful way as the teacher's
role gradually becomes one of facilitator; resource person, and; on

occasion; guide:
Before the students come into the classroom; the teacher must have

booklets, response sheets; ACE tests; pre-post tests; post-tests, media

materials; lab materials; timeline, and prior _day student materials

organized. As students begin working in groups, -the teacher observes how
each group is functioning. Depending on the activity, students often ask
questions or initiate discussion. Teacher _interaction with students

informs the teacher how students are achieving the objectives and how
effective the materials are for a particular objective. If the students
request a lecture, the teacher usually obliges. The teacher also may have
three to four planned lectures or discussion/lectures a month: What
discussion evolves may be focused or may be holistic and interdisciplinary
in context as the cognitive intellectual achievement relates to such areas
as human ecology, human genetics; or environmental psychology. Some days
the teacher may be involved very little with the students.

When the students leave; they have handed in seven to nine different
ACE response sheets; three to four different ACE tests; and perhaps _a

pre-post test or post-test. To keep track of_where students are at_all
times the teacher has a student monitoring grid sheet which horizontally,
across the top; lists the activities; ACE test pre -post test and

post-test. As teachers correct what has been handed ini_they record it on
the student monitoring sheet. The_student monitoring sheet must be kept
current so the teacher and_the students know where they are each day. If

an activity is not satisfactory, the student must do it over. Since
students are doing many different activities, the student monitoring sheet
will look like a scattergram.
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Program materials consist of lerning a(ivity book:* ts
uniparts), response sheets; pr testis, mini-quizzes, pro -past
post- tests. Each unipart contains codcd behAvioral objectives, _a 1,,,
shoot of activities, a matrix dnq details fir OALL Activity. StuAe:.1
hive short ran6e goals and they k-HOW exactly ghat 1.ney ,rre expect(d lo
learn. Each behavioral objectie has a minimum of three criterion
ieferenced questions. The same objective is approached in a variety of
ways. The student learns an objective; usually using at least three modes:
filmstrip, filmstrip/tape, audiotape;slide,slideitape, single concept 8mm
film/tape, microslide; program material; laboratory Activity, reading, Mini
lecture, small__group discussion or selected lecturo topics. This Variety
makes it possible for students of varying reading ability and different
learning styles to be successful. This is one of the strongest aspects of
the program. The testing program lets the students know exactly What
objective they have learned or missed. The model is constructed so the
student can easily be recycled by doing an activity for a specific
objective and then be retested for tne same objective: Students have
specific timelines which -they must meet for finishing activities Whether
they aro in the individualized or traditional Lindlearn Biology model. The
teacher develops timelines for each unipart so students know when they must
finish each one

LINDLEARN TIMELINE

We follow suggested Lindlearn Biology Timelines. Times vary depending
on the teachers management system and student ability level; some gifted
students have finished the entire program in one semester.

1 1 The Cell - Basic Unit of Life -

cell Organelles and Their Functions
17 days 25 periods

1.2 The Chemistry of Living Things 14 days 21 periods
A..: The Roll Call of Living Things 3 days 4 periods
2.1 Nutrition in Lower Animals 5 days 8 periods
2.2 Digestion in Plants 3 days 5 periods
2.3 Animal Transport 6 days 9 periods
2.4 Plant Transpoit 3 days 5 periods
2:5 Animal EktrOtion 8 days 12 periods
2.6 Plant Respiration Excretion 3 days 5 periods
2:7 Animal Regulation-The Endocrine Syst. 5 days 7 periods
2:8 Plant Regulation Growth 3 days 5 periods
2A Dissection and Comparison of Rep-

resentative Animal and Animal-like
Protists

3.1 Digestion in Man 6 days 9 periods
3.2 Circulation in Man 7 days 11 periods
3.3 Respiration in Man 8 days 12 periods
3.4 Nervous System of Man 7 days 10 periods
4.1 Reproduction and Development 10 days 14 periods
4.2 Asexual Reproduction 4 days 6 periods
4.3 Sekiial Reproduction in Animals 5 days 8 periods
4.4 Sekiial_Reproduction in Plants 3 days 4 periodS
4.5 HUMan Reproduction 4 days 6 periods
5:1 Patterns Of Heredity - Mendelian

Genetics 8 days 12 periods

2
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Since the program requires no spe;_ial setting and Is ind!vidlal::-ed in

approach, 14kinfstrative_ in-ohierlis iii .< ,eule tra::stec, grouping AN,!

hndget are minimiz_ed. in May 1980, the Lindlearn r!i,)1cg.y method
recognized by the New York State Echication Department appropriAt/
--thod of providing for the glitd and talebted In the regalAr (lassroom--
* boon to acimimastrator and Board memhet alik- :sin(e we offer biology,
chemistry and ph:sics all in the Lindlearn tormAt students can take all
th,se sciences aft their own rate.

EVALUATION

Testing and evaluation using s( ientific knowledge to interpret

personal and social issues of intrinsic value for students currently in
the Lindlearn program; It is the student-student and teacher-student
interrelationships which form the personal/social aspect of our current

biology program: We are changing the Lind'earn Biology program %o the

materials, instead of the teacher, become the source which primarily
motivates students to discover the interconnectednes of events, both
people and biological.

All _activities, except head find _Write activities, have Activity
Centered Exercise quizzes (ACE tests). The pre-post tests, which orginallv
werepre7tests in _the _program, came about from student Input. StAidelit

convinced tFi staff that this instrument had much more value niter _A
student had completed all the activities in a unipnrt. All students take
the post -test after they have succossinlly completed the pre-post test.

We have developed a computer bank of criterion refe.onced quest ions;
coded to the behavioral objectives and the matrix in hindlearn Biology;
hindlearnChemistry and Lindlearn Physics; Each objective has a minimum of
four questions; From the tl.ousands of questions in biology we currently

teachers can make up As many versions of quizzes; pre-post tests and
post-tests as they wish; Csing mastery lemming techniques a teacher can
retest students just on the objectives they have missed,

In comparing the achievement of the bindlearn biology students to

Now York State (NYS) student achievement on thoNYS Biology Hgonts
,xaminationi Lindlearn Biology students do significantly hotter, The NYS
(1981) mean wms 783, percent passing was 82.2 while the hindlean Biology
student moan was 83 and thee percent passing was 96 percent

2;
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lh 1979-80 one of the hindlearn Biology students won fist Orize in the
area of Physical Science and iochnelogy from the Net.. lustitutos
Einstein Centennial Science Fair. The panel of judges selected this

pi OjeCt as being the most original at the Fait-. IU__1980-81, two
!;thdents not only won the local New York State Energy Research and
DeVelbpment Authority's award; but they came in sixth at the NYS Science
Energy Fair.

Evalhation_of personal needs and social issues is currently integrated
into small and large group discussions: In all units no formal evaluation
ati to a student's- growth is conducted in these areas. An evaluation device
needs to be developed which is directly correlated with objectives and
activities.

Every ten years 11970, 1980); we do an extensive survey of students in
sciences from grades 7 -12. From these surveys; we see how student interest
and needs are changing for all age levels and we respond to most needs
expressed by our students.

Fortunately, We have numerous gifted computer programmers who can
write programs and science teachers who write commercial science software.
By using these special talents; social and personal problem issue
situations can be created. Through student interaction with computer
programs; they learn the possible consequences of their decisions. We have
the computer programs that not only permit the creation of these but
monitor each student's progress as well.

Even though we do not have microcomputer equipment available outside
of our computer science class, our district haS already committed part of
the block grant money we receive from the state for the next three years
for science teachers to develop this type of computer program. This
program_ will not only add to our evaluation system, but the Sffiall and large
group_discussion will be able to flow from some of the computer program
activities.

We could better evaluate the outcomes of our program if we could
follow students_ in studies every two or four years after graduation frOM
high school. The staff and the chairperson have: developed and used
number of Likert type evaluations in the affective domain with our science
programs. As Soon as the 12 microcomputers; disc drives and printers
arrive for our third computer science_roomi this will free up at least
three microcomputers for staff to develop new Lindlearn Biology software;
We already have the necessary equipment to begin piloting the new
activities and evaluative measures in the Spring of next year. I expect
this phase of development to be intensive for at _least five years. The
development rate will depend on money availability for computer hardware.

In the Science Department; we have done three cognitive domain studies
(1973, 1976; 1980) and two affective domain stiidieS (1976A 1980). In the
first study; two classes; a control group of Lindlearn Bitilogy students and
a group of students with similar reading ability and IQ., taught by the
SAMe_teacher; took a fifty Item test made up of regents questions. The
Lindlearn group did significantly better than the control group. In the
1975-76 and 79780 studies; one-hundred students were randomly selected frOM
the Lindlearii_Biology and one-hundred from the traditional biology tlaSSeS
tiho took the 1976 and 1980 Biology Regents exams. Under these conditions,
We Can Say_ ninety-five percent of the students will do better in a
Lindlearn Biology program than in a traditional biology program. We have
also found that Lindlearn Biology has more of an impact on improving the
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achievement of average and below average students than above average
students.

ln the 1975-76 affective domain study, ninety -six percent of the

Lindlearn Biology students indicated they preferred Lindlearn Biology to
the traditional biology program. A comment by one of the students which
best describes an outcome of Lindlearn Biology was "It gives the student
responsibility, which is the way life is."

The 1980 affective domain survey was an interest survey: Of the 300
students taking Lindlearn Biology; seventy percent indicated a desire to
take future half -year or year biology courses in twenty-two different
areas It is unfortunate that we cannot offer all of the areas in which
students have an interest; This type of survey we do every ten years; We
have found students' areas of interest do change and our diversified
Science curriculum reflects these changes as much as time and money will
permit;

Since all of the teachers have between twelve and twenty years
experience; the challenge is to keep them viable and alive for students.
This can only occur if they are given the freedom to be at the cutting edge
of progress and be allowed to create. As one of the program originators
said; "Lindlearn keeps me vital in teaching rather than stagnant; teaching
the same thing day after day. It helps me get closer to my students; they
are not just faces; they are individuals." As chairperson, I must_see that
teachers have the necessary materials to create an atmosphere which nutures
each person's strengths.

The atmosphere in_a building is set_by the principal'sstyle. We have
had -four different principals in the high school since the inception of
Lindlearn in 1968, but each has permitted the chairperson to create
programs with their staff. It was the principal who kept central
administration informed of the changes taking place and who created time
for all departments developing curriculum. By freeing teachers to work on
curriculum, the duty periods for building management were decreased; We
have been fortunate and it will allow us to continue growing

SOME NEEDS

We have a sizeable investment in media and equipment, Lindlearn
Biology booklets and materials cost $4.75 per student._ A_ classroom set
includes ACE tests pre-post tests; post-tests and a teacher's_edition. If

a district has its own duplicating system, it can produce_ classroom sets
for the program. Final_ cost depends upon what a district has in its

current inventory of media materials, media equipment and textbooks. A

district can probably phase in the program over a period of three to five
years as a part of its normal budget.

Periodicals such as Conservationist, Science Times (New York Times);
Scientific American, The Science Teac ler; Science News; The American
Biology Teacher, Coastal Reporter (American Letteral Society) all serve as
resources for teachers in the classroom;

We have found a secretary must be available for typing the curriculum
and curriculum changes; It would be difficult in a school our size to
operate without a secretary; A copy machine which can easily duplicate and
collate materials is a necessity;

The following are some of the changes we are planning to make in the
Lindlearn Biology:
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* Write microcomputer software which will replace or be
additions to present cognitive activities;

* Write microcomputer_software which creates personal and
social situations which indiviudal and/or small groups
may interact with as activities and student evaluation;

* Write and code affective- objectives into the cognitive
objectives, activities and evaluative measures;

* Write microcomputer software which -will monitor student
progress as they do cognitive and affective activities;
We already have a main frame computer (Digital PDP10)
which can monitor students' cognitive progress and
prescribe activities for students;

* As new commercial media comes but it iied-da to be
evaluated. Staff modify the Written Material
so the new media replace the old or inttOdirce_neW_Areas
into the program: With all new additions, toded_behaVibral
objectives would be written and coded to activities;
ACE tests; Pre-post test and Post-test.

Of the twenty teachers on my staff; all but two are now using some
fOrM of Lindlearn Science. However; it took some staff members ten years
befbre they were psychologically ready to use Lindlearn Stierice in the
classroom. All biology teachers now use the Lindlearn Biology Materials.
To prepare tea-eh-era we developed individualized inservice teacher training
materials WhiCh we use with all new teachers: During the past five years
of training teatherS in using Lindlearn Biology; we have found certain key
activities which must occur during the training workshop; Teachers must
understand:

* How to organize material - all pre-tests; response sheets;
quizzes, pre -post tests and post-tests placed in file folders
(coded) and all media materials coded into the program by the
teacher trainee.
These two activities help the teacher become faMiliar
with the various parts of the program quickly.
* Room organization - security; equipment and room management.
* Planning for the first day; week; and month.
Teachers are most anxious about this:

* HOW to use the teacher's guide; which includes for each
unipartj timelines for each activity; core activities,
optional and extended activities; class activities vs.
activities which can be done outside the classroom.

* Student management systems and how to monitor student progress.
* Duplicating system.
* Anticipated problems and educational change.

Teacher education should in-chide both traditional and individualized
experiences during student teaching. To have only one or the other is not
what the teacher is apt to -experience in the real world. If teachers are
expected to function in classrooms where attidehtSare an active part of the
learning environment; they need to experience learning by being active
learners themselves:

29
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Skills , Attitudes and knowloge a new teacher needs to have in order
to begin this program are:

* An intense desire to want to do the Lindlearn program
* The ability to interrelate, communicate easily and
accept all types of students;

* A good self-image
* The willingness to listen to and communicate freely
and openly any theory or problems he or she may have;

* The desire to keep current with science literature,
not only for changes occurring in the cognitive areas,
but in affective and social areas of biology as well;

* Have computer literacy
* The desire to be a contributor in improving the program.

But; no teacher should attempt this program unless they are really
enthusiastic about its possibilities and challenges. They must be super
organized individuals who can interrelate with students of all types with
empathy; respect; warmth; genuineness; concreteness and constructive
confrontation. If I wanted to cause failure of the program; I would have
teachers:

* Use the program who really did not want to
* Who couldn't interrelate with all types of
students with an accepting_ attitude;

* Who had to run off and collate all the Lindlearn
Biology materials and/or

* Who are not organized.

The target population in replicating schools varies from Rhinecliff Union
Free School District, Holy Cross Campus, Rhinecliff, New York, where 100%
of the students have learning disabilities and/or educational weaknesses as
a result of failure within the traditional education environment to the
accelerated honors students of Tottenville High School; New York; New York.

Since the program is dynamic and not static; it is constantly
undergoing change. Teachers; who do the revisions; are given a free period
to do curriculum work in place of having a building duty assignment. Also;
every teacher in the Lindlearn program during the past five years has had
the opportunity to train teachers of replicating schools who are
introducing Lindlearn Biology into their classrooms.

Each year the administration gives_ recognition letters to staff
members who have contributed to the district, trained teachers in
replicating schoolsi or worked with the many visitors we have every year.
These letters of recognition are very important for staff members to
receive and a copy is always placed in the teacher's district file.

We encourage and expect good teaching. Like any educational program,
the teacher is the key to the success or failure of the program: Good
Teachers Do Make a Difference;
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Chapter 3: MODIFIED TEAM APPROACH TO TEACHING BIOLOGY

By

Raylene Owen, Sally Swartz; Pat Huwa and Russ Doren

Cherry Creek High School
9300 East Union Avenue
Englewood, CO.; 80111

Cherry Creek High SchoOl draWS frOM a suburban; middle class area of
100;000 people: Overall, the community is very supportive of education
with most of our tax base coming frOM two large office complexes Home and
real estate values appreciate, in part, because of the desire of many
people to have their children in the Cherry Creek Schools; Our school
population is growing by four to ten percent per year.

Cherry Creek High School is one of three high schools in Cherry Creek
School District 5 in Arapahoe County._ There are 190 teachers at CCHS with
3,400 students in grades 9 through 12. Built in 1954, CCHS is strong in
academics with eighty percent of our students going on to college. Also
included_ in the curriculum are vocational and Off-campus classes to meet
the needs of_non-college bound students. Our SthOtil iii-clUdeS an animal
room, agreenhouse, and a large courtyard for a future environmental study
area We are located within walking distance of a state recreational area
which can be used for environmental studies;

OUR GOALS

We are striving to meet the needs_ of a broad range of students. Our
goal is to offer students insights on life from molecules to the biosphere
so that they might use them in interpretation and understanding of self and
total environment- Assignments cover a brtiad range with many alternative
paths for students to choose in accordance with their own particular
interests and needs; couched within a framework Of essential understandings
and skills. Our desire istoencouragt students to use biology in their
everyday lives. Also; we want to help them:

*_Understand the nature of scientific inquiry
Science is an

Opti;ended intellectual activity and what is presently
"khOWn"_is_subject to change at any time:

* Understand the limitations of science and of the scientific
Method;

* Understand the_diversity of life and the interrelationship
Of all organisms;

* Understand the biological basis of problems in other fields
* Understand the historical development of biological concepts

and their dependence upon the nature of the society and
technology of each age;
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* Understand manis_own place in nature, namely, that he is
a living organism that interacts with all_organisns,
including fellow man, in the biosphere and that he must live
in balance with nature;

* Understand how .)cate science information in the Science
Resource Center and libraries;

* Develop the ability to observe, classify, define problems,_
hypothesize, record and interpret data, and draw conclusions
in biological experimentation;

* Appreciate social aspects of topics such as overpopulation,
birth control, abortion, and energy use;

* Enjoy a quality life unpolluted by overpopulation.

We emphasize human adaptation and alternative futures by discussing
the consequences of overpopulation, values clarification, quality of life,
heredity, and genetic engineering. Other social problems and issues
addressed through the program include drug awareness; sexually transmitted
diseases; birth control; abortion, anti-smoking and chewing; ecology; birth
defects; and genetic counseling. In all of these discussions we consider
value; ethical and moral considerations of science-related problems as an
integral part of the decision-making process WP attempt also to integrate
career awareness as part of each unit. Our school provides a health fair
and Medical Careers is a course offered as a credit option.

In analyzing our goals for students and our vision of a good biology
program, we feel strongly that working as a team rather than as isolated
teachers better reflects these_ goals while making our teaching more
effective. We hax,1 found ourselves learning while enjoying our teaching
more.

OUR PROGRAM

The forerunner to our team approach was a program at Alameda High
School in Lakewood, Colorado, where Raylene Owen taught. When she came to
the Cherry Creek District; she brought five years of teaming experience
that she and Russ Doren used to create the first team at Cherry Creek High
School. They were later joined by Pat Huwa and Sally Swartz. The team
also Lo.:.-rowed from a similar course taught by William Owen at a small rural
high school. The team; in its present form; has existed since 1977. These
four teachers represent 53 years of teaching experience; three of the four
have Masters Degrees; and the fourth has the equivalent of a Masters in
course work. All team members are continually involved in taking classes;
giving seminars to fellow teachers, and are active in NAM', CBTA, NSTA, and
CAST.

This program did not develop overnight. It is theculmination and
refinement of many years of work in our attempt to teach the best and most
relevant biology course possible, as well as to meet the current needs of
tae st,c-lents and the community. Cur sources of inspiration include
workshops, conferences, professional growth, other teachers, students,
teaching experience,and the BSCS Green Version. These sources led to
inquiry teaching strategies and an emphasis on many societal issues as well
as more traditional biology topics.

The team emphasizes an overview or survey course in biology. All
areas are presented; and no teacher is allowed to "get stuck" in his pet
area General topics we consider essential are:

3



* Ecology
* Plant and Animal Taxonom
* Anatomy and Physiology

Reproduction
* Protists: Taxonomy and DiSease
* World Biomes
* Cells
* Heredity_
* Man and His Place in the Biosphere.
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In all areas of this survey course of traditibhal biology topics; we make a
,nncentrated effort to relate current social concerns to scientifically
supported alternative solutions.

While we are studying biology in general, humankind is a central
f-)cus. Emphasis is placed on the human quality of life in biology, not
only in the subject matter but also in the laboratory interactions between
teachers and students as well as among the students themselves. We are
constantly relating man to his place in the scheme of things. The student
is taught that if technology is removed; man is not more important than any
other animal in the food chain; Emphasis is on learning about _other
organisms and living within the natural structures while causing as little
disturbance as possible.

When discuSsing the local and community relevance; we emphasize that
the whole world does not live as we do. The team incorporates the local
March of Dimes, Action on Smoking and Health; American Cancer Society;
American Heart ASSOciation, and Red Cross campaigns. There is considerable
focus on environmental_and 6661Ogical studies. The team pays particular
attention to current issues rel_ating_to _biology and incorporates those
issues as much as possible. We have_developed_separate lab activities on
drugs and cardiopulmonary resuscitation to add to our human anatomy and
physiology unit and we subscribe to current periodicals; such as the
Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report to Maintaih_relevant information on
diseases affecting the population. Special consideration is given to the
quality of life and how future generations can be affected by decisions
being made presently: The air pollution and oil shale developments in
Colorado are examples of areas where decisions are critical. We use the
information on these areas as much as possible in the biology program.

Facilities
- _

Two of our classrooms are rectangular; encompassing an area of about
130 square meters_ There are 15 lab tables per room arranged three across
and five deep. EaCh room has two sinks; bullet boards; chalk boards;
display cabinets, _cork Strips around the entire room for displays of
student work, ceiling hbokg for display- purposes; windows or a plant stand
with light for plants, microscope cabinets, demonstration desk; and a
refrigerator. Another tlagatOOMcontains an area of about 200 square
meters. There are thirty small desks in the center of the room.
Peripheral lab stations serve twenty -four students but_the lab station
area can accomodate up to twenty-eight students. In the_lab station_area;
there are nine sinks and electrical outlets every 80 cm around the
perimeter. Windows provide good lighting for plants. There are hboks in
the ceiling from which plants and student work can be displayed.. This room
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also has locking cupboards, student equipment boxes, two bulletin boards,
chalk boards, a refrigerator, and cork strips around the entire room for
displaying student projects. We also have a prep room that is used for the
storage of lab equipment and for lab preparation. It contains a stove,
sinks; autoclave; flammable material cabinet, cupboards, drawers, file
cabinets and a telephone: Six teachers share a crowded; nonprivate office
area: There are many distractions in this area which makes it difficult to
have uninterrupted planning time or private conferences:

Since so many materials are shared; much time is saved because of the
close proximity of the classrooms to the stockroom and preparation area
The room with the peripheral lab tables allows for lab materials to sit
undisturbed during lecture. We successfully operated without this new room
until three years ago; and still use two antiquated classrooms. We feel
that good facilities are certainly an asset; but that outstanding programs
can still be run in spite of physical setting.

In each room; we have audiovisual equipment such as film and overhead
projectors. We have access to a lecture center which facilitates large
group lecture sessions. We have developed items such as lab cards with
recipes and lab set-up procedures which expedite actual lab preparation.
We have two forms of our lab practical exams which each year need only
minor revision. By teaming, we have been able to develop many forms of
tests and_assignments. In addition, it is very advantageous _to have a

large, well-equipped stockroom and a_ well7kept greenhouse. The central
stockroom, or preparation room, is where basic materials are stored and
prepared. Bio Lab Technicians (former students) are involved with lab
setups and cleanups. During the actual lab, students have assigned
stations in the room to facilitate distribution of materials. Every
student is assigned a number for all lab equipment. This makes the student
more accountable for materials and cleanup.

Our Students

The students in our program are not specifically grouped according to
ability levels; but General Science classes in Cherry Creek High School are
designed or the lower level students. Our program is aimed at a wide
range of students whose intelligence levels vary greatly. Most are highly
motivated with a large percentage eventually heading for_college. Cherry
Creek_High School participates in an extensive foreign exchange program, so
our classes have had Spanish, Japanese, Vietnamese; German; Swedish and
Korean students.

The number of students who takebiology in Cherry Creek High School
has increased least 20 percent in the last five years. A large majority
of these students go on to advanced classes. In fact, 69.4 percent of our
school population have taken chemistry by the time they graduate from high
school in comparison to a national average of only 16 percent. The
percentage of graduates who have taken physics is 40.2 percent, whereas the
national average is only nine percent:

Two thirds of the 681 students taking Biology I in 1981-1982 were
involved in these team taught courses: Most of these stucents go on to
higher level courses such as Physics; Chemistry; and Biology II. Almost 80
percent of the team's Biology I students do go on to Chemistry. Of those
students who move on to advanced biology and take Advanced Placement Exams
for college entrance; scores have been extremely high. Forty-six students
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have taken the Biology Advanced Placement tests in the last three years and
Live scored well:

AP grade of "5" - 47.8% of students (22 total)
AP grade of "4" - 36.9% of students (17 total)
AP grade of "3" - 15.3% of students ( 7 total)

NeedleSs to_say, these scores are a direct reflection on the high quality
of basic biology education the students received at Cherry Greek High
School.

The male/female ratio in science Ills been much more even in Cherry
Creek High School than in most schools in the United States, In fact, the
ratio has approached 50/50 in General Chemistry and Physics. ThiS
indicates our success in encouraging females in CCHS to pursue advanced
classes in the sciences.

Each year, Cherry_Creek _High School has numerous entries in the
Colorado State science Fait. Many awards have been won; not only in the
Colorado State Science Fair, but alSo in the Colorado-Wyoming Junior
Academy of Science competition.

What We Do

Cherry Creek High School has programs such as "Society and Technology
Day" and "Nuclear Awareness Day" which thairitaih_a flow of current; relative
information: The team uses resources and speakers from the community for
Our lecture classes. Local resources such as the Denver Museum of Natural
History; Denver Botanical Gardens or Denver Zoological Gardens are made
into optional student assignments; ProfessiOnalteSOUtte persons from the
universities in the area have been helpful in their Willingness -to offer
information and_other contributions. The Denver University Open Clinic_has
been an integral part of our Drug Unit: They have come to the aclieolto
assist in facilitation of classroom discussions: Parents With special
talents have also presented programs on violet propagation; fetal surgery
and cardiovascular surgery. Professionals in the area have presented
programs to our classes on pregnancy testing. Nurses from Metro State
College did a birth control mini-unit with our classes: Whenever possible,
we try to utilize our community resources. We are fortunate to have Cherry
Creek Dam State Recreational Area as a resource within walking distance of
the school as well It is an exceptional natural resource and an asset to
our study of the short -grass prairie biOthe.

Parents are involved in several ways:

* Reaources for speakers
* Fifty percent turnout at Back-to-School Night
* Parent-community involvement on school health and

drug programs;
* AttiVe Parent Senate
* Telephone communication on all absences from class on

the day of the absence.
ThiS program maximizes student freedom of choice in the pursuit -of

biological interests while Still offering structure; The course allows for
a wide tango of abilities and interests. It cultivates self-reliance and
individual initiative while teaching social concepts in team activities.

Our program has many optional assignments to individualize instruction
and recognize student diversity. Progress Records (assignment sheets) are
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composed for each unit and are structured to meet the needs of studeLts at
many_ levels. The range of assignment variation might be as diverse as
vocabulary; at one end of the spectrum; to wildlife art work; at the other
end. An attempt is made to tap each student's_ forte. If a student is

especially adept at writing, his choice might be a paper on a research
topic. Or; if the student is artistically creative; there would be an
option suited for utilizing that talent. Cooperation among students is

another_ important aspect_of our program. This theme is perpetuated through
lab work as partners and in teams; collecting data for entire classes and
using it for write-ups; and in group study sessions to answer test review
SheetS.

This program incorporates at least one assignment on each unit which
goes beyond class time and. structure. It requires self - motivation,
self-direction, self-discipline, and creativity. This assignment can
include an arts an.1 crafts project, a visit to community resources such as
the zoo, researching a topic related to the unit, or creating one's own
assignment. Super learning techniques are also incorporated for rote
memorization. These exercises are based on current studies related to
brain hemispheres and learning techniques.

During a typical five-day period, a visitor might see students doing
the following:

* Two lab sessions each week (100 minutes each)
* Taking notes to prepare for a lab
* Doing a lab activity or wrap-up
* Using audio-visual material; such as films; slides;

filmstrips; VTR usage; etc.
* Taking a quiz or test
* Listening to one lecture session per week (as many as 4

classes combined at once-747 minutes)
* Participating in teacher-student conferences and help sessions
* Using library resources to research assignments
* Involved with student-student study sessions

The Teaching Team

Teacher cooperation in problem solving is imperative due to the nature
of our program. In a cohesive team-teaching situation, there are several
characteristics which contribute to the success of the program; One of
these characteristicS includes the contribution of four individuals; each
with his own area of expertise; to the entire curriculum Rarely would one
find an individual teacher who felt equally comfortable in all aspects of
the biology curriculum. However; with four individuals the spectrum of
expertise is broadened greatly. Labs; exams; and reading materials are
subject to perusal by several individuals and multiple input makes the
final edition more comprehensive. An individual teacher might have to go
through several years of revision_to feel__the materials were in final form
and ready for presentation to students. The expertise of several teachers
not only contributes_ to the quality of materials; but also _to_ the
repertoire of_the teachers who work together. More creativity in the final
product is achieved in this manner. When a lecture is presented to a_large
group of students several times a day, the lecturer may have little
enthusiasm by the fifth presentation. In a team situation, lectures can be
alternated among teachers and one can achieve an enriched and enthusiastic
approach to the topic.
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The team approach to laboratory preparation affords a division of
labor that can be both time and cost effective. if solatious have to be
mixed for a lab; it requires very little time to multiply the amount by
tour and have the materials ready for 650 StUdents. The initial time spent
On planning a preparation is equal to what fOur individuals would have to
Spehd if teaching on their Additionally, when exam; quiz or worksheet
titerials are being prepared by more than one teacher; it is feasible to
prepare multiple versions of the materials. The cost-effectiveness of
making materials for large numbers is evident; and waste is reduced as
Well.

Another characteristic which is behefitial to the students is the
continuity achieved by making a_team of teachers at their disposal. There
is always a teacher available as a resource feit questions regarding
assighten_s. Students have the opportunity to receive assistance even if
their teacher is in the middle of another class. The ttUderitt also have
the continuity of a class that will continue as planned if their teacher is
ill or on emergency leave. Other members of the teat assist the substitute
with orientation to the materials and activities planned ftit that day; and
the material is covered in a responsibIefashion. In a team tipproach; the
teachers also have tha flexibility of taking a.portibt of another class if
a teacher has an unexpected emergency aud arrives late to school. Oh the
other hand; if a student is_ill; he has the added flexibility Of making up
the class with another teacher_ who is covering the same subject matter as
was covered in the class missed.

Teaching strategies essential to the team program are:

* Organization--willingness to plan ahead; sometimes as
much as a semester in advance;

* Dedication--to cooperation and to the time and effort
required to do _a good job;

* Willingnessto approach biology as a survey course of
socially relevant issues based on a strong baCkgrouhd
of basic biological concepts;

* Cohesiveness-of philosophy within the team to work
toward a common goal.

During a five-day period, a visitor would see teachers:

Preparing and giving lecturet
Using audio-visual preparations
Providing laboratory experiences
Interacting with students, both in and out of class
Interacting with teachers or administrators
Evaluating student papers, quizzes; and exams
Preparing and revising evaluative instruments
Planning and brainstorming sessions with team members.

A_ teacher must have the self-discipline to tee what needs to be done and
the willingness to do it even if it is not a favorite task.

Teachers in this program need to have an excellent grasp of the
subject matter; be able to plan and organize months in advance; be
creative, be dedicated to doing the best job possible in -spite of time
it talc-et, have enthusiasm; be self-confident; like to be with students;
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have a good grasp of professional ethics, be active in professional

organizations,_ be involved in the community, and present a professional
appearance both in manner and dress._

The teachers learned to use_the program by working together on all
phases of its development. The four team members have attended meetings
and presented programs in Fort Collins for the Colorado Science Teachers
Association for a district articulation day, NABT conventions, inservice
workshops, and Colorado Biology Teachers Association idea exchanges.

The team situation has shown itself to be cost-effective, therefore;
funds, facilities and equipment can be put to more efficient use. When
working with large numbers of students, there is less material waste during
the course of a unit. The program would be applicable in any high school
With a relatively large biology curriculum. The team program incurs no
other expenses than those required by any good biology program; In fact;
the team program is much more cost effective than four teachers working
separately. The average cost per student per year is appvoximately $20A0.

Curriculum Resources

BSCS Green Version; Biological Science: An Ecological Approach is

the text used as a guide; It would be unrealistic to list the multitude of
materials that we have used over the years to develop our program. We have
devised data sheets; revised labs; and used team-developed handouts
extensively. Although much of the academic material for -the course comes
from the BSCS Green Version; many special additional strategies and

activities have been incorporated into the program. It would be difficulti

if not impossible; for one teacher_to offer so many options to students.
Several specific examples are as follows:

* CPR, blood pressure, and cardiovascular labs
* Drug unit
* Urinalysis_lab
* Metrics unit
* Improved blood and chromosome staining labs
* Reproduction decisions and responsibilities (birth

control, abortion, and sexually transmitted diseases);
* Comparative ecosystem analysis of adjacent Colorado

State Cherry Creek Reservoir Area;
* Colorado life zones slide -show
* Optional visits to Denver's Museum of Natural History;

Zoo; and Botanical Gardens;
Optional computer assignments for units

* Bacteriology labs relating to everyday health
Three or four forms cf unit tests and milZzes

* Several forms of written assignments.

Other materials or resources that are important to our curriculum are:

* Computers: There are Apple computers in the Science
Resource Center which are used to supplement some
Of the units.
The team hopes to use more computer programs
in the future.
Some programs in use now are population
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problems; unit vocabulary; quizzes; and genetics
These are programs that have boon developed by our ti anf.

* Video Equipment:
Video The team has produced video tapes of
laboratories; including fetal pig dissection.
Films The team uses relevant 16mm films through
the district film librar-.

* Speakers: Depending on the year and availability,
the team has had speakers on the following topics:
drugs; genetics; pediatric cardiovascular
surgery; horticulture; otorhinolaryngology;
and many aspects of human reproduction;

Resource Center: Contains books; periodicals
and film strips which pertain to
the subject matter.
The resource center is_a vital part of the
individualized approach with a variation in
requirements.
The resource center presents opportunity for
individual study in the depth desired by
students meeting requirements or pursuing their
particular interests.
It enables the student to draw -upon a wide
range of references to gather different points
of view and different approaches than used in the
textbook:
The center is available for student use at any time
during the day.
In Cherry Creek; the center is located separate
from the classroom with a lay assistant present for help.

* Greenhouse: Provides an environment for
growing plants during our plant units:
A variety of represeitatives of plant phyla for
our taxonomy unit are maintained in the greenhouse:

No prograM can be taken verbatim; plugged into an existing curriculum
and be successful yithout first evolving to fit the needs of that
situation. Our curriculum sequence is designed to serve as an example from
which an individualized prograM can be developed. Rather than provide an
entire year's calendar with SpeCifiCS; we are including a general calendar
which can be reworked to serve the specific needs of an individual or team
in a special setting.

Calendar of events for year: Weeks
Scientific techniques: metrics, microscope, etc. 1 1/2
Introduction to Ecology 1 1/2
Individuals; Populations; Comm: and Ecosystems 3
Plants: Introduction 2 1/2
Animals: Introduction 3

Protists and Disease 3

World Biomes and Paleoecosystems 2 1/2
Semester exams 1

The Cell 2 1/2
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Throughout the course, we stress the continuity of evolution in all aral..
Our sequence of instruction is probably not unique. It works for us

becihso it first looks at the whole, then it looks at individupl pieces,
and finally it puts it back together _into one comprehensive whole. our
sequence builds throughout the year with concepts needing background saved
for the latter part of the year. Lab blocks are scheduled 100 minutes
twice each week and large group lecture is required for 47 minutes once n
week: Students have the opportunity and are expected to attend an
equivalent session if a lab or lecture is missecl With a team situation,
there is the opportunity to attend equivalent lectures and labs during
tim,choduled time:

Evaluation

In our program we strive to emphasize subject matter interest as
motivation. Grades are deemphasized and students are given optional
activities to reach the grade level they desire. The Cherry Creek program
is based on an accumulation of points from required and optional
activities. The desire is to give every student the opportunity to achieve
the informational competence and grade level he desires without the
necessity of leaping too difficult a linguistics hurdle.

In_order to meet -some of the_goals_given above, evaluation must be
tailored to test knowledge of biological principles. Formal testing is
di'-emphasized. This is based upon -two assumptions. First,_biology as a

science seeks to help students understand the nature of the scientific
process and the work of the scientist. ScientistS are problem solvers,
equipment manipulators, data gatherers and analyzers, and users of the
scientific method. Scientists are not test takers. Scientific concepts
are reached by inquiry using the foregoing rather than by testing. Second,
the emphasis is on attitude changes in the students, not on specific
technical memorizations: Technical learnings do not comprise the majL:
objectives of the courses They are necessary as a prerequisite to tne
major objective; which is the development of new attittiOes Testing on
subject matter can be used to determine these specific technical learnings:
There is no satisfactory way to evaluate attitude development: Intuitive
methods of evaluation and observation of behavior, which is correlated
highly with certain desired attitudes; are the only ways available for such
evaluation. Therefore, evaluations are always open to review and should be
participated in by the student whenever possible.

Test review sheets are used. These contain all of the questions which
will be used on the test. In Cherry Creek, _a list of about 100 questions
from Which the unit test will be drawn is given each student. The desire
is to make the test a teaching-learning experience. The test embodies the
learnings- of- major importance in the subject matter. The use of review
sheets, which the student knows will include all the information found on
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the test, encourages the study of concepts and, hopefully, remove the fear
of testing_ present in so many test situations: The review sheet plus the
test and the follow-up represent three highly motivated practices_ on the
key subject matter material. Tests are given at the end of each unit.
Cherry Creek_tests are developedhyour team of teachers.

EvalUatitin techniques we have used include:

* Student feedback - formal and informal
* Parent feedback
* Peer feedback
* Administrative feedback formal and informal
* Gut feeling.

We do not formally evaluate each other; However; if a team Member
sees a problem and has a suggestion; it is discussed and the change Often
implemented. In a team approach; respect and compatability are foremost.

We are continually modifying our evaluative instruments as weaknesses
become apparent or as new needs; infOrmation; and materials arise. We are
hoping to use our computer to geherate several new forms of our final exam
each year; One successful testing feature that we started three years ago
is to give all make -up exams ln essay form instead of the regular
multiple-choice; This has promoted a high_rare of attendance on exam days.

Constant updating of material andtethnique_takes place as we grow as
teachers and as we squire new knowledge through edditional course work;
conferences; and professional involvement. Feedback from students is
encouraged and considered in redesigning teSts, labS; and organization of
Materials. Students are constantly involved in Self-evaluation with the
Progress Records. Each student is responsible for keeping a_running total
Of his points_which he should double check against the grade book, Each
student is also _given a class participation trade. He is asked to
determine the number of points and then to give a rationale at to why_ he
deserves that amount. The teacher then has the final word as to the number
of points received for class participation; Some areas that are included
in this grade are attendante; tardies; attitude; lab clean -up, and
cooperation with lab partners.

Students are responsible for and held accountable for maintaining the
condition of their assigned laboratOry_ equipment and materials, They are
responsible for the condition of everything- from books to slides; Students
are encouraged to choose from many_optional assignments or to create their
own assignments; Laboratory procedures alS6 require decision making on the
part of students:

Since there are four teachers involved in the program; as new issues
come to the foreground they are incorporated into the program. We make
theSdchanges consistently and constantly. When changes are indicated;
assuming they are within our power and the budget, they are Made. Changes
we need -that- would_ enhance the program include more planning and lab
preparation time. This additional time would allow us to improve on the
quality and variety of available materials; Also; we need skeletons in
each room, a typewriter and dishwasher in the storeroom; an incubator, more
convenient accessibility to a large-group lecture area; and more file
cabinets. Barring any drasti6_ changes in team membership; budget,
administrators; or community; the program will continue to evolve by
responding to perceived needs. TO facilitate positive evolution of the
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program, teachers should design the program _to neat their needs - Ihey
should continually have an open mind and only_use what works for them.
ConstructiVe criticism from students, peers, and administration should be
considered with an open mind.

SUPPORT

We are well-supported by the administration. At__times we do wish
there were more _professional leave _days available. We also need_ more
advance notice of activities which interrupt classes. This would be of
great value in planning and preparation. We would suggest a_fixed activity
calendar at least three months in advance. The school administration has
provided release time and funding to teachers participating in professional
growth experiences such as national conferences (NABT, NSTA) and local
conferences. The administration encourages us to further our education by
taking college classes, not only in our particular subject matter, but also
in areas such as student psychology and study skills. The philosophy of
the administration is to select the best people for the job and then stand
back to allow them to do their jobs while keeping paperwork and meetings to
a minimum.

Our science supervisor; Dan Van Gorp; sees biology as a survey course
and encourages flexibility in terms of bringing in social issues; even if
controversial: We have had his full backing in our team approach: Mr: Van
Corp also has encouraged and budgeted for our participation in local; state
and national professional organizations.

The team does not require special support staff; but there are special
people who make our job much easier. The secretary in the Science Resource
Center assists students who are researching problems or working on
assignments, gives make7up tests, types; takes telephone messages, checks
orders and maintains the well-being of the entire department. Library
Personnel help students w'.,-.11 their research copics.__Schooj nurses are used
for blood type labs and blood pressure screening. Also, they help teachers
in researching topics and ordering audiovisual aids. We utilize the
Consolidated Film Library which has available 16 mm films for the district.
The Audiovisual Department staff supply and maintain overheads, film
projectors, tape recorders and slide projectors for teachers' use:
Handouts for distribution to students are run off by the personnel in the
duplications department. The Custodial Staff maintain the rooms and take
care of necessary repairs: Biological Laboratory Technical Assistants;
with teacher supervision; are responsible for set-up of materials for

student use; mixing solutions for labs; cleaning materials; grading exams
and quizzes; and assisting in the greenhouse.

The community is important because they are very supportive of the
entire school program. Parents are willing to participate if they have an
area of expertise. However, teachers have been the critical_ element.
Their cooperation, expertise, and dedication to the team effort have made
it work.

Professional organizations,_ such as NSTA and NABT, have played a key
role in developing_ and maintaining the team's program as it exists today.
All four team members have been actively involved in both national and
local_ professional organizations. Team members have held offices and
worked on convention committees for these groups. These organizations have
provided us with the opportunity to exchange ideas and information with
other teachers and have given us a springboard for creativity: The team
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makes extensive use of many professional journals; including The AmericanBiology Teacher and Scientific American. We are already involved iii doing
inservice for both elementary and secondary teachers in our district. Team
members have given talks at professional meetings and local college classes
as well:

If another teacher were interested in instituting this program in
another school; we would first encourage them to visit our program and
observe it in action. No program will work verbatim for a different
teacher; We would encourage teachers to not take our program in its
totality; but to rebuild it in their own image, giving it their character
and redesigning it to meet the needs of their students and school
community. Getting new teachers to use our program is not one of our major
goals; we are not seeking converts._ We are only seeking the best fOr
ourselves and our students: It works for us. If all or part of our
program will work for other teachers, then that is even more rewarding.
The major reward is what the program_ does for our students and our
community. Our program would fail without the constant dedication and
cooperation of the teachers toward the team _effort. The success of the
program is not based on budget or faciliti?:s but is based on the teacher's
dedication and willingness to work toward the optimum biology program:Mather inservices; professional conferences,- seminars; and idea
exchanges are valuable for continual professional _growth and program
success. We probably have gleaned the most practical information out of
"idea e:changea." The rewards for teaching are not material. They come
frcro positiVe feedback from our students and peers, sometimes years later.
An additional reward is the self-satisfaction of a job Well done. We have
all profited frberi_attending teacher education workshops. TWO of the team
members became directly involved in BSCS this way: All team members
continue to actively participate in workshops: The team sees workshops as
a vital part in continuing and maintaining the social and subject matter
relevance of our program.

The biology program stands on its own merits in that it is an elective
course with 90 percent of the school population enrolled: The course is
meaningful to the average student and a challenge to .the gifted: We
receive a great deal of support from the community and seek input from the
parents when approaching controversial issues such as sex education;
abortion; drug abuse; and creation versus evolution. The location of Metro
Denver as _the energy center of the western United Staces and its tremendous
growth makes it a vibrant; challenging place to liVe; and the student
population needs a comprehensive approach to social issues to meet that
challenge. Cherry Creek High School is in an affluent section of that
community -and the biology program has to undergo constant change to prepare
students fbt college and careers that lead to successful' lives.

The team apprOach to biology has gone a long way toward fUlfilling the
objectives of Cherry Creek High School; namely; that of _education
excellence and preparation of students _for life after high school.
Students are guaranteed a well - rounded approach to biology through the
group efforts of four biology teachers working together to produce the best
possible program. Our current program has been responsible for helping all
of us develop a willingness to ahate. It has given us the flexibility tosee the merit in other approaches. In addition, it has aided us in
developing a cohesiveness of philosophy that carries over into all of our
everyday teaching:
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Chapter 4: LIMNOLOGY

By

Edwin A. Vetter
Kathleen Senior High
2600 Crutchfield Road

Lakeland; Florida

Located in central Florida, Lakeland is a city with a population of
almost 50,000 people in an urban area of about_138000. Growth has_ been
rapid during the last ten_years because of industrial_ expansion and the
development of nearby tourist areas such as Disney World, Sea World, and
Busch Gardens. Lakeland's major industries are citrus, phosphate, cattle,
and tourism. These industries, which expanded rapidly in recent years,
have now been hard -hit by the economic recession and have caused the county
to have the highest unemployment rate in Florida.

Lakeland has exceptional cultural, medical, and educational programs
for a city of its size. A beautiful Civic Center attracts quality
performances, the Regional Medical Center and Watson Clinic are known
throughout the state; and several colleges and universities are located
either within the city or within easy driving distance;

Kathleen Senior High School; one of three public high schools in the
greater Lakeland area, has a student population of 1;400 in grades ten
through twelve. The majority of students come from the unincorporated
areas and 86% live more than two miles from the school. Only 35% of
Kathleen Senior High's graduates attend college, so the school attempts to
offer a good balance of academic and vocational courses to meet the
educational needs of its student population. Vocational programs are
offered in five different subject areas and numerous college-preparatory
courses are available including Advanced Placement classes in four
subjects.

The parents and community are very supportive of the educational
program and activities at Kathleen High School and Kathleen students are
active participants in community activities. Kathleen Senior High strives
to create an environment which challenges every student to develop his
intellectual capacity to the fullest; Our goal is to provide the guidance
and experiences necessary to stimulate all students to equip themselves to
live successfully in a changing world.

THE FOCUS: LOCAL RESEARCH

In 1970; I started an ecology class at our school; the first of its
kind in Polk County. This_semester course, designed as an elective_for
upper-level students, included units on air pellution,_ terrestrial ecology
and- aquatic ecology. In 1973, major emphasis was placed on terrestrial
ecology and fresh water systems, since_Polk county was experiencing rapid
growth that was__putting_ environmentalpressure on our land and water
resources. In addition, I received permission from the owner of a ten-acre
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wooded tract to use the area as a field laboratory in terrestria] ecology.
Each year. from 1973 to 1977, a six-week unit on terrestrial ecology ,as
conducted on this tract of land.

In-depth studies were made on soils, plants, and _animals in the study
area: The students even made a slide program of the plant and animal
associations. In 1976, I discovered the land was for sale (zoned
residential) and several attempts were made to obtain_ money to purchase the
land to set up a permanent study area to be used by_the school system.
These attempts failed and the area is now a housing _development._ During
this same period of time, I started our "Advanced Ecology Class;" a

second-year environmental class where students do independent _research on
environmental problems. Student research usually centered on water
quality:

In 1977; when we lost our study area, the terrestrial unit was deleted
from the class. At the same time; it was becoming evident to me that our
surface water quality was deteriorating; so I began to increase the
emphasis on this The Advanced Ecology group was continuing to monitor_six
lakes within the city limits of Lakeland and this information was used in
the regular Ecology class;

As I became aware of declining environmental quality in the area and
students at Kathleen Senior High indicated they would be interested in
elective science courses on a semester basis: The limnology sequence
evolved as a result of this. Students contributed critical developmental
input and student interest in the environment has been a major inspiration
for the program. In addition public awareness and interest in the program
has been very encouraging.

Ih 1980_, the course name was_ changed to General Limnology (formerly
Ecology) and Advanced Limnology (formerly Advanced Ecology) _due to the
increased emphasis on fresh water. _Since 19_78, the "general" class has
been a feeder to the "advanced" class. Since the _mid -seventies; the
Advanced Limnology program has been funded solely by the state
Environmental Mini-Grant Program. This program supplies money for all
reagents and equipment used by the students. The students in the program
participate in the planning of the project through suggestions for new
projects or new tests to be used in the existing program. Their planning
input is also used during all programs requested by community groups.
Students do all the work at these presentations;

The advanced class collects lake samples every other day and conducts
a full range of chemical and physical tests. This data; permanently
recorded, is used by our local newspaper in its quarterly "Environmental
Newsletter" to the public. In addition; these students are very active in
public awareness workshops on water_quality.

The Limnology sequenc t Kathleen Senior_High is an elective for_IIth
and 12th __grade students who have_ taken Biology and_received a "C" or
better. Students completing the General Limnology class_ with a "B" or
better, are eligible for the Advanced Limnology_class, Class size_varies
in the general class from 18 to 34. While class size in the advanced
section ranges from 2to 10. The general classes' are semester courses.
Currently, there are three sections scheduled. The advanced course is a

yearly elective and has been maintained with one section per year.
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OUR GOALS

Our general goals are to prepare students for future problems
resulting from today's society and technology by providing alternative
methods of solving/living with these future problems. We hope to do this
by:

Developing an awareness of local and county-wide quality
problems;

* Providing information relating to the causes of local and
county water problems;

* Providing laboratory and field experiences in water quality
evaluation;

* Enabling the student to predict future water quality based
on laboratory and field measurement;

* Providing alternatives to present lake management techniques

* Demonstrating problems facing governments regarding lake
management;

* Generating water quality data for the local news media

* Providing. public awareness information on water quality

* Providing opportunities for public speaking.

The Limnology sequence is based on current water-related environmental
problems in Central Florida. Social factors which may lead to our problems
are discussed. In addition, there are discussions relating to the impact
of our water problems on society and ways in which society can improve the
situation.

OUR PROGRAM

During the course, students are taught the various stages of lake
aging: In addition, they are exposed to lake management techniques that
may be used to restore or protect and preserve lakes. Students are asked
to describe how society will have to adapt by changing attitudes and
behaviors toward changing lake situations: The general curriculum includes
air pollution; acid rain; ecological principles; hydrology of Central
Florida; lake processes; lake problems; lake management techniques, lake
management alternatives; water-born diseases; aquatic organisms, water
chemistry, and a class study of ten area lakes on which students conduct
analyses. Students study shoreline vegetation; common plankton; plankton
density, and coliform bacteria. They also investigate settleable solids;
color_, turbidity, _pH, dissolved oxygen, carbon dioxide; nitrates;
phosphates, _and Secchi disk_visibility. The course ends with a three-day
final exam during which students evaluate their data and write a report on
the water quality of the lakes they studied during the semester.
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The LimndlOgy classes (both general and advanced) rely on data
interpretation (they must evaluate the results of their water tests);
chemistry _(uS-6_ of_ chemistry in water tests); math (calculations Of
coIcantrations bASed on titrations); social studies (man's cultural impact
or water quality); Jaw (who has the right to restrict what we do with our
environment); art (drawings of plankton they find in water); and s:wech
(making oral presentations in the community);

For 12_weekS, Students are presented information telating_to water
quality. CheMital and biological tests are discussed and students_ are
taught thesignificance of these tests as they relate to water quality.
The last six weeks requires- that students collect water from local lakes
and evaluate biological and chemical factors, The final exam requires
students to rely on their test data to evaluate local water quality.

After students have eValhAted the local water quality; they are then
asked to compare current data witl data collected from previous years.
From this they must determine if there is a trend toward improved or
decreased water quality. They also project future water quality along with
suggestions for local lake Managkiient. Students are asked to consider what
type of water quality they can expect as adults and the type of watei-
quality their children can expect if_today's society continues its selfish
abuse of water; And, students learn hoW their personal behavior can affect
water quality;

I consider certain ool,Ltfit as essential: the basic concepts of lake
aging; identification of aquatic life fOrMS;_ various chemical and
biological tests for water quality and their Significance; lab safety; lake
management techniques; lake management alternatiVeS. I emphasize the
impact of today's society on our water quality.

Our water problems are a result of society and society is the result
Of human attitUdeS. Our aquatic environmental problems stem from human
behavior. In solving these problems students use math, art, history;
chemistry and biblogY. In the advanced level; students also rely on public
speaking. Community teleVance is expressed by local news media interest in
the class, requests fOr public awareness presentations and the use of the
Advanced Limnology class data for quarterly environmental reports by our
newspaper. Local agencies inVOlVed with water quality and water management
present programs on careers.

My teaching philosophy is -centered around making education; science or
otherwise; fun; interesting and significant. I attempt to implement this
philosophy by using a variety of teaching techniques; getting to know my
students personally; and by constantly looking fornew_materials which can
be applied to local problems; Students work in lab groups rl the
instructor helps each group work out problems. Students often in
before and after school for help or extra work. Many -class discu ,ns
center -on local issues. Some discussions involve the role of the city and
the public in improving water quality: Students test local water quality
and relate it to their personal lake use and the public's lake use; both
now and in the future.

In the General LiMnology program; students essentially follow the
course outline. In the advanced section; students are responsible for
their own time and lab activities. They decide what needs to be done for
the week and carry it out._ During public awareness presentations; the
students do all the organization; preparation and demonstrations; I;
however do the evaluation, btt I usually discuss with them how they felt
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about the presentation: Did they feel -;,_)od aout it? Was it worthwhile?
Did the audience remain attentive?

A Typical Lesson Plan

Fresh Water Algae: Identification and Significance
Unit length: 2-3 weeks

Teacher activities Slide show of local algae
Discussion of algae groups and their
significance
Students read "Algae and Their
_Significance"
Total 4 days

Student activities Lab Algae slides (accompanies "Algae_
and Their Significance"). Students draw
the algae ail list name and significance.
-Lab - Live algae, Students
draw from pure live cultures, label.

Total 4 days

-Lab - Identification of Algae from
School Pond. Students use previous
training plus dittos on algae
identification. They find the algae
in their microscope; sketch; identify;
and then call the instructor who signs
his name to acceptable drawings.
Each signature is worth 3 points.

Total 5 days

Limnology Sequence General Overview

The advanced students complete the entire program. My part is to
order the reagents and equipment and make spot evaluations of their
progress. The students do all the data gathering and interpretations,
recording, graphics, and housekeeping. The Advanced Limnology students
also assist in teaching the general class, which is a good indication of
their overall understanding of ecological principles.

This course could be established by any competent Biology instructor
with an interest in ecology Many literature references are available on
the identification of fresh water plants and animals; and there are
numerous articles in periodicals to use as supplemental reading.

The major strategy of the sequence is its community emphasis. The
instructor uses many local professionals to introduce new topics; expand
ideas; present opinions in contrast to the instructor's; and introduce
career ideas.

Much -of the success of this program is due to the general enthusiasm
for teaching exhibited -by the Biology teachers at Kathleen Senior High
School. As they stimulate interest in science, it is possible to offer
electives in specialized areas. In addition to student enthusiasm, there
appears to be a good deal of community support for the program. This
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support has been demonstrated by requeStS for Speakers and programs on
water quality; the City of Lakeland's interest_ in improving lake water
quality, the use of class generated data by the local nevs media, and
financial support by local business.

The program is relatively easy to begin. MOSt Biology teachers have
the background to identify the common algae, protozoa; and macrophytes
associated with fresh water: There are many plant and animal
identification booklets available for supplemental _use. It is quite
posSible to use teacher-made microphotographs_ Of local algae and
zooplankton to add more meaningful learning situations._

By following local and regional environmental issues in the news
media; it_ does not take long to build a "local environmental issues"
library. From news media and environmental trends, the course content can
be easily changed to meet current needs:

COSt faCtotS are not prohibitive: A standard HACH environmental _lab
is available_fot_abOut $600. After the initial cost; the program could be
maintained fot $200 to $300 a year for replacement chemicals. Local
agencies or _businesses- may be able to offer grants or donations or
equipment. The teacher's ambition and enthusiasm will determine the depth
of content and variety of equipment.

General Limnology Objectives

Students should be able to:

1: Chemically analyze fresh water for;
A: Oxygen
E: Carbon Dioxide
C. ph
D. Nitrate
E. Phosphate.
F. Color
C. Turbidity
H. Secchi disk

2. Bidlogically analyze water for;
A. Biochemical oxygen demand
B, Algae density
C. Algae species
D. COliform bacteria

3: Predict the relative Safety of our local lakes for swimming,
boating, and fishing;

4 Rank our lakes from dirtiest to cleanest;
Predict the future of our Water_quality based on current trends;

6: Suggest methods to improve local Water quality.

Course Content includes:

I. Water testing procedures;
2. Algae identification and significance;
3. Analysis of local lakes;
4. Evaluation of water safety in local lakes;___
5. Predictions_of future trends based ch current evidence;
6. LOCal hydrologY;
7. Lake management techniques;
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8. Final written report.

Pupil Evaluation is through:

1. Teacher-made tests;
2. Teacher-made quizzes;
3. Laboratory activities;
4. Final Exam-written report.

Advanced Limno logy Outline

Pupil Objectives--The student should be able to:

1 Conduct a scientific study on water quality;
2 Analyze the results and data collected in a scientific study;
3; Write a valid conclusion on water quality in the study lakes;
4; Make an oral presentation on local water quality from the data

collected.

Course Content includes:

1. Application of limnology principles learned in General Limnology;
2. Monitoring six city lakes for water quality;

A. Dissolved oxygen
B. Carbon dioxide
C. pH
D. Nitrate
E. Phosphate_
F. Plankton density
G. Secchi disk
H. Coliform bacteria
I. Turbidity
J; Color

3; Monitoring 8 county lakes for Lakeland Ledger "Environmental
Report Card;"

4; Preparation of interim and annual reports on Lakeland lakes;
5. Preparation of data for presentation in Lakeland Ledger on

county lakes (3 times a year).

Pupil Evaluation is through:

1. Subjective evaluation by teacher on student research;
2. Written reports;_
3. Final summary of water quality.

Students leave campus to collect samples, then return and begin
analysis. They are required to complete the following tests: dissolved
oxygen, carbon dioxide; nitrate, phosphate; color; turbidity; secchi
conform bacteria and plankton density; Over and over again; students
gather water samples; test water samples; and record data

I spend much of my time going around from lab group to lab group,
lecturing; questioning, 'demonstrating, and testing; I use current
newspaper and magazine articles from Science; Newsweek; Time; Omni; and
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Science Digest. _Mese materials are given out to students to read as
resource materials. At the end of the course; they are collected for
re-use. We have used outside speakers on many occasions. Some of our
'Aources are: Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission; Central Florida
Regional Planning Council; Environmental Science and Engineering; City of
Lakeland; and the Florida Department of Environmental Regulation.

The administration is very supportive in approving applications_ for
grants to purchase equipment; seeking donations from industry to purchase
equipment, _assisting in scheduling; permitting students to leave campus for
lake sampling, and encouraging field trips: Our science supervisor has
been helpful as well._ The community provides support through local
newspaper coverage of clASS results; public awareness of program requestsi
and financial assistance. I think the relationship between the class and
the community is very unique. The students are active in public awareness
activities in the commmunity. By relying on local news media updates, we
respond quickly to community changes and needs. I am a member of the
Lakeland Advisory Board, so I can keep on top of city proposals and action
concerning our lakes. The course content changes as the environmental
problems of our area change. The baSic_philosophy is to educate the future
citizens and taxpayers in environmental problems--what they are; why they
exist; and what can be done about

My students have been featured in 10 different newspaper articles; In
1978, they helped the Central Florida Regional Planning Council on their
Water Quality Management In 1980, three Of_the students were invited
to Washington D.C; to meet President Carter and be recognized for their
work in water quality: My students have given pbblic_AWareness programs to
the Sierra Club; Girl Scouts; Bluebirds; Brownies, and high school classes.
Their data is published quarterly as a county environmental report card.
StUdents have -been featured-in the HACH chemical company's newsletter.

I_would like to be able to make more field trips with the:classes to
visit lake. This would enable us to study the lakes in more detail._ It
would be more meaningful to students to be able to spend time at the lake
instead of returning immediately after collecting the water samples. In
addition, we need more class time to allow for more field trips;

would like to see the program develop in-other schools in Florida
since our tourism industry and_ residential activities are so dependent on
fresh water; I hope I-will tetieVe_requests for assistance in establishing
the program from one or two schOOlt. If, more schools developed such a
program; future voters will receive needed information on local water
quality.
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Chapter 5: SUMMER MARINE BIOLOGY

by

Phoebe Miller

Rockledge High School
220 Raider Road

Rockledge, FL., 32955

Rockledge, a residential community of 20,000, has a middle class
population of mixed ethnic background supported by _light industry and
citrus trade. A large percentage of t-',e working_class commute to the
Kennedy Space Center and Patrick Air Force Base located about eighteen
miles away on Florida's east coast. The general mood and climate of the
growing community is excellent and very supportive of the school's
educational efforts.

The school houses grades nine through twelve with an enrollment of
approximately one thousand students and forty-eight teaching faculty
members; The building is thirty years old and in constant need of repair
but the atmosphere at the school is good; carrying a hint of anxiety due to
the lack of funds to properly maintain the building and programs. Seven
science teachers and eight science rooms comprise the science department at
Rockledge High. Three of the rooms are equipped for laboratory use and one
is used exclusively for science research-projects. There is a greenhouse;
but funds have not been available to repair it for use.

Biology and Marine Science_ with labs are both _taught at the high
school as they are throughout the district. _Much of the instruction is
textbook oriented, with a traditional classroom organization and
atmosphere. While teachers are free to use supplementary materials, time
seldom allows deviation from the essentials they are expected to cover.
Teachers are mostly locked in to using the district adopted textbook and to
following a standard progression pattern. The Indian River city dock,
located four blocks away; is close enough for study; but walking a class to
and from the site during the fifty-five minute period leaves little time
for useful inquiry;

A few years ago; the pressing environmental problems and concern for
human welfare and progress were only being talked about in the classroom.
It was not a realistic situation. With the river; ocean; and ecologically
productive mangrove area in such close proximity; it seemed logical to
develop a hands on program_ in which students could become involved as

participants in the discipline. But, there were too many _problems- in
making such a program available. It was not feasible to include_a field
program during the regular school year so we incorporated it into our
summer school.

I was_ inspired by a teacher in another school district who ran a

summer environmental program on the west coast of Florida. Using this
program as a model 1:or setting up my program, I took a group of students
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and_participated one week's activities at the Marine Science Station in
Crystal River; Florida Pat Purcell, the station director; and Bill
Kelsey; the resource teacher, were both inValuable guides during the set-up
of the basis of the program. Their knOWledge and ideas were incorporated
into the program we designed. As a reSi!lt of this; we wanted students
participating in this program to develop:

* Improved problem solving and decision making skills
* Knowledge of the scientific principleS_and

processes of life and use the knowledge to benefit the
quality of life;

* An awareness of current social issues dealing
with science and the environment;

Attitudes which result in the acceptance of
responsibilities to wisely manage the total environment;

* An appreciation of science related careers

Several factors were involved in developing the program:

* Approval by high school administration
* Approval by county school administration
* Developing a curriculum
* Transportation to and from the location
* Choosing students to participate in the program
* Funding the program.

Approval by my high school Administration was readily obtained as they
were aware of the need fiat a hands on approach in this area. In order to
get the county approval it was necessary to develop an outline including
course description, objectives, requirements=- schedule; and projected
enrollment: Since the program was open- to all high school students in
Brevard County; school bus transportatiOn WAS_ supplied by the school
district: The first two summers, 1979, 1980, and the ftiiirth_summer; 1982;
the program was located at the Crystal River Marine StienCe Station -on the
West coast of Florida: Situated at the confluence of the Salt and Crystal
RiVers; the field station composed of two dorms, a lunch room; library;
and two laboratories. Boats are available to carry participants tb_ a
variety of areas ranging from 15 miles into the Gulf of Mexico to the
headWaterS of the river; beginning at a 35 foot deep crystal spring. The
Crystal River program is designed for one week of concentrated study with
students supervised for twenty-four hours daily.

One of the most important aspects of the development of the program
has been. funding. The cost of $180 per student at Crystal River was
prohibitive and excluded many deServing students. In order to reduce the
individual's expenses, community assistance was enlisted. Letters were
written to local clubs, service organizations; and business establishments
explaining the program and fntiird goals. Requests for partial or full
sponsors for individual students were generously granted.

In our school system; students are normally phased according to their
ability in most academic classes. However, in our summer science program;
they are not classified according to ability levels. The course is open to
all students including exceptional education students who often excel in_a
hands-on program. Certain students with physical handicaps may not be
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eligible to participate in the program, since all participants must be able
to swim; to maneuver in and out of boats, and on rocky or overgrown areas.
Students must be able to follow directions with precision.

OUR PROGRAM

Environmental Marine Science is offered by Rockledge High School
during the summer session and is open to all students in Brevard County who
will be in grades nine through twelve the following school year The
program is designed to give students hands-on experience in the fields of
marine biology; ecology and the environmental sciences in one or two weeks
of concentrated study. The students are transported to the Marine Science
Station in Crystal River on the west coast of Florida or to a Girl Scout
Camp in Mer-2tt Island on the east coast of Florida; Both are in an
estuarine loc.e and are similar in their housing arrangements;

The objeccives vary from summer to summer due to changes in location
and to meet the needs of the particular group involved; but basically they
are as follows:

* Permit_ students to become involved as participants in
the discipline;

* Develop attitudes which result in the acceptance of
responsibilities to wisely manage the environment;

Pursue activities that will develop knowledgeiskillS
including the
--examination of mangroves and associated organisms
understand detritus based food webs

--recognition and analysis of beach characteristics
--analysis of sea water and bio-chemical surveys of
aquatic ecosystems

--operation and use of plankton nets and seines for
collection purposes and population counts

--study of anatomy and behavior of marine sponges;
coelenterates; mollusks and arthropods

--collection and preparation of herbarium mounts of
marine algae

--observation and analysis of zonation in marine
environments

--identification and behavior studies of coastal birds
--basic understanding of meteorology.

The curriculum, based on the objectives, includes daily field
activities; laboratory activities, movies, and lectures on taxonomy,
limnology; oceanography; ecology, and meteorology. In addition, guest
speakers from the community present programs on special interest topics,
such as the manatee; dolphins; Florida's endangered species, ecology of a
salt marsh; the pollution of our water; and other socially relevant
environmental issues.



Yield activities include boat trips t

Sponge beds; Students swim in -areas having different sponges, coralsalgae and fish. Oyster bars. Students examine population and
(hiring low tide. Mangrove islands. StUdents collect by screen sieve and
ShOVels in nearby mud flats. They alSO observe water foul that no5;_t iii
Mangrove rookeries; and study the ecblogical succession of an island,
Deepwater drag areas; Students_drag sandy bottom areas with otter trawl
to gather biota for later identificatibh and study in the lab; They also
have a plankton drag in these areas. Freshwater springs. Students swim
and snorkle in areas to compare_ freshwater_ fldra and fauna with previous
Marine observations. Artificial reef. StUdeiitS_ study reef succession in
dipWater areas where old tires have been ehchi-Jr6d on bottom. Various
stops between marine and freshwater areas. Students run tests on water
samples taken from deep marine water to fresh spring water. They also
compare Changes_ in flora and fauna both in and around water as the water
changes from salt to fresh.

Other activities include:

Ecology hike. Students observe and identify local flbraand_faUna locate
around the station or lodge. Development of nature trail. St_udents_cleatrail through wooded area and make signs identifying various plants.Algae press Students learn preservation techniques for aquatic plants
and algae: Canoe hikes. Students take canoes through shallow water tidal
canals or observation andecoltigical interpretation of flora and fauna.Museum trip; Visit Indian Museum and tour area where Indians lived.

In the laboratory students examine various biota that are collected
during the day; often doing extensive research on a particular species.
They also work in small groups on prOjects_ related to the course
activities. These projects are presented on the last_day of the course:

The instruction for this program is greatly supplemented by members of
the community having expertise in various areas. Guest speakers are
solicited from the local museums; the community college and nearby
university, the Audubon Society; the Kennedy Space Cehteri the National
Wildlife Refuge, the Florida Game and Fresh Water Commission;_ the Mosquito
Control District, the Department of Environmental Health, the_Department of
Water Reso'!rce, the diving school; and the Marine Stiehee Station
personnel.

During the followingschool year; the students are often inVited_tc
speak to various groups that have sponsored them; such as garden ClUbgi
boating clubs; and professional organizations. They usually present SlideS
of the various activities and then discuss the problems that they
personally feel are critical to the_situation. Community response to these
student speakers is overwhelmingly favorable.

The students probably saw more of an immediate result of society's
impact on the environment at Riverpoint where pollution problems prevented
them from getting into the water and fiSh_kills were a comrion sight;
Several students; by canvassing the neighborhood,_ expressing their views
and asking for community support, became involved in the local fight to
stop the dumping of sewage.
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HISTORY

This program has been in existence for four summers. It was designed
to supplement the present classroom biology situation by combining the
school curriculum with actual experience in the outdoors.

The first two summers; 1979 dud 1980; the program was located at the
Crystal River Marine Science Station on the west coast of Florida. The
station is situated at the confluence of the Salt and Crystal Rivers. It

is_composed of two dorms; a lunch room; library; and two laboratories. The
laboratories are equipped_ with compound_ and dissecting microscopes,
dissecting_equipment, and large tanks for live aquatic organisms.- Boats
are available to carry participants to a_variety of areas ranging-from 15
miles into the Gulf of Mexico_to the headwaters of the_river which begins
at a 35 foot deep crystal clear spring. The Crystal River program is

designed for one week of concentrated study with students under supervision
for twenty-four hours daily._

The station is staffed by the project director, resource teacher, boat
operator, custodian, secretary and food ',ervice personnel. The cost of the
program, $180 per person, covers all expenses, but is beyond the means of
most of the students. To defray the cost, fundraising projects were held
during the school year and community organizations were asked to either
fully or partially sponsor a student: As a result; more than half of the
students received financial assistance from the community:

After two summers of traveling to the west coast; the opportunity
arose to develop a program in our own community. The Girl Scouts acquired
twenty-five acres on Merritt Island and wanted to set it up as an

environmental science station. The property is bounded on the west side by
Newfound Harbor and on the east side by the Banana River. The Atlantic
Ocean is about two miles east of the Banana River. The area called
Riverpoint, has a lodge that accommodates thirty-six people and a large
dock. Other than the .living facilitiesj all other equipment had to be
obtained. Again, the community was asked to help not only with the
financial development of the program,_ but also with speakers having
expertise on various environmental subjects. The response_ from the
community was successful and, from that point of view, so was the program.
Unfortunately, the surrounding water was so polluted that the students were
unable to swim or collect many marine specimens: They did develop the land
trails, run bio-chemical surveys on the ecosystem; and analyze the water
four times daily;

The only personnel provided by the Girl Scouts was a full time
ranger/caretaker living on the premises. Therefore; a second instructor;
trained in water safety; and a volunteer cook were added to supplement the
biology teacher.

The Riverpoint program was designed for two weeks with classes held
Monday through Friday from 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Each Thursday involved
an overnight stay in the lodge. Bus transportation was provided from
Rockledge High to Riverpoint and back each day. There_was a _$10 charge for
lab fees_and food for the two evening and morning meals. Othermeals were
furnished by the students with milk and juice available for purchase.

The fourth summer, 1982, the students requested a return to the
Crystal River area with the addition of SCUBA diving to the curriculum.
This involved an additional instructor certified to teach diving, and an
additional week for confined water instruction, held at Rockledge High



Schcdpl, an additional $50 to cover the cost of ait,_u§6 Of equipment; and
instructional fees; and an additional half credit in phySiCal education.
The activities during the last session were similar to the first two
summers, but more emphasis was placed on the aquatic organisms, as there
Was more of an opportunity to observe them with the scuba gear. The field
activities also included three check-out dives, one in the gulf and two in
the springs.

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO SUCCESS

Several factors contribute to the success of this program. -tine is
community involvement. Without the assistance and encouragement from the
community, it would have been impossible to fulfill the objectives. A
second factor is a supportive school system and a cooperative
administration. The school- provided the transportation all four summers
and the miscellaneous small eqiiipment necessary for the program. The
administration took the time_and interest to answer questions both frOt the
parents and community organizations. Another factor would be the people
involved; The guest speakers, teachers, even boat drivers and caretakers,
are enthusiastic, knowledgeable, interested individuals who make the
program not only a great learning situation; but also an experience that
the student enjoys:

The same factors that contribute to the _success of the program are
needed to keep it going: This program could be successful anywhere It
could be geared toward any environmental community from a desert to a
forest. Learning can be fun! The program is such a StiMUlating; exciting
experience that the teacher becomes an enthtsiaStiC leader and learner.
Many of -the experiences; particularly those under water, are a first for
the teacher as well as the students.

This program's unique feature is the fact that it is 61MOSt_totally
conducted inthe natural habitat of the organisms studied. TheClaSsroom
is the outdoors. Additional facilities include a room designed for
laboratory, audiovisual; and lecture use This room is equipped with
several holding tanks for keeping the live specimens collected during the
day as well as preserved and mounted specimens representative of those
found in the area.

Necessary equipment includes
collection gear such as plankton
chemicals; and equipment are stored
They are available for student use
is cleaned and stored after use;

Outhoard motor boats and canoes and
nets; trawls and seines; Materials;
in the lahoratory and supply building;
with the Under-Standing that everything

Students are a part of the discipline. Although certain activities
may be planned; the traditional view of planning leSsOns; evaluation;
classroom management etc;; are absent in this program._ The content covered
and ideas discussed are coli;pletely flexible depending on what natural
interactions are observed each day; Each day's activities are Similar in
schedule. A typical schedule is as follows:

7 a.m.
8 a.m. -9 a.m.
9 a.t.-12 noon
12 noon
1 p;m:-4:30 p.
5 p:m;

morning call and breakfast
lecture and preview of day's activities
field activities
middu meal
field activitie:
evening meal
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6 p.m.-8 p.m;
8 p.m.-9:30 p.m:
10 p.m.-11 p.m.
11:30 p.m;

lecture/lab activities
guest speaker
lab activities
lights out

During the course of field activities; lab activities and lectures;
students observe the environment in its current state, determine its past
history_and the changes that have occurred up to the present; and address
society's role regardins the future. Students are exposed to the biotic
and abiotic environment, examining the interrelationship of the two; its
effect on human life and the effect of human life on the environment. The
essential aspect of this program is to develop an appreciation of the
natural world and the desire to live in harmony with it.

Students are encouraged to seek solutions to environmental problems
that would benefit both humans and the environment. $ocial issues such as
dumping treated_ sewage in the river, stripping_ the islands to build
condominiums and motels, and filling in the marsh lands for waterfront
subdivisions are debated. The- rights or boaters,_ fishermeni businessmeni
homeowners, and vactioning tourists are looked at from legal, economic, and
moral standpoints.

The students are encouraged to determine the niche of various
organisms as they observe them in their natural habitat and what their
community future would be if the organisms were elminated. By using the
inquiry process; they often come up with conflicting viewpoints which
further enlighten the discussions by introducing the pros and cons that
exist in every situation. These discussions may lead to a need to know the
legal ramifications of certain situations; Often; this requires students
to research the applicable laws and regulations.

During the field work, as a result of visits from guest speakers, and
from the audiovisual materials used, the students are vividly confronted
with the many professions that are involved in managing the environment and
the career opportunities that are available to them.

Students are exposed to .he actual-- results of- society's impact on the
environment at Riverpoint where pollution problems prevented them from
getting into the water and fish kills were a common site. Several
students, by canvassing the neighborhood, expressing their views and asking
for community support, became involved in the local fight to stop the
dumping of sewage.

The curriculum was developed specifically to gain knowledge by
observing nature; and to assimilate the information in order to solve
problems and make wise decisions; The curriculum remains flexible to deal
with the various cultural and scientific problems that may arise each year;
The program emphasizes the role of humans and the responsibilities that
each one has to improve the quality of life for all humans and still live
in harmony with nature.

Basic instructions_are of a general nature for overall informationi
but during field_ work the _instruction becomes almost totally personalized
on_a one -on -one basis. Laboratory work is allindividual and the amount
and type of research completed by each student depends on individual
Ability. Cooperative team work -is absolutely necessary in field activities
as the buddy system is used continously. Also, group_ projects_ are
developed and presented at the end of each session. As I have mentioned
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before, daily lessons are totally flexible and are often deterMind by
weather, student needs; and the naturally occurring incidents of the day.
The teacher has most of the input into the planning of these leSSOn, but
often student generated topics are inclndnd. Teacher and students t62,nthor
evaluate the student, the program and the teacher. Part of the summary
report includes these evaluations. Laboratory materials are pr nar(d
almost totally by students; although the teacher is responsible for making
the materials available. Instruction is shared by the teacher, guest
speakor8; and various members of the support staff.: Teachers must he
flexible; enthusiastic, highly motivated and knowledgeable: Teachers avoid
following traditional classroom procedures. With the exception of general
instructions and various lectures; the teacher is involved in the same
activities as the students.

Textbooks are not used. Library resources; field guides; and
teacher-made handouts such as maps of a particular island or check sheets
for water analysis are used extensively.

EVALUATION

The students are given a pre-test and a post-test to assess the
knowledge gained: No other written test is administered. Teacher
observations during _fieldactivities, laboratory investigations; group
project demonstrations; discussions, and research- reports are used to
evaluate individuals. In order to receive one-half elettive credit in
Science for the course; a student must satisfactorily meet the following
requirements:

* Maintain a daily_ log
* Participate in the field and lab activities
* Write a summary report
* Present a group project
* Take pre -test and post-test.

The student has the opportunity to continue studying upon returning to
Rockledge for an additional half credit. The student must choose a topic
relative to the environment, do further research in the library; and write
a research term paper on their findings. The program is evaluated by the
success of the students in later high school or cellege science courses; by
the attitudes towards the quality of life developed by the students; and by
the number of students who have heard about the program from_past students
And asked_to be included_inthenext summer's course. AlSei_ community
i-oattion following the student reports to sponsoring organizations is an
important evaluation measure. The most notable measurable achievement of
the student's progress in the program is a 60 to 90 percent increase in
knowledge on the post-test. The change in attitude that occurs is not as
easy to measure. This becomes evident in their summary reports and their
presentations to the community sponsors. Selected students give a slide
program and talk to those community organizations that request a follow -up
report. They present slides of the_various activities and then discuss the
problems that they persona...1y feel are critical to the situation:
Community response to these student_ speakers_ is. overwhelmingly favorable.

The overall philosophy of this special program is naturally carried
back into the regular classroom situation. As textbook material is
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covered, experiences and observations from the previous summers program
are constantly being introduced into the discussions. Cost of
transportation_to and from the study area is paid for by the school
district. Student cost ranges from $10 to $210 per student depending on
the study- area and options chosen._ Professional organizations provide our
staff with inspiration and The Science Teacher is used extensively. I am
presently using an article "Class, Open Your_Computerin November 1982, to
develop an Educational _Improvement Grant and to stimulate_discussion in
advance classes and with research students. Depending on the location of
the program, special support staff may include the station director,
resource teacher, boat operator, custodian, water safety instructor, and
cook.

Long term goals for our evolution_ include a permanently staffed
environmental learning center that all schools in the district could use.
Programs would be designed to accommodate elementary, middle, and secondary
schools both in marine and terrestrial ecology. The center could be used
on a daily or a weekly basis: As it is now, all organizational activities
must be done during during the regular school year. The program would be
enhanced if 1 had more time for organiziL8, writing letters, and developing
naw activities;

If I had the opportunity to hold an inservice for teachers, I would
basically have them do the same activities as the students: This program
is such a stimulating; exciting experience that dedicated teachers would be
so highly motivated they would grasp the procedures immediately; I think
the program will be picked up by the teachers in the district and more
schools will become involved. When this happens; the county administration
will be more inclined to przwide funds for developing a district wide
faCility.

The most encouraging support -the administration could provide would be
by developing a permanent, jocal _environmental_learning center _for all
schools to use. Money for the development of such an environmental center
needs to be a high priority.

It takes a considerable amount of time and patience to organize and
set up the program. It is well worth the time and effort involved.
Teachers involved in the program have received scl.00l board recognition for
outstanding service; In addition; they have received recognition from the
Florida Association of Science Teachers. We have a good program for
students and I have no doubt it will continue to become even more
interesting and valuable to students.
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Chapter 6: STONES AND BONES

By

Sid Sitkoff
and

Matt Matsumoto

Los Angeles Unified School District
Office of Ins-.ruction

450 N. Grand Ave.
Los Angeles, California 900i2

Los Angeles Unified SChool District; with 737 schools and 651;000
students, is the second largest school district in the ration and -currently
increasing in population. Alth-ough the Los Angeles Unified School District
is decentralized, allowing for instructional decision making at the local
school level; there are curriculum guidelines used on a District-wide
basis; Even so; teachers have considerble freedom in their selection of
instructional materials.

Stones and Bones, designed fot all academic levels; was developed
after an extensive needs assessment was oonaneted on a local and national
basis. We wanted to include a study of humans as part of our science; but
the little anthropology in curr"nt biology tektboaks_ reflected a very
didactic; superficial; non -into disciplinary approach to the study.
Anthropology texts assumed a semester or year-long course. We wanted to
deVelop physical anthropology units for three settings:

* Biology; a four to six week unit;

* General stience; a four to six week unit;

* Semester Course.

Dr. Sid Sitkoff, one of two science specialists; initiated the program
and served to direct its development and operation from its inception to
the present; The program was developed during a three year period with
ESEA Title Iv-C funds and pilot tested in sixteen high schools. Complete
implementation of the new program has occurred beeause individual schools
have requested it; So; the change to the new program was- very simple to
implement and very cost effective. The change took little time or
training.

Teachers; selected on a voluntary basis from 12 public and_2 private
senior -high schools in 1977 for field testing of the original program;
learned to use the program materials by attending Staff deVelopffient
training_ workshops. These workshops; headed by Dr Clark Howell_and_Other
internationally recognized anthropologists; provided instruction in the_Use
Of various project developed instructional media; instructional strategies,
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and general background information. Other follow-up workshops by project
staff and experienced teachel leaders were held frequently to update the
progress of the program. Periodic in-service workshops were conducted as
needs arose.

The inspiration for Stones and Bones cane from teachers and students
declaring their interests and needs for an anthropology program. Since the
present Director of Stones and Bones had a working relationship with a
trustee of the L.S.B. Leakey Foundation and the Director of the Los Angeles
';ounty Museum of Natural History it was natural that they would work
together to develop the program.

From the very onset, _the Stones and Bones project has received
enthusiastic support from the Leakey Foundation. They have provided us
with their knowledge -and expertise in the Areas of physical anthropology,
volunteers for fossil replica castings, andcontacts_with world recognized
anthropologists. The Los Angeles County Museum of Natural History has
provided their staff, facilities, and expertise. The Los Angeles Board of
Education and the Superintendent approved and supported the program from
the beginning. The classroom teachers who expressed the need for such a
program and their input, evaluation, development, support, and
implementation during the experimental period were invaluable to the
evolution of the program that is used today.

As we developed curriculum materials, we included printed student
materials; cast fossil replicas; printed teacher materials, and other
supplemental instructional materials: We also designed staff development
training workshops. Instructional materials were continuously received and
revised during the the years of development: The involvement and support
of the Leakey Foundation, the Los Angeles County Museum of Natural History;
an- independent evaluator for the project were critical and highly
valued.

THE PROGRAM

Stones and Bones has been adopted or adapted- by schools in many
geographical areas in California. From urban schools to rural schools,
from San Diego in the south to Los Molinois in central northern California;
the program, with its three instructional pathways, is being used to meet
the needs of students of all ability levels. No known problems with
hand capped students; low ability or gifted have been reported to date. A
wide range of socio-economic status is represented by students in the
program as well. The nature and the format of the Stones and Bones program
is such that students view the program as both stimulating and motivating
but not imposing upon them ideologically. Students maintain their freedom
to adopt a personally comfortable view of the changes in humankind over
time. In the five years the program has been in operation; no complaints
about the curriculum contents or approach have been received from school
administrators; parents, religious organizations, or students.

The _content emphasizes- physical anthropology_ within an
interdisciplinary_ approach to other areas including cultural anthropology,
biology, physiology, anatomy, math, geography; and geology. The
philosophicLi position of Stones and Bones focuses on the study_ of
humankind. This concept pervades all instructional_ materials providing
students and teachers with a better understanding of themselves and the
world in which they live.
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The Stones and Bones program emphasizes the coTitept__ 61 ion
relative to the study humankind through .he years. ThiS is a very
important aspect of our ability to survive and piogrees. By StU4inl; the
past in the program; students have a hotter perception of the
thir own self-image. Stones and Bones has a close relationship to
concepts in the social studies field, particularly cultural anthrd
and behavioral science.

The project is very inquiry and process oriented with s?ecific science
and learning skills emphasized in every student's investigative
Scientific methods are applied in a problem - solving approach to lbathihg.
Students use these science processes (skill and knowledge) and apply them
to human behavior and environmental settings. students investigate, gather
data, and come to their own conclusion based upon present evidence.
Additional assignments such as research report._; are done cooperatively by
teams and their final report is presented to the class as a whole:

Students are actively participating in the entire curriculum. The
investigative laboratory approach involves the students in every phase of
identifying and solving prObleMS. They develop skills in gathering;
sharing, discussing, and evaluating_data based on ;heir investigations: As
a result, they may plan additional research str,.tegies for updating and
reporting, their findings to the class.

During any period of time, observers of the Stones and Bones program
will see students of various ethnic _grOU0s from widely different
socio-economic levels working together. VatiOUS assignments are made to
leaders of each cluster group to monitor such thing§ AS distribution and
collection of laboratory materials, clean up and securing of materials;
acting as moderator in group decision making, and serving AS_liaisOn person
among the cluster groups and teacher; In all three instructional pathways,
students use project developed materials including Student LabOtAttiry
Explorations; data worksheets, fossil replicas; and study prints in their
pursuit of problems. They gather data from evidences presented and
analyze, hypothesize; discuss and draw conclusions based on their findings.
Student workers can also be seen replicating fossil casts at the Science
Production Center.

Stones and Bones requires active student participatic-3 throughout the
exploration from the introduction of the topic through identification of
the problem, collecting of data, analyzing of data; hypothesizing; testing
and experimenting, and drawing conclusions andior creating new questions
and problems: The subject matter lends itself to an interdisciplinary
approcch so that basic skills and concepts in many areas are constantly
being reinforced.

Students are encouraged through successful atadeMit experiences in
Stones and Bones to pursue a more academic. program fOt_tareer training;
Students are continuously exposed to various interrelated careers through
the interdisciplinary nature of the program:

Stones and Bones requires no more than a regular classtoOdi setting.
We prefer stuc nt tables in clusters with each cluster providing seating
space for six students. Cluster arrangements provide adequate spatejota
team_ approach to the explorations and emphasize cooperation. Bulletin
bbatdS are_used for current anthropological news and class progress chirts.
FOSSil replica casts are displayed_in display cases when not in use:

Very problem-centered and flexible; the program can be used with
entire classes, groups of students or individualized study. The entire
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program is a new and innovative approach to the study of physical
anthropology. All printed instructional materials and other instructional
media were developed and culturally and scientifically validated by the
project. Fossil replica casts, validated for accuracy and authenticity,
are cast by the project and play art important integral role in the study of
humankind: Replicas of this quality and low cost are not available
anywhere else:

In addition to project developed instructional materials; other
resources such as class visitations to a zoo; local archeological dig site;
and to local museums can supplement the curriculum; These field trips can
precede the activity to which they are related: For example; zoo visits
with pre- and post-visit plans can enhance and supplement the exploration
of primate behavior. Selected films and videotapes can be used to
introduce and reinforce particular explorations, Guest speakers in their
specific area of expertise enhance the overall program.

CURRICULUM SETTINGS

The program _offers three separate instructional approaches designed
for varying ability levels from the nonacademic to highly academic
students.

The Biology Unit is a four to six week overview of physical
anthropology providing students with materials and activities as
an enriched supplement to the presentation of anthropology by
their biology textbook. A series of eleven student laboratory
explorations focus on topics including primate hehavior and
distribution, interpreting the archeological record; primate
locomotion and morphology; and early hominids: Fossil specimens
are cast and made available especially for the program; This
approach reinforces and extends many basic concepts taught in the
study of biology. Unique features of the biology unit; in
addition to other media materials; are a syllabus; illustrated
study dictionary; and visual _aids showing the progress of the
class in a bulletin board display.

The Modern (General) Science_ Unit is specially designed
motivate non-college oriented students. Each of the 20
laboratory explorations offers the general science student
opportunities to investigate topics including the geologic time
table, measuring radioactivity, locating points on a map,
behavior of primates, and fossil hominids. Each of the
explorations has a glossary; vocabulary drill or word puzzle;
The student reading series of booklets on special topics in

physical anthropology are illustrated and written in a

narrative-style; simplified format with lowered readability.
During the four to six week unit; students simulate excavation of
specimens through the use of tools provided in the fossil dig
classroom kit.

The Semester Course in physical anthropology provides students
with the opportunity to study the story of humankind in-depth.
Laboratory investigations pursue such topics as: phylogeny
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through time; continental drift, locomotion and behavior of
primates; primate classification and morphology,
Australopithecus; Neanderthal, Homo etettUS and_ Cro-Magnon. Many
supplementary instructional materials for students and teachers
are available including study prints, charts,- a filmstrip; and
fossil photograph set: This in-depth approach tb_the study of
humankind provides an enriched academic experience in science anci
may be related to existing classes in cultural anthropology._

The calendar of events for the entire school year reflects
the participating school's regular science curriculum. Stones
and Bones fits within the ongoing science program. Specifically,
the Biology pathway becomes a part of the regular Biology
program. Similarly, the Modern (General) Science pathway beteMes
a vIr.t. _of the Modern (General) /Life Science course. The
Anthropology Semester Course is taught during a one semester
period and may become a semester part of a year program when
taught_ in Conjunction with Cultural Anthropology; Physiology, or
any other related science course.

We use oommunity resources such as the L:S.B. Leakey
Foundation and scientific staff at local universities as students
study themselves in relation to early humankind. They also study
th._! variability_ and SiMilaritieS within groups.

Since students are extremely interested in learning more
about early and present hUdiankind and themselves. Stones and
Bones has .strong relevance for students; teachers, and the
community; and leads to more awareness of human- roots.

The program's approach continually involves students in
decision-making conducted by the students thebselves or_by the
teacher: The teacher also acquires a better understanding of
humankind, past and present; regarding structures and functions;
adaptatior behavior; and survival: The future is analyzed
regarding humankind's development and welfare:

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

Instructional methodology directly involves stu&nts In
laboratory investigations emphasizing science, anthropology; and
mathematics. PreteSSeS such as questioning; observing;
hypothesizing, investigating, _reading; discussing; listening;
recording information, summarizLng, and conceptualizing are used.
Teachers encourage student, learning _in a problem solving oriented
classroom environment. All three instructional pathways can -he
used with an entire class, learning _centers,- or other
individualized strategies: The instructional materials have been
designed for use by students of various ability levels. The
availability of multimedia materials further provides feir

individualization of instruction. It should be noted that all
instructional materials have been validated by the L.S.B. Lcakey
Foundation; Los Angeles County Museum of Natural History, and Dr.
Clark Howell; Chairman; Anthropology Department; University of
California at Berkeley, as well as other internationally
recognized anthropologists.

65
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The teacher's role varies depending on the activity.
Minimal planning will be needed for the majority of the
explorations although some materials must be prepared a few days
in advance. Stones and Bones by design requires minimal
preparation for laboratory materials. _Most materials needed are
common and those instructional materials produced by the project
can_be readily stored in a central location._ The teacher's role
in instruction is non-directive in that student explorations are
highly self-directed and teachers_serve as a "guide" through_the
explorations. Teachers provide activities, ask probing
questions, and encourage students by listening and observing
them. Students see these classes as stimulating. A short
introductory discussion is recommended prior to the explorations.

Teaching strategies depend on class size. In large classes
teachers usually make a few introductory statements and then
serve as a guide in class discussions concerning the_problem.
Later; they may break the class up into cluster groups of four or
five students to investigate, oh'erve, record, conclude, and
report; Each cluster group; through their group speaker, reports
their findings to the class as a whole The teacher tries to
draw a consensus while at the same time allowing individual
conclusions and reports Minimum teacher lecture format should
be observed.

Throughout the Stones and Bones program, the teacher's role
is basically to guide the students through the explorations.
During any five-day period; a visitor will observe the teacher
teaching one of the three instructional pathways by serving as a
moderatoriguide_in_ class and cluster discussions; aiding_ and
encouraging individual_ students in areas of difficulty (math
calculations,_ terminology or manipulation of equipment),
supervising the distribution and return of materials,_ evaluating
lab reports, and administering examinations. At certain
scheduled times, teachers can be observed participating in
anthropology workshops as well.

Stones and Bones is an activity; "hands-on" oriented program
that is highly student self-directed: The individual student
investigative, manipulative approach is most effective;
therefore; long extended lectures by the teacher are avoided:

Our program is based on developmental psychology and higher
cognitive levels are continuously emphasized in their
relationship to the affective and psychomotor domains. Teachers
implementing_ Stones and Bones program have expressed_ positive
responses about their students' involvement with "hands-on"
laboratory _explorations. Statistical data confirmed teachers'
comments that the program has contributed substantially _to
student achievement in science. Due to of the highly
Self-directed nature of the program, teachers feel comfortable
with Stones and Bones. The success of the program is not
contingent upon teachers with highly specific backgrounds nor
does the program require extensive training for its

implementation. It should be noted that all teachers involved in
teaching the program during the past five years have elected to
continue teaching the program in their classrooms: Teachers
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eValhate_students by observilaboratoty activities and grading
written laboratory reports; teacher developed Unit and
tests. In some instances; word games and puzzles are used as an
evaluation device. The overall program is evalimted With ptoject
developed and criterion referenced pre- and post- tests. Student
opinion usurvey forms are also used to evaluate the eVeral
program, teacher; and students;

EVALUATION

Teacher evaluation of student achievement includes: pre -
and post-test resultsi observation of student participation,
student record information on project developed data worksheets,
student discussions of claas activities; and records of teacher
developed quizzes and tests._

The evaluation approach in the program provides students
with information relative to their own personal academic
achievements and understanding of hii-lan problems and issues;

Students involved in the Stones_and Bones program evidence
exceptional achievement as indicated in the evaluation report
prepared by an outside evaluation_ agency. Data reflecting
student achievement has been validated by the Joint Dissemination
Review Panel: Stones and Bones received the 1982 certificate of
Honorable Mention awarded by the CalifetUia_SChool Boards
ASSociation. Both California and the National Dif.:Usion Network
haVe identified the program as exemplary.

It could be interesting to conduct a leingitUdinal study
determining the number of students who have changed _to a more
atadeMic program as a result of pn,-ticipating in the St-el-ie.:: and
Bones program.

SUPPORT fv.ECHAN ISMS

The school administration_supports the program financially
and gives consideration toward _Optimal scheduling of classes.
Our administrators approved the_ inclUSian of anthropology in th.
curriculum; met with appropriate depattMent heads including
science and social sciences, and presented Various aspects of the
program at community and staff meetings.

_Parents and the community are extensively involved in the
program. Participation through a continuing CoMmunity Project
Advisory Committee provides an avenue of communication for the
pteject; parents; and community; tie meet periodically with The
Community Project Advisory Committee to reevaluate the gOals and
needs of the community. We seek _continuous input from the
Community Project Advisory Committee as a gauge to determine
community changes and needs.

GETTING MORE TEACHERS INVOLVED

We encourage teachers to use the program through exposure to
the program and its effectiveness. Teachers also visit
demonstration school sites, and have One-on-one personal contact

I
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between experienced and nor- experienced teachers: Involving

teachers at the decision making levels where changes; new
materials, and strategies are planned can encourage and stimulate
the teat Irs to get involved with our program as well:

We schedule periodic in-service training workshops run by
project staff and experienced; certified project teachers: We
are developing a group of project certified teachers so that one
is readily available wheo needed; Our project staff plans to
condUct training workshops in various selected geographical areas
outside Los Angeles to train and certify key personnel to serve
as training teachers in their respective locality. State
facilitator centers will serve as dissemination centers for the
program and aid in the coordination of any requested in-services.

In beginning a new inservice, we arrange a first level
awareness presentation to teachers, administrators, community
people, and board members to introduce the overall program. We
attempt to involve as many decision making people as possible.
Then, we arrange a second level presentation for key personnel
who will implement. the program with "hands-on"_ activities to
demonstrate and experience the innovative approach _to the study
of Physical Anthropology. A_follow-up meeting with_key personnel
determines which pathways and instructional materials are needed.
We also_arrange_ for training workshops_ at adoption_or_ project
Site. A one day training workshop is recommended for each
pathway selected. We generally provide follow-up technical
assistance during and after implementation. As in the case of
all new programs, a close working relationship by those involved
(administrators, teachers, community) is needed for successful
program implementation.

The role of teacher education workshops is to familiarize
teachers with the various components of the program and its

implementation strategies: These workshops are led by recognized
experts in the field of anthropology and/or by experienced
certified classroom teachers. Also included during the workshop
is the dissemination of information for background purposes and
updating current trends/findings in the field of anthropology.

The role_of teacher education workshops is the same as it

has been in the past._ As more_teachers become experienced and
the project_ certified,_ the role will be_the same; t-ut_ more
locally conducted_ workshops are_ anticipated._ Locally_ conducted
workshops can add greatly to the further dissemination of the
program.

Teachers need to possess basic skills in classroom
management,_ particularly in reference to a laboratory activity
setting. They must be "open-minded" because of the very nature
of a program where problems may have multiple solutions:
Enthusiasm and positive attitude by the teacher can be reflected
in the scients. No specially credentialed background in

anthropolog: is needed,. but teachers must have a working
knowledge of the scientific method of solving problems.
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THE FUTURE

In_the future; we expect basic program goals -will remain the
game, but changes in successive revisions of _instructional
materials and additional components for the classroom
implementation will continue as new discoveries are_ made in
physical anthropology. If we expand the prograt_tb other-grade
levels, we _will develop appropriate instructional Materials and
make some changes in program goals:

We would like to have the program continue on the baSiS of
its present extremely successful implementation. Some changes
could occur as new Anthropological field stuJies throughout the
world are conducted. Information from these will be
provided to the project via the L.S;B; Leakey Foundation). the
project's cooperating agency.

We need periodic updating and revis:v.g of instructional
materials_ and components to meet the needs of current students
and to maintain -slevancy for incoming ..student. Scc: program
changes will result in continually havitw av=1-Iiab)e ne most up
to date information for students and tea-*.tr

We want to develop additional instru,-;ti coml.:.nents using
computers. As more emphasis_ is beirg I ,ced on computer
technology; additional explorations in all pathways using
computers as the basis can enhance th_ effectiveness ant:
relevancy of the program: we could also_ use- computer prc3rammed
materials for remediation, review, eviati-c., reference, and
Other programmable areas;

Scheduling a minimum of two meetings a _year air all tc.i.n
using the program t discuss aspects of iffiplementation and to
plan changes _through cooperative effort would result in an
exchange of ideas and strategies that may be more effectiVe and
enhance the program.

To maximize the use of all availabl-e
.

materials, special consideration in scheduling of classes by the
administrator is essential.- Classes offering the program can be
staggered throughout the day so that conflict in the use of
instructional materialscan_be aVOided. Such scheduling results
in maximum use of available materials. In addition; we need
assurance from the Administration that funding will be available
in subsequent years to add, update, and replace needed
instructional materials:

Rewards for us have been many. we all appreciate the unique
and innovative challenges associated with dhy_heW program. We
alSo_like the significant.gains in student knowledge and concepts
in the study of humankind. A significant detteaSe in absentee
rate during the instructional periods due to the ttiMpe7ling
nature of the program hasn't hurt our feelings either. We also
See a _"carry-over" effect from "Stones and Bones" to other
disciplines throUgh its_interdisciplinary format:._

collectively; _teachers_ involvvA in the program have been
recognized for their contributions and dedication in a District
published newsletter. _Individual grant awards were received by
several teachers throughout California from the State Department
of Education for the implementation of the program.
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Project Leadership before, during, and after development haS intlUded:
* Dr. Sid Sitkoff, Project Director
* Matt Matsumoto, Project Disseminator_
* liany classroom teachers including Milton AniSMan;

George Bonorris, and Paul Lund from University High
School project's demonstration

L.S.B. Leakey Foundation:
* Mrs; Max K. Jamison, Trustee

Los Angeles County Museum of Natural History:
* Dr; Pete Lee, Former Director
* Dr; Craig Black; Present Director

University of California; Berkaiey:
* Dr; Clark Howell; Professor
* Dr; Eric Meikle; Anthropologist and consultant to the project

_ * Other university staff anthropologists
Independent Project Evaluator:

* Dr. Laura Wiltz - Analyzed; interpreted, and validated statistical data
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Chapter 7: BIOLOGY I AND II

By

Bud Ellis

Addison High School
Comstock Street

Addison; MI 49220

Addison, itSe.f Mage of only 650 people; has about 1;300 K-12
students, down ftz*. beak of 1;600_ several. years ago. We are a rural
community with .,idents commuting to other areas for work while our
students must travel in to school. _For_the most part; it is a lower middle
class to middle class community (the lake areas have most of the middle
class):

The high school, built in 1960, has 450 students with 53 and one half
full-time teachers: A new gym ar,0 middle school were added in 1978. The
atmosphere in the school is friend1;. tooaeratiiie, and our reputation
has been one of excellence in or-Lc,lij in extra curricular activities.
The six year old science center; known as the Biology room by the students;
has a small window greenhouse (donated by the J;C;'s), an animal tOOM,__a
special project room; and a large classroom with an office area. The
school also owns a nine acre wooded lot near the school: Within walking
diStance of the school there is a series of shallow mill ponds which we use
Often.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

The school district does not -have mandated program. Each teacher
has always been free to develop the program theme feel is needed and will
work; So;nine years ago, the program employed a textbook approach under a
different teacher; We had no Science Center or animal_room; no special
project room; and little innovation. When I was hired,_Mr. 'Yon Dieck; the
high school principal; told me the Biology program needed to be improved.
He gave me the freedom and support to begin mak4'ig thange._ There was no
pressure to implement an entirely new program immediately. Instead, I WAS
allowed to experiment; to make mistakes; art '. to let the Biology program
evolve.

The BSCS philosophy was a very important influence in my program
deVelopment. The main idea obtained from BSCS involved getting students
thinking for themselves. The SCience Teacher and The American Biology
Teacher provide much information for improvements in methodology; Another
source of inspiration came from my personal philosophy of teaching; I

believe in_doing a job well, that being a good teacher is a full time job;
and that the job of A teacher is an important one and deserves all that I
can give it.
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The first_year, I got my feet wet as a teacher. I tried to do the
best job possible for -the students while at the same time learning what
being a teacher was all about. The next three years were spent developing
ideas and innovative programs and trying them out. Years five through
seven were spent refining what -was developed. Nowi_I am looking for new
areas for creative_ program development and new methods to get the students
actively involved in their education.

THE PROGRAM

The Science Center is physically separated from -the rest of the high
school and includes a large classroom with tables; a small window
greenhouse, an animal room with a variety of wild_animals_a small office,
a storage room, and a special project room. The classroom -has gerbils in a
habitrail suspended from the ceiling. On a table in the front of the room
are the many plants, animals and other objects of nature continually being
brought by students: Tables in the back of the room and in the greenhouse
hold other plants and provide warmth for the entire room. We also havea
stereo system which is used during labs and other appropriate times. The
special project room for Biology II; the plants in the room, the animals
and being a separate building all help create an atmosphere which is
extremely conducive to learning; You can tell it's a biology room; it's a
pleasant environment, and students have considerable ownership of both the
room and its contents.

Biology 1 is a college prep class with a reputation among the student
body of being diff:ult, but interesting. Students who take it strive for
good grades _and g,,1 them. There is usnal:, a wide range of ability in the
class. Biology ;! is a research project :-lass that involves students
working as research sienists on__science pr,_-l'ems where the answer is not
known, not even by _tli teacher. Students havF -o come up with the methods
and reccgnize thelimi- oE their work. The work as individuals and as
members of a small team, a 5..,(Ient director of research.
Research is not used for Biology II ai tit_ In Biology students do a
research project every nine weeks. These projects are usually simple, but
data must be presented in numerical form:

Eleventh and 12th grade students may take Biology II afterBiolog: T.
Although these students are those who can work independently, it does not
attract all of the "good" students; particularly those who wish a more
structure,_ .lass where they know how they can get their "A:"

In Biology I, I usually set the materials students use on the tables
or at supply stations. In Biology II, students have access to the supply
room. They are encouraged to spend a class period examining drawers and
shelf contents so they become aware of the materials and equipment
available. The students do a _lot_ of improvising when it comes to
equipment. In generali students do their own clean up work. Howeer, we
also have student aides to help_ with some cleaning _activitics. The
standards in Biology II are high and students are expected to think and act
as a scientist doing research.

GOALS AND -ECTIVES

Our broad goals are for students to:

* Learn and experience the basic inquiry and
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investigation processes of science;

* Show the student that science is not remote and
above the society that supports it;

* Learn basic facts; concepts and principles
Of Biology; and the field of science in general;

* Develop favorable attitudes toward Biology and SCience

* Gain a knowledge of science as a career choice

* Develop an awareness of the environment and man's role
in it

Many of these gOals are nc":j,...ved tLrough the study of science- related
social issues_._ We look_at how science has affected society -- _discussing
test -tube babies, artificial insemination; genetic engineering,__ sperm
banks, and how _science adVances are allowing people who would have died_to
live and reproduce. Ohe of my goals is to take a creative approach which
will allow, if not force; Students to get really involved in the unit they
are studying. They have to use the material (both facts and ideas) to
figure out the problem or question.

In Biology II; we also have units on government and science; the law,
religion and science, who pays_ for science; the history of science; and
current scientific topics in the news. The focus of Biology I is more
subtle than it is direct. WhileW do not study man directly (except in
ecology), it is impossible not to bring out the human impact of science;

We want students to use their scientific knOWledge to make decisions;
The best examples in Biology I include the Rbad_PrOblethi concerning the
government paving a wilderness area road, and the Baby Experiment;
involving a parent faced with the probability that their baby will be born
With a genetic problem.

The Road Problem looks at the government's use of public land. ThiS
involves students in_questioniug how best to use natural areasfor the
benefit of man. The Baby_Experiment looks at abortion; state institutions
and hone care for children born with genetic problems. Related new
articles are brought in and their implications discussed;

The Biology II class_alSO has written majority and minority position
papers on government funding of embryo and test tube baby research and
sent them to appropriate government committees. Other discussions have
centered on the ethics of scientists_ working .o build better war materials;
drug companies looking for profit firSt, and social changes taking place
because of new science or technology.

Each Biology I student does research on a problem during each nine
week period. Other parts of the course are more traditional, but we do not
follow the text. We study birds around ThankSgiVing and insects in
September. In this way; the student is more inclined to want to learn the
material.

During the last two to three weeks of Biology I, the students explore;
at- their -own pace and choice, different science related careers. Science
related jobs are frequently mentioned and newspaper or magazine articles
diStussed throughout the course.
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The impact of science on man and society is a central theme in Biology
I! With the entire Biology II course being problem centered. Students
select and work on one research problem each nine weeks. The goal is to
put the student in the position of a scientist doing research.

I try to make classroom activities as relevant as possible. Students
are encourage ) bring in_ local. plants, animals_and other things found in
nature. I alw,;ys use local examples when possible and -rely heavily on the
local woods and mill ponds for study areas. Biology II students study the
till ponds___in depth and make_a public commwity presentation on their
results. They also have worked with the local flower_shop to try to find
out why red carat4cns get brown spots so rast. Students working on_the
Road Problem issue used Michigan's high unemployment rate to make their
case to build the road.

Individualized instruction is limited in Biology I. However,_ students
do have the freedom to pick the careers they wish to study for the career
education unit, the role they want to play in the Road Problem, their
choice in the Baby Experiment and the problem they want to do for the nine
week experiment.

In Biology II, students- work at their own pace within a nine week time
frame: They are free to pick their own research and in fact must do so in
three out of four nine week periods Many select their own research topic
for the final nine week period as well; This course is quite
individualized and personalized;

Biology I students often work in small cooperative groups; During the
Road Problem, students are divided into two groups representing positive
and negative aspects of the issue. Each team works to sway the forest
service to do it their way. Students also work together during dedtes on
the Baby Experimdnt issue and during regular laboratory sessions.

Cooperation is a_ key component of Biology TI as well. Student groups
of two_or three spend the first nine -weeks working on a problem. During
the third nine_ week segment they work as a _research team with a student
director. During__ independent research, students are encouraged_ to help
each other just like scientists would in a lab. This may include help_with
ideas, designing equipment, collecting data, finding supplies or writing
their reports.

Biology I emphasizes local plants, animals, and their ecological
interaction, DNA, and genetics. The Biolog, Baby Experiment, along with
the local plants and animals brought into the room, are essential
components of the course content; Biology II emphasizes planning and
organization of research statistics; writing a scientific research paper;
and the societal ramifications of science. But; I do not see how a science
teacher would_ teach if they were not committed to human welfare and
progress. Isn't this what science is all about in the first place?

The role of Biology I students in planning lessons; classroom
management and decision making concerning course content is very limited.
However, some of -the lessons_do have_ student evaluation -at th.t end. For
example, during the Road Problem_simulation, a group of three students_act
AS the U.S. Forest Service and make a decision after_ hearing_ student
arguments. Student grades on the project are determined by this decision.
There are many projects where the students grade eachother following
criteria provided. Examples of projects evaluated by students include the
insect collection, the scavenger hunt, and models of DNA and the cell.
Also, students are asked to provide evaluations of certain units including
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suggestions for improvement. This is done with the Road Problem and the
Baby Eiciakdriffient units.

Biology II StUdents are very active in planning lessons, decision
making_ and classroom management. Within the limits of the teaching
situation,_ students are treated as if they were research scientists. They
select thki. r research problems; set their own pace; and decide what they
will do at hOWA brat school. About 60% of our students take Biology I and
10% take Biology II.

Student aides tare fOr the animals and plants; and record grades in my
grade _book. This help frees me to do other things. In Biology I
attempt to present the chapter material in a relevant sequence: For
example; birds are studied during Thanksgiving time, pine trees at
Christmas; and insects in September. DNA,- genetics and other more
difficult material comes during the winter when the students are most
likely to want to study.

In Biology II; students work as a team of two or three the first nine
weeks. Then; students work independently during the second and fourth ine
week periods; During the third nine week segment; -they form a research
team and elect a director of research to lead them in some area of
research;

During the DNA pnit; there would be class discus-Aon; DNA model
building; lectures about how DNA is made and reproduces, and discussion
about news articles relating to DNA: Students would use microscopes to
locate the stages of mitosis in whitefish and onions. Students -are allowed
t6 be creative with the cell and DNA models; are very active in searching
for possible solutions to the Road Problem and Baby Experiment, and seem to
enjoy Working with the wild animals and nature artifacts. The use Of
newspaper articles in the class helps to keep us current; In Biology II,
the research topics are those selected by the students; As student
interests change; so do the topics.

EVALUATION

I do not test social and personal areas as I feel that there are no
correct answers for the students to give. My primary_ goal is to have
students interact with the issues. The students are_ still trying -to figure
out personal values; ethics and potential action. A tremendous_ lesson has
been learned when students realize that both sides have valid points.
Schools can only evaluate a fraction of what students learn. A survey of
past Biology I and II students would be most helpful in evaluating the
success of the program. Students are instructed to select the best answer,
not the one correct answer.

During the Biology II research experience; students learn ro conduct
research, ask questions; and in general how to function as a research
StiehtiSt.__ There_ is a significant improvement in the students thinking
ftbM the firSt nine week period to the last. For example; in the first
nine weeks, most students have a very difficult time selecting a research
topic. By the last nine Week_ period narrowing_ their choice to only one
topic bstottss the primary challenge. They have learned to identify
problems.

Addison students_appeat_to do -well _in_college; but credit must be
given to the total school and not_just the Biology program. In general;
former students say they were well prepared for college biology. Many
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students who have taken Biology IT felt they had a more thorough
understanding of the processes involved in doing research and had a better
understanding of descriptive statistics as well as the use of T test in
hypothesis testing than their fellow students. In Biology I, chapter
tests; questions on worksheets and special projects like making cell models
or DNA sequences are used as evaluative tools; Some units have student
evaluations of other students as an integral part of the unit; The grading
scale is A = 90%; B = 80%; C = 70%; D = 60%

In Biology II; I evaluate the written research report and student work
habits during each lab session; Grading is done on a curve on the research
report and depends each year on the quality of the work submitted;

Additional time is needed to revise current test questions; develop
two sets of exams; and create new units. For example; I would like to add
to_ the Road Problem by introducing a new issue--the River i'roblem; The
AuSable River in Michigan was the focal point of a major dispute about the
conflicts between different user groups. This issue could be developed
into an excellent_ role play. In an effort to respond to student input;
many of the teacher- made_ materials are revised each year. The Baby
Experiment is very special for me. Students learn about being a parent and
the difficult decisions some parents_have to make about having a child with
a birth defect._ It gives me a feeling of _personal satisfaction to know
that I have helped to prepare them for life's difficult _choices. Also
students leave the program with a better understanding of human issues and
problem-solving approaches.

SUPPORT AND ENCOURAGEMENT

I am pleased by the knowledge that when students leave the Biology
program; they are well- prepared; If they do not take another Biology
course; they are prepared to understand the basic biological principles
that may affect them in the years to come;

As with all teachers; it is special when a student comes back or
writes and tells you thanks; or comments on how useful information learned
and skills developed as a result of your course have been to them over the
yearS. Students are encouraged to discuss Biology at home. Some
assignments involve students in discussions with their parents. In Biology
II,_occasionally parents_have to provide funds for_the student to conduct
their research orspace_for the research if done at home. Parents also get
involved by Filing- things for students to bring to class. Parents call
wanting to kna./ if I would like to have a snake or turtle that they found.
Also, I am called upon to answer questions about animal types and the care
cl sick plants;

This support from parents is matched by the support from the
administration; The principal allows us to teach in ways we believe will
be effective with no set curriculum a teacher must follcw; I was free to
develop the Biology program according to what ;:eked and within the
framework of my teaching 'personaIity'; Administrators set the budget
amount; teachers select how to spend it. Teachers determine the curriculum
materials; evaluation of program; and evolution of the program; Teachers
choose the inservice topics they wish to attend.

I also have been encouraged and _inspired by the Michiga_n_ Science
Teacher meetings and their many teacher-led sessions. The NSTA and
Is4ABT journals have helped with ideas; information; and have provided a
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sense of worth and Value in my approach. Teachers need those contacts
(both in person and in writing) to stay fresh; alive and caring about their
job.

THE FUTURE

But, while we have a good program; we aren perfect yet. The
advanced Biology_ II claSs should have its own project room. Having an
animal room is better the keeping the animals in the classroom. At
Addison, storage space -in Biology is a problem and should be increased.
The program is most effectiVe_when in this -!,ence Center: There is a need
for equipment (pH meter,_ new skelton; min ,apes; etc;) and for computers
(PET and Apple II-1). More storage space and replacement of dilapidated
microscopes are high priority needs.

I need to improve the nuffiber of student-lead activities such as the
Baby Experiment and Road Probleffi._ It would be good to Increase the use of
computers in the course, especially in the Biology II program: The use of
computers in Biology I would allow us to study more complex issues and have
students more actively involVed. For example; population fluctuation
programs would allow students to use What they have learned by inputing
various changes; say as a forest manager, and discovering what effect these
changes would have on the population. IA Bi6lOgy _Ili computers would take
away non-productive time spent doing statistics and give students more time
for actual research; It would also allow more detailed analysis and
prepare the student for the actual world of the_ Scientist. But; the
continued lack of funds for schools in Michigan with the resulting budget
cuts and_teacher pink slips will take away from all programs at Addison.
No one has a sure-fire solution to the problem Of scarce funds for
educational programs.

TRANSPORTABILITY

Personal contact, encouragement and start-up assistance would be
needed in order for other teachers_ to usa this program; Also; Addison is a
small school where teachers have three to five preparations per day. It is
difficult to be creative and at the same time_ prepare what is needed
you have so many preparations. This is complicated by the fact that the
preparations change from year to year. It would be difficult to package
the Biology program like BSCS was packaged as much of our success comes
from the teaching style and personality of the teacher. Some of the
teacher-made items could be packaged andinSerViteS held allowing teachers
to take these packaged materials back to other _schools. Some of these
Materials are complicated (so the student must think) and would have to be
explained in detail in order to be effective:

One thing is clear; if teachers are to do a good_ job, the minimum
necessary is an environment where good teaching is possible. TO Start in
another school_; it would be critical to get the 'right' teacher for the
program. Special projects would need explanations: This would be critical
for the teachers__of the program and recommended for staff as Well
Teachers need to listen to StUdentS; develop an active and creative mind,
continually foster their own interest in science; and enjoy their teaching
role:



This right teacher must love to teach; must enjoy gi-ving students a
challenge. He should understand how students can be challenged without
feeling overwhelmed. He must understand the methods students use to
get the highest grade with the least 'mind work'. Teachers should love an
intellectual challenge, have an excellent knowledge of the subject matter,
be willing to work hard, and enjoy and understand young people. They
should expect to learn along with their students

Dr. Richard Pippen, Mr. Ray Deur and Dr. VanDevender, all of Western
Michigan University, had a hand in shaping my teaching style. _These
individuals cared about their teaching and the students in Coeir_ charge.
They went beyond the textbooks and I could see they lovea what they were
doing.

I must also include Mr. Al Clark of the Kalamazoo School System. He
was my _srpervisor for student teaching. He was the first to evaluate my
strengths and weaknesses as a teacher. The suggestions for improvement I
received from him were invaluable. At Addison, Ms. Evelyn Burns, was a

source of inspiration and encouragement as the Biology program evolved.
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Chapti.:7- 8: DREY LAND ECOLOGY STUDY

By

Bruce D. Westling

John Burroughs School
755 South Price Road
Ladue, Missouri 63124

_Jahn Burroughs School; in the western St. Louis suburbs; is a private
co-educational country day school attracting students from the entire
metropolitan area including the city of St. Louis and the area acros-. theriver in Illinois. Even though tuition is _$4;500 per year; close to 10percent of our students have minority backgrounds. We are a college,preparatory institution emphasizing academicsi arts and athletics.
Students are AdMitted to the school on a competitive basis with an entrancetest and a personal interview as _part of the Admissions procedure;
Approximately One_third of all applicants are admitted. _Student interests
are primarily eicadethic. They tend to be competitive While the institution
is more caring, friendly and humanistic;

Students enter John_ Burroughs in the seventh grade. The sex
distribution is even end there are approximately 90 sttdentt in each grade
with a total eniollrr 550. Oar students tend to be highly motivatedand success orienta :; igh goals and aspirations; Student attitudesand values refi howe life s4.yles and the traditional
American work ethic. These ttUdents generally come from upper middle Class
or even wealthy homes; But;ti.n percent are scholarship students frOM
middle or lower middle class backgrounds and frequently represent variousminority groups- The majority are academicaliy able and could beclassified as "gifted:" IQ scores average 125 or better and past
achievement before entering Burroughs is superior. I would say that the
students attending our school receive a very demanding and testing
education. They are continuously challenged to pradtce and to fulfill
their potential. We have had as many as 22 National Me..;7it Semi-FinaIists
during a sngle year, and a third or more of the class receive letters of
commendation.

Class sizes vary from 12 to 20 with 17 being the average number ofstudents; Generally classes are heterogeneous but a feW ACcelerated
sections are scheduled in mathematics and science; Advanced Placement
sections in science are open to all students successfully completing
chemistry;

Our 75 teachers include seven and one half full -time science
teachers-- four biology majors, three chemistry majors and one physics
major. All campus science classes meet im_the Gaylord Science building
constructed 16 years ago; It inthides six laboratories; four classrooms,
an auditorium; a greenhouse; an animal room, project rooms; an electronics
room; a photography dark room, offices and a recently added computer

79
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laboratory. Our ecology study uses the Drey La 1 camp and outdoor
laboratory; 150 miles southwest of St. Louis. Drey Land has a lodge;
shower rooms; bathrooms; pavilion; and seven sleeping Libins.

Teachers at our school arc expected to teach a comprehensive course in
biology. Trustees; parents and students expect an academically challenging
program of study which_is also stimulating and interesting. There is some
pressure to prepare the students for college achievement exams in the
subject- area. This limits content choice by the teacher somewhat; but
certainly -does not interfere with_their creativity in devising a teaching
strategy for various lessons; skills or concepts. Our ecology study was
such a response.

OUR BEGINNINGS

The Drey Land Ecology Study responded to the ecology crisis of the
late 1960's. We tried an interdisciplinary year-long ecology course but it
did not attract sufficient enrollment to reach the broad general school
population. When the ecology elective failed, we decided to upgrade and
reinforce the ecology unit in the firs, year Biology I course because we
had 100 percent participation in that course. Furthermore, we saw the
field study program; coming at the end 0:4. a year's work, as an ideal
vehicle for reviewing concepts studied earlier and for pulling together and
summarizing many biological principals; Now; field studies away from the
school campus replace typical short term laboratory exercises in the
ecology unkt. These activities are good in an educational sense and the
psychological atmosphere is totally different; Isolation in a primative
environment drives home the point of man's relationship to the ecosystem
with considerably more strength.

At the time the program was started,_ there appeared to be an acute
need for the development of ecological awareness and fcr P basic
attitudinal change toward resource utilization. We responded the
environmental concerns presented by media such as television;_radio. ooks
and magazine articles. Students also encouraged us through their
awareness, interest and concern. Without positive feedback from our
students at a very early stage in the program, stagnation may have set in!
And, a land donation was a definate catalyst for the development of our
program.

Mr: Leo Drey of St. Louis provided the land for the camp with the
Dreyer Foundation providing some funds for camp construction; Edward
Cessil; Headmaster of John Burroughs School; supplied leadership in the
development of the physical facilities of the camp and inspired others in
their work on program development. I; as Science Department Chairman; have
directed the development of the Drey Land program and its implementation
over the past ten years. Eric Hanson; the Camp Director; has taken
excellent _care of the ph,ical facilities_of the camp and cared for the
students while they are at the camp. David_Koenigs and Margaret Bahe have
contributed much to the program through their dedication and creativity as
biology teachers.

We began developing our curriculum at the same time we built the
camp- -1970 -1971. We selected study areas, developed preliminary activities
and prepared for a trial program, That trial, in the Spring of 1971, saw
three groups cf 25 students spending two wooltend days at the camp. Based
on that trial, we revised our materi' developed new activities
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suitable for a_ four-day progrAm: Now; all Bibitigy I students spend three
school days and one weekend he camp.

We are continually revis our Drey Land Field Study Manual andGuide. For example; over the past ten years, the fbreStry portion of the
1)rey Land study has ch. aged dramatically because Of the various habitat
improvement projects initiated. These continue to the present with-groups
of students going out weekends to build rabbit habitat And to survey thesquirrel den boxes. We also have just started a barn owl l.abitat
improvement project which should prove interesting over the next several
years. We feel we have a real success;

The Drey Land Ecology program is an outdoor laboratory- extending over
four days and nights. The appropriate teaching strategy would be that of a
coach:" The teacher is constantly showing students how to do certain
activities; but avoids giving answers. During the days at tamp; data and
observations are constantly accumulating: During the evening, analysis is
the dominant activity. Questioning becomes important: Relationships are
drawn from the data and summaries are made.

Teachers from other departments also come to the camp as staff
membels. Principals help us recruit these teachers and arrange for their
absence from classes they normally teach. Our school lunch department also
furnishes a cook; prepares a menu and orders the camp food: Cooperation
from them is an absolute necessity.

Teachers learn to use the program through participation: Fortunately,twc our three biology teachers haVe been with us for nearly the entire
length or the study: Since the field experience comes at the end of ayear
lbrig course; even a new teacher is faMiliat with the overall objectives
after that length of time. New teachers AlSO visit the camp as part of
their inservice training or as participants in ether_programs using the
Wilderness facility. During the year most faculty members will have been
at the camp one or more times. By spring, they are thoroughly familiar
with the Setting and instructional objectives.

TO make our short four days more efficient we have developed portable
field kits for water chemistry studies and forestry work. We now have an
extensive collection of field manuals andreferences, and a latgenumber_of
live traps; a drift fence, and collection equipment: Field equipment for
the forest work istransported_to the camp in trunks: We have kits_ for
each activity and these are indiVidUAlly used by student teams. Students
are assigned to teams and the teams are responsible for picking up the
equipment and returning it to the trunk. Teams work with an individual
teacher; so it is easy to keep a check on supplies rnd materials;

OUR GOALS

The ecology study at Drey Land is primarily- concerned with the
development of positive environmental attitudes and ethics through the
study Of ecology in a wilderness setting: There are many possible ways of
educating for_ the modification of attitudes and values. Our,program is
short, intensive and_outside of the school itself. We remove students from
the artifitial crutches of civilization and immerse them in a unique and
rather primitive environment at the Drey Land Camp: _While there, everyone;
including students, counselors and faculty; strives to live an ecologically
sound life while at the same time acquiring a knowledge of the .functioning
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of natural stream and forest ecosystems. Specific program objectives fit
into three .. -e as:

* Personal and social
* Subject matter knowledge including content and skills
* Values, attitudes and appreciations.

In the personal and social growth areas we stress the development of a
spiri J-. of friendship based on tasks requiring hard work, cooperation and a
sense of humor: Because no passive amusements are permitted a further
personal adjustment to the 1;festyle of the camp is necessary. Finally,
opportunity for the assn and growth of one's own courage,
self-confidence and trust others occurs during the rappel, float, solo
and overnight campout activities.

A lot of fundamental science is also taught at the camp. This fosters
future behavior bawd on knowledge rather than pure emotion, It is our
desire to start the building of ecologically literate citizens,
Furthermore; each one of the stream and forest studies serves as an
exceptional vehicle for reviewing and 3ummarizing the work of the entire
year. The camp experience seems to pun everything together. In the realm
of scientific methodology; students experience techniques and acquire
skills in:

* Sampling of populations and identification or organisms
* Measurement of abictic conditions including soil

and water chemistry;
* Use andcons-..rnction of field equipment
* Use of_diversity indexes
* Reporting, f -oth oral and written.

Assigned field studies generate numerical data and specific observations
necessary for the students to piece together a mental constru -tion of tho
stream and forest ecosystems.

Their model should include:

* Recognition of microhabitats
* Knowledge of the abiotic environment
* Examples of succession; names of the principle inhabitar
* Recognition of trophic levels

Possible food web for the system
* Related biogeochemical cycles
* Ltamples of the complementarity of organisms and their environment.

t'osItve attil.udesi_yalues and appreciations grow as part of the total
camp experience. Faculty and counselor staff members set ithe example
desired 1._d !-ii,_.tudents are expected to follow suit._ Respect for life_iS
always observed and stressed. Crganisms collected are, _af-e study,
returned to the stream or forest unharmed. Plant collections are weld
minimal by design. Caring for life is another objective. The value is
observable at camp and has been acted upon via habitat improvement
projects. Students have constructed and erected squirrel den boxes; wood
duck boxes-:an-', blue bird houses in an effort to increase the population of
these animals.
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Respect for the environment is part of the life style of the camp as
the camp itselt is simple and in harMOny with the surroun,in . Energy use
fti miLimalyith waste treated dri_a sc;_.-age lagoon and never released: Water

obtained by well from a 500 fOOt deep au if.-er. Non-biodegradable waste
is hauled from the site to coller:tion centers. : study ar-cls are rotated to
..void damage through overusii. ()Ur emphaSiS is _oil simpl

. conservation
dnd adjustment to the enviropment. EVerybfie lives by ule: "Do Not
Disturb." S'Aidents also use the ont-Of-dOors for all ir recreation
while at the camp. The flout trip, rappel, overnight campout; cave work;
Aud short hikes all convey the message thit leiSiike activities need not be
destructive of the environment.

Ecology is one of the most
the program as being on target
students; tOmorrOw's leaders
conscience. To develop that: conscience, the program
environment with activities at the camp as primitive and natural
make them for a group of 50 individuals at a time.

All of our objectives are at last partially attSihat, in
wildei-niss camp setting. By personally studying a small part A: our
unchau, ' world; the stUdent develops an awareness thr'; he is alSd part _of
the li.-ng world and is g,verned by the same natural laws as other JiZe
Through this realization will come the growth necessary for becoming
responsible, caring citizen.

relevant stUdida and_tOpieS today; we see
both locally and nationally. Many if

and land bt;,;iiet, heed an ecological
itiVOlVeS a natural

As We can

A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

We want to give students the experience of living in harmony wth
nntre while conducting a study of_nature. To accomplish this; the s ndent
is sported to a primative wilderneSS and taken away from society's

and passive amusement Naturalness is emphasized over
ity: While at the camp, try to take care_ of the environment
dy it Collections are permitted and All li_ing _things are

ret.. a unharmed after study: L 7OnSidered benefiei.J1 and impoltant
even in spiders; insects and snake

The camps primitive nature makes adapta tudents are
removed from passive amusements such ;!.= St reoS.
f.tertrlinment comes frOm companionship and socializing: Junk fOOdS are
left at home. On the overnight camp -oct students sleep outside Under.
tarps. They survive and discover much of our civilizaton's .;omforts are
scneWhat_ ininecessary. Furthermcre; they are exposed t a more relaxed
OZark_life-style on the trip to and from camp.

StUde'ats_at the camp observe first hand a relatively surpri ;ing idea;
the POP-us! of land; the concept of the preservation of natural ecosystems:
Throughout the entire_ livesi students have teen exposed to I?nd
dov. pment, new subdivisions, shopping centers and industries. At camp;

different. Many even come away with th idea that it wou'd be good
to save'a few undevedoped-corner5- of the world. Since the camp is located
c'n the edge r the National 0:3ark Stenit students also see :he
use land for recreation and preservation _purposes._ The stream .and
fort : studies conducted at camp are based on inquiry with data_colleci.d
W7 valid research methods:, Students ai expected to study the data, mike
aporopriate comparisons and then draw conclsiOns. In geiietal, the studies
are self-contained and reflect the true scientific prose s. It' is hard to
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loak up ati t. . in a texhocik c.h at ,,mp. Students Litt to collect
scientifically valid information about. two naLnral ecosystc l'hey sample
the biotic and abioti,. for _the purpose discovering
rolat ,miships between the wo areas as Well as within the individual
ecosystem: From the dr,ta collected, students are generally able to
interpret community structure, food prey-predator relationships and
many other interactions.

Humans conduct the study in our program. For it to work all need to
participate cooperatively and to share the burdens. Enthusiasm; happiness
at,d joy become necessary ingredients for success. Students discover the
value of team work; sharing and trust. Friendships are made and grow
during camp activities; Those are characteristics we hope to find in all
humans. Teams ,:omplete all of the studies at Drey Land. Cotiperation is
essential and the establishment of this attitta is our most important task
as teachers. Only reports are done individually arid_ these are often
discussed together by the team before actual writing begins. ViSitOrS are
always impressed by the amcunt of teamwork and cooperation they ObSerVe.

Team work is important; so the teachar must be able to establish goals
for the group; find leaders; establish purposeful behavior and strong
cooper&tive behavior. Students must feel they are doing something
important.

_A camp visitor would see the usual pattern of classes and laboratory
StUdieS. Over the four day period, I would expect an observer to see
students talking, _listening, reading; writing; measuring; observing;
calculating, reporting, questioning; programming; thinking; reflecting; and
working.

OUR I- AOGRAM

Teachers are responsible for their own elaSSeS_. When two or more
teachers share a common assignment, they plan together, fol]c a common
syllabus; share 10)oratorypreparat'ins and test tOtittiittion_ The also
share the responsibility for selecting course materials suti, as texts and
films and writing couse objeo*ives. Teachers with multiple sections
same course may work

or
but are still expected to prepare course

oobjectives; a syllabus r schedule of activities; and to select appropriate
course materials.- All teachers work closely with the department chairman.

Most surr:_oulum materials are developed during the summer vacation
periods. Teachers are paid a small sum for the work ane frequently share
results. Academic departments are responsible for their curriculum and
report directly to the Headmaster through department chairmen=

Te ._:hers:

* Crganize teams for specific camp studies such as
water chemistr, and aquatic fauna;

* Demonstrate tezhniques to be used in the field
* Conduct investigaticns with the study groups or :earns
* Help with organization of data collected
* Question students reIativ( to their tethniques And the

reliability of the data coIleJlt:d;
* Repair- and organize equipment used by students
* Aid the students with their incerpretation of data
* Build camp spirit; enthusiasm; morale; give

encoragement and stress the job to be done;

8 4
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* Evaluate student performance and achievement
* Act as a role model, t_ai:ifig, Sharing, helping; promoting

ecology and ethics.

Teachers void:

* Promotingcompotition between Students
* (living'. answers to the -:.yntifie Problems being inv(.;tigated
* Displaying cynical beliitir
* Being unusually critical
* Contributing to the destfuction 61 t crimps natural

environment.

geIc rali,y feel that any good teaching strategy; if used
exclUsively; will fail due to sheer hotedot. Hence we use a variety c:
instructional methods selecting those tnat will er.able US Co_achieve the
desired goal. Sometimes this means reading from tektbdOksi listening t
lectures; watching films; working in the laboratory or traveling to a
hattital ecos3i=,tem for first hand studies:

During_the year a regular biology textbook and laboratory manual are
osd, The book is _the 1978 edition of Biology by Wionborg. Our laboratory
manual has been _cleVeloped by the science staff and is printed at the
schiO;. During the _Drey Land study; we use a second field manual which is
Iso developed and Published at the school. This manual contains
instructios for conducting the various field investigations and associated
data tables. Summary questions and report forms are also included in this
field study manual.

Students so use an extensive c011e(tion of books from our library
during the year and have available Many of the E M.1. Programmed Learning
Modules such as Meiosis & 9iteSeS, Cell Efiergitics; Cell Structure;
Evolution and DNz'i;

During the year; we use films rented frOM the UniVersity of Illinois.
':.uy film loops have been oirthaSod or is educed locaily A
number cf Lhese were made at our lool illtisttatihg V.t own apparus.
:he also has an extensive colL.....tion of 35 mm .71_ that hav been
T,archased or shot locally. All visuals are used for illustrating concepts
and many are used tor testing purposes as a quick StibStittite _for lab

Computeis =re available and used during the Genet..c.s.
Evolution and Ecology uni,Ls.

Since the Drey Land ECology Program was developed specifitLI4 for
school's first-year biCIP457 Students classes are drawn from both the 9t1.
and 10th grades and are mixed by both sex and grade level: Niith graders
enter the program by Selec tion And are in an accelerated science track.
Students net selected for bidlbgSi in the 9th grade take the course in the
10th grade:

ApproximetelN students are enrolled in the course each year: The
gro,np is ;lien divined five Cla',:a sections of IS to 20 rtudents. All
students are automatically include' in t 6:, y camp ecology sludy:
Only students on academic or distiprftary Ot-bbntibil are e::cused. Average
atte-idarce at the camp is at least 90 student, per ear.

Sup rt personnel at the camp include nhck, 6 to 7 John Burroughs
Sclool teachers; and 6 to 8 John Bucrough it seniors._ These people
61 share the same wilderness experience inc OtheS.

8 5
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The daLeS fbr the program arc seheduleda year ahead of time on the
master school calendar. For the past several years, we have be,nn locked
into either the second or third week of Nay. Two individuals have the most
responsibility for organizing came details. One, the program coordinator,
recruits and t'-'ins st orders transportation, schedules the students,
plans tin' proe.....1m and sees that all special science equipment ant supplies
are on hand. This persons duties ar( heavaest before the camp. The camp
Airectoris responsible for the succesjul completion of the program as
-scheduled and for the care and feeding of the campers. Discipline, safety;
utd student. morale are also concerns of thi_ individual:

Three biology teachers and their counselor assistants instruct all of
he scheduled classes: These teachers also contribute to the formal
rininiitg of the :amp when necessary and as time permits: Two non-science .
teachers arc also part of ti.e camp str.:7f. They are drawn from other
depai:tments of the school and volunteer their help because of an interest
in ecology: They assist the camp director; supervise tile float trip;

iiranspert students_.; assist at the rappel site help in the kitchen and
generally keep an "eye" on things.

The _ounselors assist the teachers and supervise the sleeping cabir:.
They are graduating seniors or recent graduates of John Burroughs School.
Mo:-t of the counselors are knowledgeable of both _science and
out-of-doors. They found the experience both meaningful and enjoyable
campers and now are retuiring to make their_ contribution to the program.

From time to_time, visitors also join the camp ste L. These have
incoded school adminitre._ors,_seience teachers from schools and

practice teachers from college in the St. Louis area.
Camp- facilities are adequate, but not too civilized. A main lodge (24

feet by 40 f- et) houses the kitchen and dining room. Between meals and in
the evening serves as an 'e-cioor classroom and laboratory. Toilets and
cold showers are loc-ted in a second building. Nine priNir ve ibir's are

set batk in the fort sur-c..inding the lodge. Only the dr7c.,hrooms

hnvi, electricity and running water: The camp does not have a t'ephonei
Forty-five to forty-eight students are oaken to the camp at a time.

The first gn-ip leaves for camp on Sunday morning and returns Wednesda:;
afternoon: The second group leaves Wednesday morning and returns to St.
Louis late Saturday afternoon. This scl-iedule causes each student to miss
th ee days of regular school and one day of the weekend. Stud..lits not at

can') attend school as regularly scheduled. They do not, however, attend
biolJg: classes on these days.

At camp; the students are divided into three groupings (A,B,C) for

class purposes. They are also divided into different cabin groups aid
assj.gued to-one of the counselors. Class groups are organized_toachieve a
mix of abilities and skills. Cabin groupings allow for friendships and
comeatibility. Class groups follow Cie master camp schedule. The
scheduled classes bring the student into direct contact with t7.:o study

Treas, tqe forest and the stream. Each student also spends two evening
hoti.s analyzing the data collected during the day: Activities planned f,
each study site can be found in the forest and stream manual. These
investigations have all been used for several years and have gone thrragh
many revisions and subsequent imp,:ovements;

Because of the number of in\ .stigations cono-Icted at ea(AA tdy its
it is impossibl for every student to 'o ev vtl' In or- !:.r to broaden

the experience of each individual as possible; they are cycled
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through the ac:ticit ,s on a daily basis For example, While_at the forest
site, if they collect abiotic !ata on the first day they Will be assigned
to animal collections the second day and plant analysis the third day. A
sumllar p;ocedure is used at the stream. in the evening the information
collected by individual teams is purled and shared betWeen all memh,,rs of
the group.

tip,, ;c sites for special studies have also been deVC!1-ciped at the
camp. .;_c first of these is a drift fence that stirr.ounds the sewage
lagoon. ihis device captures animals entering or leaving the lagObri_in pit
tills Along the tence. Frogs; toads; salamanders and lizards are
frequently captured._ An area 100 meters square has been staked out on
south slope of a hill. Steel reinforcing rods identify the corner of each
10 square meter qiddrat. T'-se quadrats are used for obtaining randOM
plant sample and fcit the location of snake boards: One snake board, a One
square meter plyWobd sheet, is found at the corner of each quadrat. TheSe
sheets provide cover for rOdents and cn occasion attract snakes. Live
traps are also set out at the snake board loeations

Twenty-five squirrel den boxes have been positioned high in the oak
trees throughout the camp property. These are checked for nesting or
occupancy as part of the forest study. Flying squirrels and grey squirrels
inhabit a high percentage of theSe bOXes. Two years 2go; 12 blue bird
houses were set out along fence lines bordering open fields. So far these
have gone unoccupied even tlitLigh the species has been observed in the area:
At the sametime; several wood duck bOX6S were placed along the creek
These prospective homes have also remained vacant. This year we plan to do
some clearing of the subcanopy one area of th6 Ecite§t and pile up this
brush for the improvement of the r_ibbit habitat.
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EVALUATION

Testing is done both during and after camp. For accountability;
students are responsible for all of the data collected. They also respond
to a series of forest study questions and write a two or thlee page stream
report. This must all be completed before the student leaves the camp on
the DUS for home. After returning to school the .student is tested over the
entir7 ecology _unit_ of which the camp experience is a significant part.
Student evaluation is based on their interpretation of the scientific data
collected during the_study.

During_ the Ecology stucy, =tudents_ are evaluated subjectively for
their effort, cooperation_ and attitude. 'Ile ?cquisition of knoWledge and
Skills is determined by observation and 'Lest, Qn the last day of each camp
,4ession, counselors and teachers down together md rate each camper on
the three criteria a-e observed and recorded by the individual
biology teachers.

Student reports and questions from the field manual are completed and
turned in before the student leav,:: came. Th ,se are subsequently read and
graded 15; he Leaching staff. Finally, after all the evidence is in,

students arc assigned a grade for tl-eir work:
Evaluation of a program as described is difficult: We hale tried with

some limited success to obtain feedback from all possible so rtes and in
several different ways: First; the program has been studied by threc,

science teachers from two outside s-ihooIs; In 1976; two teachers from
Pembroke Country Day Scl:ool in Kansas were invited to attend the calop
as outside observers and participants. They were asked to specifically
study the tone or psychological atmosphere of the camp -suggest

and
.;:or

improvements where necessary. 1979, a St. Louis Coun
teacher_ attended the camp and eva- luated_ the qualit
methodology of the field studies. He offered several
..mpro-,-ements and these we':e_ incorporated into the revisel

Another masure of the ._1:icess of the program_ is th :t it is now
entering its eleventh ,,ear. Soon, nearly a thousand studeats will have
received benefits !rom the experience. These students :1lso fill -sot

evaluation questionnaires as tley complete their year's stud of biology.
Questionnaire results rate the Drey Land experience as the most interesting
and most beneficial of el! work in biology.

There has also been a noticeable increase in the science enrliment
for all courses since the inception of the Drey Land program: 4n 1972; 525
students attended the school and 450 students elected to study science. In

1982; 545 students attend the school and 525 students elect to study
science. Considering that all courses beyond the grede are e?.ective;
we consider the enrollmL-t figures to be highly indicative of success.
Enrollment in Advanced Plac,nlent Biology (a second year course) ha:. climbed
during th_ same time from 12 students to- 29 *his year and to 30 for- next
year. Students in this course also use the -Lamp and are familiar with the
program there.

A iher sign of success is_t.he numLex of students who vol7.nteer to
return to the program
Ccsidering the demand
it -is rather surprising
effoi-*s. Past graduates
college term occurs before

as

on
that

counselors_
he time of

many

at the end of their suior year.
the students duri.:g the spring term

SO ask to work there and to Donate theii
return to the program is the end of their

the dates of our camp. It is always the
also
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exeeption it w do not have g1 -AWIAtf
cotniselor.

Testing is a part.: of ,.fe ;\ y..ess th ptogram
,iLt wit i t ly conrke.c , , ;

Laid contribution is impossible to pig. ,int tinouloL I e
covering all course work give the followin, t, resAlt,

* Nelson ology Form E 65t1:"
* Biology C>E>F,B> Test b. Aeri;ge
* New York State Biology Exam 75 1R.,; Score
* Advanced Placememl Biology hxams 3.7 Ax,erage

Our present teachers think higtly of the program. C.ut; people do not
run down_ their own creations: This fact makes it impeza,Jive that all of
the teachers involved ha,;e a chance to revise and upgrade the activities
each year and to see some change related to their input. Public and
personal recognition is also _important This will etntinUe_to be given to
those contributing to the camp program Teacher attitudes have changed as
well. The greatest_ change in teacher attitude seems to be in our awareness
that t is possible to teach to achieve a of Values and
attitudeT... These affective goals tire now consith!ted important and
attainable.

We would like to be able to administer a pre and camp
environmental attitude and awareness scalP.. So far we have not been able
to acquire such an instrum from anotner source: If such an evaluation
device exists; we toUld like Lo test it oui. in our situation:

Students evaluate the program -each year via a questionnaire: We also
aold a post -camp staff meeting for the purpose of disucssing program
accomplishments; necessary changes and minor /rouble spots. When possible;
we involve outside people in the program as counselors and teachers: They
bring fresh ideas to us and ;lave the ability to see the program from other
vantage points. Several improvements hwie been _made because of these
evaluation activities: We rey most heavily on theSe Student evaluation
questionn,.ires and on the personal reports and responses frOtti participating
adults.

Our school conducts a formal survey of our past studants two years
after thei_ .,;raduation from high school; The questionnaire used in the
survey is primarily related to their academic and social readineSS_for
college. There is - _ppssibili.:_y that the Drey Land experience could be
evaluai.ed as part et this survey. The questionnaire would be given four or
tive years aftE. ',heir camp attendance so any effect might easily
be detected tAirough appropriate questions.

Our wiluerness camp has added to our offerings at home; as well: We
now nave a ri h bank if the area acquired over the past ten years with
the poesibii of extending the klata collection well into the future We
use these data; memories; and possibilities frequently in our classrooms.
Logist s is a mr]or problem: We constructed__ "trunks" for safe y
transporting mieroseop6s and field study hitS. We _bring 26 binocular
microscopes with us to empas well as water chemistry kits such as oxygen;
ditrogen; and ph. Our stream nets; collecting nets and seines are stored
at the camp.
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THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS

Our principals we .1( more with students t.ian teachers. Each principal
is rest nsible for grade levels. They advise studeritE with
registration, supervise grading etc. They also contribut to the
evaluation process for teachers. Departmental organization is strong at
Burroughs, and other C.an the Headmaster, this group has the most influence
on teachers:

Program decision making responsibilities are delegated by the
Headmaster to the Department Chairman. Inservice training that cuts across
departmental lineq is provided through programs developed by the
Headmaster: ProgrEms for science teachers are developed by department
members. Budget are prepared by individual departments and submitted to
he Headmaster: Budget size is generally based on demonstrated need. The
L'udget is submitted by January 1 and approved without significant changes:
Curriculum materials are requested by individual teachers or teacher teams
and approved by the department chalr. Teacher inservice is most generally
a summer activity. Teachers individually or as teams request summer
funding support. This could be for tuition or salary for curriculum
development. Requests are approvA first by the Chairman and finally by
the headmaster. Department Evaluation is condlctFd according to the plan
attached. A school wide accreditation evaluation is also conducted every
seven years. Planning is a departmental responsibility under the
leadership of the department chair. Planning requests may _come from the
headmaster -or arise internally within -the dept. Program evolution has for
the past_18years grown out of the science department itself. Changes have
been gradual but continuous.

The Drey Land program costs each student $0. Significant expenses
are for transportation and food: The cost of science supplies and
equipment used in the EcL,Jgy study comes from our re;xlar department
bud,;et.

Our total science department badc' for Lire year 1982-1983 was
$17;200: These funds will be used for the fonowi.,g:

capital items 3;000
supplies and films 8i500
copy expense 600
dues 1C1 'ihis is flpcl-o:.::0 tely
field trips and travel 1,500 $":ti_.00 per. :tudent

equipment repair 1,500 e =,ear.

sudent lab assistant 2,000

$17,200

SUPPORT

Our administrFcion has been supportive in the following ways:

* Provisions of funding for the camp
* Providing rime in the academic calendar
* Encouraging p,Iticipation by farulty members from other

dep.irtments;
* Proyi,;:;,g reinforcement work of sci=::ace department.
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ProleSsional jir_gauizations are important and our membe::;hips them
are invaluable. independent school teachers tend to become isolated from
public school teachers be-cause our problems an- viewed as different:
Pi-ofessional organizations provide a common foLcs on ,ssues. problems and
new developments. They are it stimulus to keep teachers moving forward. We
would be lost wit.iv these 6:-.:cellent professional organizations
science teachers,

Professional journals are a help to us in several wriv,:. r-,

book reviews, film reviews and the reviews of other med i a op in, 1

as to what is new and an idea as to how good it
, The 3,h.,ertise, are

also helpful in this area. Articles, partica:Jrly those involving row
programs studies and techniques, giv- us ideas or confirm ihe
kappropriateness of our techniques. .art_ rivolving advances in s, ;once
are not particularly useful betanS6 ifific from other sources such as
Scientific American; Science or Science much better.

THE FUTtii

OUY Dreyliarid field manual needs revision iii order to improv the way
collect our data. Sever-,1 of the tables and charts are alSO iiffncult

to interpret. It would ai:io be helpful to be able to take Biology I

students to the area for pre-camp activities throughout the year_. This
could Involve small numbers of students on weekend outings only. StUdefitS
could carry out additional habitat improvement projects as well as work on

upkeep and repair projects. Some students could also begin small
individual research projects if more frequent trips to the area could be
taken._

We need additional pre-camp laboratory activities that teach specific
field measurement techniques. _We find oursehes using valuable. camp time
either explaining how the study is to be accomplished or instructing the
student in special techniques. More camp_pr_eparation is a defThitc
necessity. A small revision of the Biology I Ecology unit could accomplish
this need rind would only involve three teacliers.

We neAto develop an additional study are,: in a region of the forest
designated as the lower slope. Thlt would include Stakes from 10m2

adrats; s :take boards; a drift fence, and live taps. Idealiy, we ShOUld
13y out an area 100m2 into 10m2 quadrats:

Undei our lease arrangement will Mr:. LOO Drey, Lhe camp is open tb
outside groups if they have a program promoting nature study or Pcology.
We should probibly initiate some cooperative activities with etoe StlibblS
to inform them of our work at the camp. If :aterest is shown after a trial
expekences _they could use our facilities and program.

I _Would like .;ee the program grow and e::tend over the entire year
by taking small v Of students to the camp oil weekends. This would

be a;i ideal time o involve groups of students and teachers frOm other
schools. Further back in my_ Mind; but also possible; would be the
involvemeirc of practice Leachers from one or more of our local
universities. It would seem that an outdoor laboratory would be a nearly
ideal teacting situation for an individual considering education as a
career

Consequences of implementing the -.move program chan i would
include:

* Additional teacher and student involvement aril ti,6ititment
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* Increase,: tiansportaLion costs
* Reduced "coverage" of biology .n the firSt S,Jr prc
* Greater understanding of ecelogy and_a great-2r

appreciation of natural ecosystems by studer---

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

0 establish the program in another school, 1 Start with a

who wanted change and who wouldn't be afraid Lc, k to attain an
"Clock watchers" need not apply because most .m2r.,vementS are 99
prespiration and one percent inspiration. How, teachers Slibtild
that the personal satisfaction they will rete-:ve will far exceed

wn time committment. Teachers need a lot (...f support and help
:olleagues coordinators and administrators: Objectives and goals
Lo be established and students should become involved at this stage.

In fact; student enthusiasm and excitement could be the most
ingredient. They have both the numbers and the energy needed to dri'e a
program forward.

Teachers need a knowledv of naturaJ history and ecology: They also
need knowledge of how field stud_ q.re designed and conducted: A personal
commitment to conservation E-,(1 pteservation is also important; The
feather's value sN'3tem is exposed so it is easy fcr a student to detect
ititensistenies in their though'Ls prid actions.

!w teachers_ would obviously need_to be good biologists and to show
ti; . tl its of a biologist in their work. They need to feel compelled to
change our attitudes toward the preservation of our planet's ecosystems.
If they are not committed or feel that the ge is impossible, they would no*
b0 effective.

The main reward for teaching in the program is personal satisfaction.
,.oirg students grow in awareness, appreciation and concern fejt

!viionmental improvement is the most satisfying of rewards.
I-Afferent teachers in theprc,gi_am have presented papers to :OtiVeritibil

of science teachers: Onc paper was g.ven to the National Association of
Biology Teachers and anothe: to the 1nCependent Schools AF1-;ociation of the
Central States.

I think that we have also seen that everything cwt- an educational
does not have to happen within the four walls c, a classroom or

lab-Oratory. We seem to have become much ..,ore open to ti,a use of outside
reSetir.-,e-; and local facilities. We are less "teacher c:-.tered" and more
"learn r centered." W.:thout_support from entire scliool the program
would have been an early tenure because both _subctanlial resources and
tune are involved. Taking students away frm school for ch. ma r part of

'evolves sacrifices from all academic departments. In adUiLioni
when ...eai.:hers are gone .Ahers have to pick up additional subtitute
burden: Classroom teachers do aot like absences becaUSe they haVe their
own objett:_ves to accomplish We are fortunate tilt" the science program is
accepted and supported by all faculty:

The four day total immersion in field studies 41 i:atilp is tiliquo,
T:e camp experience is so intense and all consuming its educational effect
appears to be magnified. Perhaps we should develop the concept of an
Intense experience for other efforts to modity values r:nd attitudes, A
kind of "s1..)ck treLtment" may 'ring about chance ; .lor- rapidly than
dispersed or continuous instru=tion.
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Chapter 9: ECOLOGY AND THE COMMUNITY

Itv

James Sammons
Jamestown School

Lawn Avenue
Jamestown; R.I.; 02835

Jamestown, population 4,000; is the only town on Conanicut Island in
Nrrougaie:-tt Bay. This small island is_considered be part of Rhode
Island's suburban/rural South COinity and_is linked .y bridges to the
rmliulAnd: The community school, atte- led_by a varle' of socio-economic

has been eligible r Title 1 handing since t beginning of that
Five hundred students atLend Jamestown Scho in grades K through

(1H:1 . The single building school, built in 1955, renovated in the
seventies to create open classt-iots in grates through -six.
Although resources aro modest, there is a tit, sense of esprit de

corps And cooperation tni:lughout. The thirty -ti tetherS plan hio§t
curriee'-: and participate with the Adm::Iistration SthdOl COMMittee in
hirin, members. Significantly; Ja;oestown Schoo' is consistently at the
Lop stare in standardized testing; competi.:Te grants, and awardS.

T,6.,y, as resources are decIiiing; taxpayers ased to v..cte funds
for -os environmo-tal protection protects and to support positions for
or -;61iCies LA,ch affect the w-'rld in which they 'lye: Without a
basic: 0 life science; voter opinion ofte-1 swayed by the
binsei is .7dijoUS_ pressure- groups. Nc meanir,fuI long-term
mana,ement the conflict betWeon the environment and society can be
realized in such an uninformed climate.

Strong scio:ice education with -an Orientation toward application can
provide th, necessary background from which to make judicious choices;
choices based on carefully ccusideted priorities; not short-lived
headlin2s.

Ecology anc tne Community riy. 'ides this necessary background. it's
n,c long-term and practical: Environmental programs which :Lend to

give t.. student an idealized; one-sided picture are hard to reconcile ,ith
economic reality. The resultant attiti:de that environmental ;eitibth is

ca., be more de.maging than no environmental reogtat at all!
This pioject, therefore; does not pit environmentalist against
mc.1:1.7,rialist; rather it encourages both to cooperate toward the long -term
good of the cnvironment and the :-_ommunity. To prepare future voters, we
wapt studca'.1s to understand their roles and responsibilities as determiners
of a ternat:ve futures.

ECOLOGY AND THE COtaklUNITY

the Community he ins in the fail of tne seventh grade year
when students study different fOrMS of life, learn fdpout requirements for
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survival. and explore respcns2s to long- term chaage. Topics covered
include:

* The cell; its principle parts and their function-
One- celled life as introduction to life in g2neral;

* Photosyrthesis and_respiration; energy systems of the cell

I
* Food chains; food webs; and feeding relationships

* Decay organisms and their role in feeding relationships

* PopUlation limiting factors in the envJ

* Basic genetics as a mechanism f

* Selection and adaptation nd long-t,,,rm change.

With this_ background, students undertake an extensive investigation of an
outdoor site in the spring of the year_. The core of this section of the
program is the site study_kit; a complete lesson and ini7estigation which
can be used by students without teacher_assistance, Working in ;froups of
four, students choose those kits which they determine will pro,/.Lde

necessary information about tht:ir site. We have twelve such kits:

'quatic Biology Soil Particle Size (mechanical analysis)
liotany Water Minerals
Zoology Dissolved Oxygen
Soil Biology Foam (Tannin and Lignin)

rctergent
Soil Water Just For Fun (Artistic and sensory perceptions)

Based on afl. the_ information they gather; .:(i'lts prepare a site summary;
a_ statement of the present condition of_ thy- .._udy site and a prediction of
the fUture change: Whi. they expect will occur.

GOING INTO THE FIELD

In the spring of the year, usually after May first, seventn radersin
this program investigate South Reservoir. This inN;es. -rovides
direct experience with concepts presented earlier in the

South Reservoir is a four acre man-made water tmpou c71nded

by ten acres of marshy woodland; the contig.;ous buffer is of
low densit farmiald, This site provides sl dents with an api.....cru,ity to
explore a relatively undisturbed and varied 11,7.:T)itat

Fieldwork begins with an orienta.Ton which allows students to see the
relationship between the preceding classwork and their outdoor
investigations. General "housekeeping" points are covered and the kits are
introduced. This orientation ends with the establishment of four- member
student teams. Except in unusual cases; teams are selected by students.

Student teams then _pick their first kits. This is th, only _time when
all _teams within a class select kits simultaneously Conflicts are
resolved by Lot. As son as kits have been selected; the teams begin the



choeile-in procedUre._ r:it contents arc inventoried and the team logs in as
the present user _of their kit. The team then begins the study assignment
which explains the purpose and mciliodS of the kit, Teams qualify with
their kits by passing a ten question quiz with a minimum 80 percent score:
High productivity is important to us; and checkpoints such as the
qualification quiz help to insure that students will fulfill their
responsibilities even when working With minimal direction.

After orientation, the remaining week:i of the school year are
organized into classwork days, "in da5,"_ fieldwork daN and "down days,"
Although this varies from year to year, MOnday; Wedn-s,,; and Friday are
nsua Ily "down ',-I.ay5" while Tuesday and ThiirSday_are "in days."

Management of a fieldwork day is a careftilly choreographed event. Our
class periods are forty three minutes long, so the;:.e is no place for wasted
time. A "down day" begins as the teams file intb_the classroom and collect
their kits from storage: After logging in for the day and complcting the
kit inventory, they board the waiting bus to go "doWn" to the ro-oir.
EAch kit has a long-ring kitchen timer attached to its ftent and at tae end
of the five minute run to the reservo:-, time teatbet diteCts the students
to set them for the time available, for fieldwork, typically twenty to
twenty-five minutes. At this point, the students are largely on their own.
During this time; all field decisions are made by the team members. They
choose the location; the kit activities; and the depth of each of their
investisgations. As the timers begin to ring; the teams head fir the bus
which leaves five minutes iater. During the return trip; the kits are
again inve : :torxed, damp sponges ore passed out; and the kits are cleaned.
On attiVali the k;t_s_ are returned to their shelves and the students go to
their next clt s. All in forty three minutes.

The next day, an "in day," the teams perf-orm any laboratory work
necessary and catch up on their notebooks. Careful record keeping and the
ability to express observations and Conclusions in word and letter are also
important to us. On these days, a team may elect to log out of their kit
and choose another from those not in usc.

After yea:- of field :ie4y teathiak, experience; I_ feel, strongly that
true freedom of choice as -eracticed by young_ Adults bogi-:s with a
supporting structure: If the structure is inadequate, the quality of
selfdirected learning becomes moot, I feel that we haVe *ruck a
productive balance point with this fieldwork procedure.

SOCIAL STUDIES

Of equal importance is the concurrent study of the community. In
order to provide the balance necessary to avoid a prejudicial,
pro environment point_cf iew,_ these students learn the hard realities of
community costs a_d limited financial resources. Social Studies topics
include:

* Basic economics

Recent local history and community iackground

* Town goverment

* Town services and their costs
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* Town indn:,tries and ho.; i nesse!;

* Taxes

* Town budget

* Jobs and the job market.

Those topic.; are addressed t-ongh a series of activities, simulations,
interviews, personal research, and guest speakers. By drawing parallels
between their own community and the environment, students cometorealize
that the impact on a herd of deer of a 10 percent decrease in fbbd supply
is similar to the impact on a town of a 10 percent loss of jobs.

DYNAMIC DLCISION MAKILC1 PROCESS

The culmination of Ecology and the Community each year is a series of
simulations in which students must make difficult choices between
environmental and community concerns. Before the entire student body, the
seventh graders present both sides of an environmental question and hold a
School-wide referendum. At this point; students realize that although any
given issue may be decided for or against the environment; there is rarely
a -Urong position; but rather, different points of view.

CROSS,l,AGE TEACHING

In September of the following year, these students, now eighth
graders, begin a cross-age_teaching component of Ecology_and the Community.
Teams composed of two student volunteers,__ typically_ will present a lesson
to a small group of students from grades K through 6. Lessons are planned
by the sending teacher, the receiving teaches and the te-
Teachers adopt a supporting role and allow the .eam as much .de aS
possible Through this cross-age teaching opportunity, student k.owledge
is reinforced, the science experience of the yo,.ager students is ,roaderied,
and the over -all impact of Ecology and the. Ccimunity is enhanced:

rlISCUSSION

In the Crit-ria for Excellence in Biology; an excellent biology
program:

..focuses on _helping students- use biological knowledge to
enhance the understanding of themselves and to benefit the
quality cf Life and living for human beings. The study of the
human organism in its natural, cultural, and psycho-social
environments is essential -- -this includes a focus on human
adaptation and future perspectives for human welfare."

Except that the de.iign of Ecology and the Community was qatgely completed
in 1974; one might think that this program was designed to match the NSTA
criteria: in o.r planning, we asked ourselves, as did NSTA, 'What iS

needed for the over-all good?" We feel that the similarities between our
program and the biology criteria confirm the validity of our effort.
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Ecology and the Community is the result of a very frank science
curriculum analysis The question "What Shall be taught ?" very quickly led
to "Why teach science?" None of our answers were especially compelling:
Most involved assumptions which were preditated on other equally vague
answers to the same questions_

Formerly isolated from Rhode Island by a toll bridge and ferry;
Jamestown had been spared the population pressure and attendant
environmental decline common to more metropolitan communities. This
idyllic existence was being challenged by the general_ movement of
population to the more rural areas of Rhode Island. With the closing of
the Naval installations at near-by Quonset and Newport, JaffieStown's economy
Was declining. Under these circumstances; the temptation to make
Short-sighted decisions affecting the use of the island's resources was
Strong. Jamestown would be served best by an informal electorate able to
weigh both sides of resource-use questions and choose that course which
promotes the long-term good. Thus; the needs of the community became the
guideline for_developing; and the benchmark for evaf\xating Ecology and the
Community. This _guideline answered our original 0.estions and provided
philosophical insight while developing the program

The strengths_of ECology and the Community are its`-long term goals and
organization. Although different issues have come and gone; the need to
make wise decisions remains. Many of the original Arcumstances which
existed in 1974 have changed. The local economy has rIpcovered from the
closing of the two near -by Naval installations; but the \island population
has increased by 25%. Because the preSSUre on finite -E)ivironmentaI and
financial resources continues, our liong7term goals remain valid and
durable. The project organization is by objective -so that\ what is taught
remains constant: the information is taught is iltlexible making
substitution of new methods easy. There are no preCOnceptliions regarding

\

school organization; class organization, teathihk PhilbSopi-ies; teaching
techniques; or other "how to" considerations. Teachers of different
temperament and style can participate with equal sucteSS.

Ecology and the Community can be transported easily to other schools.
ThiS program is organized by objectives so that equivalent paterials or
programs already in use in an adopting school can be substitutled. With_no
preconceptions regarding methodology; no major changes in schoctl or teacher
philosophy are required._ The cost of adoption is low because to amount of
new materials to be purchased is small.

EVALUATION

Ecology and the Community has been ctevaluated in three areas pre-post
testing; on-site visitation, and follOW-up_ questionnaire. II spite of
three revisions; we have been unable to dehionStrate conclusive results
through formal pre -post testing: These effdrtS haVe looked for changes in
the way seventh graders make decisions and are primarily in_theiaffective
domain. The data range from very significant to not Significarlt at all
BUt state evaluators; visitors from other schools, and other visitors to
ECOlogy and the Comunity have been consistently _enthiiSiaStic about our
program. Specific points which are frequently cited include:

* IMpleMentation can take place in another school without
Schedule changes or radical changes inschool philosophy;



* Flexible activities wtt :n a framework insures the
accomplishment of Oilyon! Lees;

* Students are activel. involves

* Simple; inexpensive; hi. higi quality equipment is used

* Organization is casual; but highly efficient

* Social issues are truly uns tith science to produce a

hybrid program;

* Cross-age teaching teams mo-i_o the impact of financial
support.

.-;
One theory regarding our inability to_ShOw significant change through

pre-post testing holds that sevent_ graders may have internalized the
informed decision making process; but not yet able to express it To
explore this possibility; we_haVe begun to mail _uiestionnaires out to high

school graduates. These students completed our program in 1978:
Although there_ are too feW returns (17) at this time to warrant a full

analysis; the_trend is abundantly -cleat Our theory was correct. We had

set out to_help tomorrow'S citizens make Wi50 decisions Five years later;

we are finding our efforts were successfuL

Sample Subsection of An Env ronmental Situci-ion "reit

Oil Refineries

The Commerce Oil Company owns 80 acres of land on JamestOWns North3nd.
Recently; Commerce Oil has applied for a zoning permit to build a large

refinery on this land:

1) List all the good things which bringing in the refinery would do.

List all the bad things which bringing in the refinery would do.

Select from the following Information three items which are more
valuable and three which are less valuable.

a) That there are not enough refineries
in the LJS to meet the oil needs.

b) That a pumping dock will have to be
maintained at the shoreline.

c) That a deep channel will have to be
dredged to let tankers come up to the
pumping dock.

More LeSS

Valuable Valuable



d) That in-0St of the 300 jobs created by
the refinery will not be filled by
Jamestown residents._

e) That the refinery will produ,:e about
equal aMounts of gasoline and heating
Oil.

f) That the current population of
is 2,911 people.
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4) List any otherthings_not included in 3 that you
would like to know before you formed an opv.!Iun about the
refinery.

5 Several sources of information are listed below. Decide L. ,ch
sources might give information about the refinery and indicate
what their views might be:

If the source would probably be for building refineries, writ'
F in the blank beside it:
If the source would probably be against it, write A.
If the source might take a moderate stand, write M.
If the source would supply little information, make no mark.

a) Local office of Department of Health
b) ECology action group
C) Chamber of Commerce
d) Department of Natural Resources
6) Cedatal Resources Management Council
f) Town Manager
g) Narragansett Electrical Company
h) Residents' association
i) Federal Power COMmission
j) Better Business Bureau
k) Taxpayers' Association
1) State Airport Administration

6) List other information not included in Question 5 which you
feel is also important: Tell how or where you Would get this
information.

Our program; activities; and teaching strategies all focus on helping
students learn knowledge; skills; and attitudes which will prepare them as
future voters. We feel we are combining the best of science and inquiry
processes _with science-related social issues. The end result is _acourse
which students _like,_teachers enjoy teaching; and which gives students a
thorough grounding in applying science knowledge to solve real world
problems. Society can only be: `it from such a course and the attitudes it
helps develop.

9
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Chapter 10: BIOLOGY AND HEALTH SCIENCE CLASS

By

Perry E. Weston

High School for Health Professions
3100 Shenandoah Street
Houston, Texas 77021

The 134-acre Texas Medical Center has 28 institutions housed in 15

separate buildings; including the buildings of the Baylor College of

Medicine (BCM) and affiliated institutions. A faculty of slightly over
3,000 serves the institutions within the Texas Medical Center. There are
approximately 16;500 full and part-time personnel employed within the

Center and a student population of nearly 4;300. There are 3;651 adult;
children and bassinet beds within the hospitals in the Texas Medical
Conter. In addition to these; there are 1;665 beds_ i the Veterans
Administration Hospital and the Jefferson Davis Hospital, also affiliated
with Baylor College of Medicine, located near the Texas Medical Center.

The High School for Health Professions is a preprofessional career oriented
school which provides in addition to a_ regular secondary education, a

health career directed curriculum and opportunities for developing
medically orientated skills under the guidance of the medical community.

Our 779 students in grades 9 through 12 have 52 teachers in a

relatively_new building. We use four academic laboratories and 15 health
science labs. The High School for Health Professions (HSHP) was created
th7ough the cooperative efforts of the Houston Independent School District
inci the Baylor College of Medicine. Students attending HSHP are scheduled
iAto a four year Health Science Training Progranh During this training
period each student will meet all academic requirements as set forth by the
Texas Education Agency and the Houston Independent School District. The
singular exce. :ion will be Physical Education which has been waived by the
state office for IOth; 11th and 12th grade students. The school offers
electives in Foreign Language; Advanced Math and Science courses; and

Business Education. All students are required to participate in a Health
Science course during their Freshmani_Sophomorej Junior and Senior years.

The need for a school specifically designed as_this one was determined
by a needs assessment study_ provided by the_ Southwest Center for Urban
Research and the Houston Independent School District's ow: assessment of
district students. The development process included:

* An assessment
* A proposal written by Baylor College of Medicine
* identifying_ staff
* Course outlines written under the guidance of

Baylor College of Medicine;
* Student selection
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* Developing a program of classes
* Developing ASthedUle Of classes_
* Identifying laboratory spaces and purchasing egnipmen
* Starting classes on OctOber 2, 19-i2.

As a Former Secondary Science Consultant (supervisor), 1 able to

provide some built-in supervision in the development of this program.

GOALS

The broad general goals for our students include:

* Developing health cal-o skills
* Having a career in some health field
* Furthering their career by attending a two or four year

college:

try to provide a career ladder whereby students may gain medical
experiences in high school and, through continuing education, improve their
skill and competency toward a professional goal. Students may choose to
enter the Junior College for an associate degree or may wish to enter the
work world immediately after high school with entry level skills applicable
to medical fields. They should be employable with skills and able to enter
the work_world at anytime it becomes necessary.

In October 1972 the High School for Health Professions opened with 45
sophomores, an acting principal; a patient care technologist; an English
teacher,_a secretary, an associate_ professor of biochemistry (part time);
and a three7mamber advisory panel consisting of Baylor's directors of
physical medicine, community medicine, and Institute for Health Services
Research.

The teachers who were to teach in this program were certified medical
personnel: They were experts in their field, but had to learn to teach
high school students. This did not prove to be a significant problem. We
felt academic teachers must be good but flexible with the student's time.
A change often was necessary in these teachers' philosophy of the purpose
of education

Classes met wherever BCM had rooms available and teachers developed
courses by meshing college and high school materials and subject matter.
Observation; lecturers from throughout the Texas Medical Center; and the
very fact of being part of a medical center were important adjuncts during
the first year-7and made the next natural step hands-on practice.

Over the last eight years_the nation's first high school for the
health professions_ has evolved into an outstanding example of the
effectiveness of blending academic and experiential education to serve
students and community._ HSHP has sent almost 90 percent_of its students on
to college (more than half planning to_ pursue doctoral studies); had 10
percent of its graduates recognized by National Merit Scholarships; helped
approximately 40 percent earn scholarships worth some _$800;On0; won
district attendance awards and numerous local and national academic and
vocational competitions, and provided health services and care worth
hundreds of thousands of dollars;
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Last fdll HSHP's e-0(. stwient moveil into a new $6.4 Million building,
svmhol of the sponsors' 1..i the it)'s appioval of the sacol' program.

OUR PROC;n.AM

A Career Ladder Approach

One reason for IISIII''s success has been the Willingness of the

college's medical staff and the high school's faculty to take risks, to

experiment with giving high school students academically challenging

material and personally challenging health care responsibilities.
Adatation, innovation, and common ense have characterized the efforts as
the high school gradually has broadotid its academic and experiential
components to the point where students begin- -arid in some cases
(.:imoliq.6--preparation for almost all of the 200 allied health professions:
Wh;le 5tUdbilt1-; now may learn skills as diverse as measuring air pollution
or using word processors; the emphasis remains on patient care; laboratory
technology, and advanced science courses.

At the first rung on the ladder; in the sophomore year; all students

take two pre-employment laboratory courses Introduction to Health
!-3.ibb-b-b, which prepares students to work on the nursing assistant level;
includes nutrition; mental health; drug abuse; Coe effect of various
diseases on the body; anatomy; and nursing assistant skills; such as taking
vital signs and making beds. Health Careers includes investigating more
than 100 health professions; many of them through on-site visits to the
Texas Medical Center.

In the junior year students begin to explore the occupations that

interest them by working in related areas. Each qtiarter_ a student chooses

a class in one of five areas:_ patient care,_Medital laboratory, public
health and environment; _medical_ office education, and dental assistance.
Except in the 12-week medical laboratory sequence, students spend three and
a half hours a day the_first six weeks of each quarter on academic work and

skill development at the school. The next five and a half weeks students

work in a health care or public health facility about two and a half hours
four days a Week and spend the fifth session in the classroom; In addition
to the classroom and laboratory teaching of health science the students is

assigned_ to hospitals and clinics for actual patient care contact. While
in the hospitals and clinics the students are given the opportunity to
rotate through various allied health departments. This rotation enables
the student to determine more concretely his career choice. The course in

public health is coordinated essentially in the same manner as that with

students in the hospitals. The students are given the opportunity to
rotate through areas of the public health facilities; air pollutioni water

pollution; vita' statistics; well baby clinics, immunization and public
health education; just to name a _few. Laboratory skills is designed to

give the student skills in bench_work of a hospital or health care

facility. The student learns_ skills of measurement, some hematology,
enzyme study; urinalysis;_ and the proper us:: of many instruments.

In the senior year the students may choose advanced science courses or
a career-related co-op program in which they will work at least 15 hours a
week for minimum wages or higher and meet with the co-op coordinator once a

week. There are Five areas of cooperative training; a nursing facility, a

Otiblic health faCility, a medical laboratory facility; a dental facility;
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of j mediLal office facility: Students may remain iii one work settIng ATI
Vein- or change at the end of ;I quarter.

By graduation students have considerable work _experien,e. Some;
0,6-tiCularly dental assistance and off ice workers, Will go directly into
hill-time jobs. Most will use their ocenpatiOfial skills to obtain
part-time employment while they continue to work their way up Lho
educational and career ladders: In doing this they complete a sequence of
health-related courses:

Sophomore Level:
Introduction to Health Science
Health Careers

Junior Level:
Patient Care Practicum
Public Health
Medical Lab-oratory Skills

Senior Level:
Health Occupations COOPerative Training
Advanced Health Selene-6

The High School for Health. Prefessions is geared to help students make
informed decision about their futUres. Few people understand the broad
range of opportunities and services provided in health professions; i.e.
pathology; sanitation, veterinary services, well-baby clinics, and others.
Before going into the community, his StUdents are armed with the necessary
skills and background to make career detiSienS and to help them achieve
their career goats. They have the basic background to enter college--and
90 percent do-- or to enter the working World ittiMedia-telV following high
school graduation.

Objectives

We want students:

* To have opportunities to become familiar with the types
of health care Workers and medical facilities;

* To have entry level SkillS that will allow him to work in
a medical facility;

* To have information about community health care Workers
and medical facilities;

* To have an alternative to the tbiltiehtibiial high school
curriculum;

* To complete regular academic courses such as science,
mathematics, English; foreign language and history to
medical concept.
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The ci.criculum is irdnons Icadomically, physically and emotionally.
Yet, Cow students_ fail or misbel.ive or change their minds and return to
theH xone _schools. One reason tu this is the careful screening of
students, who are re_crui Led by faculty and students at junior_ highs
ihroughont the city. To be selected for the school,_ students must have at
!oast it C averageL good conduct and attendance records; good health, and_an
interest in 4 health career. Students write one-page statements entitled
"Why 1_ WiSh To Attend the High School for the Health Professions" and go
through a series of interviews with an admissions committee. Students sign
a contract pledging attendance, cooperation, completion of work, and care
to property and supplies. _A parent -or guardian must sign the contract,
pr,mli.:ing to support the student's effort. Such care in selection leads to
A most promising and interesting student body.

The student population reflects ,he racial and ethnic background of
Houston, though blacks (at about 45 percent) are above and whites (at about
32 percent) are below their ratios in the city. Hispanics (at about 23
percent) are very close to the city norm. Girls outnumber boys about two
to one. HSHP has no records indicating economic level, but administrators
fid faculty both estimate that the students come from the full economic
range.

Most students enroll at HSHP because they want to become doctors;
particularly pediatricians, the specialists most familiar to them: Some
abandon the idea of medical school in the sophomore year when they face
examinations on college-level anatomy: A few leave the school after their
first look at cadavers: Most work hard; re-evaluate their goals; reassess
their capabilities; and choose the health care career suited to their
capabilities and personalities.

In addition to a strong academic program, the curriculum includes
classes in laboratory skills; public health; and late in the junior year, a
course in patient care, enabling students to gain practical experience in
hospitals, clinics and health facilities. In the senior year, students
have the option of working afternoons for monetary compensation.

For most_students the critical time seems to be the Junior year when
they have their first_genuine_ work experience as volunteers in hospitals,
clinics, and the public health department. Some of the most dramatic
moments come as part of the Patient Care Practicum (PCP), which is no
longer required but is chosen by most students. They mature quickly. They
have to, particularly the ones who are involved with severely ill patients,
those who die. Working in a hospital is the true test for students:
Either you can tolerate illness or death or complaints or pressure or you
can't:

To prepare students to go into hospitals and function as staff
members; students study anatomy; physiology; medical terminology, basic
health, and interpersonal relations--and cover ethics; legal issues, the
metric system; values clarification, basic safety (on which students must
pass a test before going into a hospital), and communications in a_medical
setting. Skills such as taking vital signs_, be making; bed baths, feeding;
ambulating, turning and positioning; and collection of specimens are

critical.
During the students' time at a hospital theyl satisfactorily

perform_at least once 16 different basic skills, including checking vital
signs (e.g._ pulse, temperature, blood pressure), giving catheter care,
relating information on a patient's condition or change in condition to the
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nurse in charw., assist ing in pre-operative preparntion of p,:tienL!,;
transferring of patients from the bed to a Cliiir Or stre,clici.

OH these and make an effbrt to iiiril sure that. the ;:tudent.:, ha:, the
opportunity to IISQ oath skill that is fie, led ill the unit. flo,...,en

students every day to check work, give encouragement, and maintAin (Ault.A, t

with supervisors.
Even basic skills practiced many Oh the_SChhol's mannequins lest

stfidents' poise and sol f- confidence. Fbr example, _one student
ashed to help turn a patient reached dbi:o to grdi.p a leg and found nothing
there.

For the most part; paticnts like lie StUdentS
peison is not aware the nerson providing care iS

, though often the i,:k

a high Sth-cidl student.
Often the students spend more time with the patients because t.wsindents
generally have more time than the rest of the Staff. StUdentS find good
use for the listening skills that they practiced in

The Co-op Program

In the senior year about half of the students Chb086 to take in
the co-op program. Students must he in a job within two weeks after SClid61
starts or return to their zone school; so coordinatois have to burin
placement proceedings in the spring or summer, Coordinators and spon:,OrS
sign a Cooperative Education Training Plan that specifies such matters as
Wage, probation, termination; and what students should be learning at the
agency in conjunction with their coursework.

One of the programs_ added in recent years prepares students to become
dental assistants. Like students in other specialities; the dental
assitants participate in various community service activities. Students go
out and teach first graders how to bruSh their teeth. They do a follow-up
with that same class two or three time a year so that we can see how the
pupils have progressed.

In addition to the thousands of Hours of free and paid work that the
students contribute to their coiimitnity during thtit junior and senior
years; the entire student body takes part in numerous ShOrt-terth efforts,
such as March of Dimes fundraising campaigns, free public screening for
such health problems as hypertension; and immunization programs. StUdentS
also have worked on crisis hotlines and in such summer-long Vdlenteer
programs as Amigos de las Americas.

These students often become informal referral units for family
friends with various health problems. They also may give emergency first
aid_ifi for example, someone in the neighborhood supermarket collapses and
needS_cardiopulmonary resuscitation.

As for coordinating with the community; last year 200 Health
Profession students_ wIre certified_in the Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation
Program by the Junior League and the American Heart Association. And at
the beginning of each school year, senior students undertake a program at
Baylor College of Medicine's Department of Biomedical Instruction. They
have participated in immunology research and regul_rly make blood
donations: Asked how professionals react to high school_ students !ing
involved in their research labs and crfcal settings, WeSton says the
students are cautious: They understand the special 40th--Unities extended
to them and feel privileged: Their behavior is completely different fr(m
that which might be expected; and they are welcomed by tho.
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0110 of the developers of the idea for the high school was Dr. Robert
Roush Director of the Center for Allied Health Professions, Baylor College
Of lodieine: He cautions those who would initiate similar programs, "It

Lake the cooperation of the local school and the health related community.
You need a tertiary care medical center so that students can see the widest
variety of health professions. You do not necessarily need a building for
the school; but you do require collaboration between_the school district
and the medical c =unity, particularly the medical school and the medical
societies because the school uses so many of their people as lecturers.

While in tl ! 10th grade, a student will receive regular academic
instructions in cience, social science, mathematics, English, and foreign
lnguage. The students_also will receive laboratory instructions in the
theory and practice_ of basic patient care as well as being introduced to
the working world_through instructions in health careers via speakers and
tours in medical facilities. In the 11th grade, medical laboratory skills
are developed. Additionally, students work voluntarily in hospitals and
public health facilities utilizing the skills developed during the

sophomore year for m,re exposure and refinement in the real world of work

setting. Health Occupations_ Cooperative Training is available to students
in the twelfth grade at which time students receive credit and monetary
compensation for actual work in a health facility All students who
gradunte should be able to work in a health facility on the aide or
assistant level.

Senior students are presently working in the Health Occupations

Cooperative Training program in the following areas: Public Health,
Medical Laboratory, Dental Assisting; and Medical Office Education. _The

sequence of instruction begins with a broad general history and the ethics

of 'edicine. It progresses through skill training of more specific_tasks
such as hematology; parasitology and microbiology. The broad base_triangle
is followed toward the top of more specific skills. Students remain in the
laboratories until they are able to complete their work and teachers have
completed their instructions. Students have a seventh period option which
allows them to take more subjects and gain more credits.

HEALTH SCIENCE COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

HEALTH CAREERS

This course is a one year pre employment laboratory required of all

sophomore students. It is designed to introduce the student to as many
health care fields as possible and to what the careers have to offer. The

course utilizes a variety of speakers and tours to the Texas Medical

Center. The course also introduces healt'- to the students to help them
understand how health relates to them and the community._ The course will
deal with sickness and wellness with the development of skills as a health

care aide:

13:%TIENT CARE PRACTICUM

In depth studies in caring for patients in a variety of patient and
health care worker relationships are the focus of this course. Skills and

proper medical attention to those who are bedridden and/or ambulatory are

developed. Skills and theory learned in the sophomore year enhance those
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learned in thin course. Students will he assigned to ono of the hospitals
or clinics to work on a volunteer basis on the aide level so as to be
exposed to health care and to gain experiences of being on a health Gdie
team: This oil 7the-job experience enables the student to make a better
decision about his or hir future carer. :110-cm.;1i varied experiences in the
clinical setting the student will refine health care skill: through actual
patient care.

MEDICAL LABORATORY SKILLS

Laboratory skills is ajunior course of study pertaining to basic
medical laboratory techniques and the fundamental scientific concepts upon
which these techniques are based. Laboratory investigations in basic
laboratory techniques in hematology, clinical chemistry, bacteriology,
parasitology; enzyme studies and urinalysis make up the core of the course.
Additional work is done in the essential techniques of measurement and the
uses of devices such as the analytical balance, pipets, colorimeters, pH
meters; and microscopes:

PUBLIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH

This course is designed to provide students with pre-employment
laboratory skills; knowledge and scientific health principles, and
practices necessary in the prevention; control and management of public
environmental factors that may influence man's physical and mental health.
Within this course students will function in a real environmental public
health facility and be involved in many phases of public health.

DENTAL ASSISTING

This is a course designed to develop students in _basic dental science
and clerical procedures. Dental assisting provides skilled assistance to
the dentist in three main areas: at the _chairside, in_ taking and
processing dental x -rays, and in the dental_ laboratory. At the chairside
the rtudent learns to mix restorative material and dental cements, to pass
instruments and materials to the dentist, to make models of the teeth, and
to cast inlays and crowns:

MEDICAL ASSISTING

The medical assisting program provides the student with skills in

personal hygiene, medical terminology; vital signs; medical emergencies and
first aid; diagnostic procedures; nutrition; medication and patient
rehabilitation. _These skills; along with basic anatomy and physiology;
develop the student into a degree of proficiency that he of she will
COntinue in a nursing type of career.

ADVANCED HEALTH SCIENCE

Advanced Health Science is a program open to senior students who have
completed the junior health science _courses and _who have had extensive
experience and skills in hospitals and clinics. The course deals with the
normal function and structure of the human organs and tissues as they
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relate to the pathology and the pathological skills needed in In

And in microbiology ',echn4gr,. The students will irlentijy, cut a
tissue in histology and i,' microbiology the student will isolate,
mount and incubate microbes for examination.

LICENSED VOCATIONAL NURSING

The student learns to provide direct personal care for patie
and record temperaturei pulse, bluol pressure and learn_to give me
and treatment. Observing the patient-for symptoms or signs of prc
practiced. The student_ learns to help with bathing and feeding
and providing other bedside care. This program includes classro
and supervised clinical experience. Classroom studies include ann
physiology plus_other related subjects. The supervised clinical
toacnes the student nursing procedures by actual practice in a host

OFFICE EDUCATION - MEDICAL

Medital Office Education is a pre-laboratory and co-op
designed to prepare the student in communication skills; the office
procedures and the unique filing systems of hospitals and
Clerical practices used in admission and discharge of patients in
to the many forms used by each health care field develop the
entry level skills. The entry level skills enable students to
co-op program where they are able to accept employment in a hea
facility:

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS COOPERATIVE TRAINING

The Health Occupations Cooperative_Training is available to
in their senior year and is designed to place competent stuc

employment that relates to their individual interests and training
during their freshmani sophomore and iunior years at HSHP. Three

available: Dental Assisting Co-opi Office Education Medical Co-1
general area of Health Occupations Co-op. The general area

students who may prefer nursing, research, docotrs' offices, VE

clinics or public health.

FLOW CHART OF HEALTH SCIENCE COURSES BY GRAD'. LE\

Where do I go from here and what are my choices?

9th Grade

One Period

Health Science Orientation

10th Grade

Two Periods

Health Careers
Introduction to Health Science



11th Grade

Three Periods

Dental Careers
Medical Office Education
Patient Care Practicum
Public Health
Medical Lab Skills
Medical Assisting

12th Grade

Three Periods

Dental Co-op
Medical Office Education Co-op
Advanced Physiology
Histology
Microbiology
HOCT Nursing Education Co-op
HOCT Public Health Co-op
HOCT Medical Lab Co-op
Licensed Vocational Nursing
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ThiS Sehoor_S_primary_ goal is to make students aware of the many
alternatives available to them -in the health care spectrum. We do this by
a health careerscourses; speakers; field trips; and internship experience
in hospitals and clinics rotating_ through various departments. It is

necessary to teach value skills and medical ethics prior to the start of
the internship program. The privacy and rights of patients must be
understood and not violated.

Veneral disease, drug abuse, child abuse, rape prevention, blood
drives; CPR; physical fitness, heart-blood vessel risk factors, nutrition,
and many others are written into the curriculum in various ways throughout'
the year; Science-related social problems and issues fit well in the
health science curriculum. Pregnancy and teenage pregnancy issues are also
taught since we rotate many of our students in OB-GYN clinics.

Decision making is a vital part of student responsibility not only
involving scientific knowledge in social contexts; but in the application
of health science at all levels. Death and dying; genetic engineering;
euthanasia and abortion are dealt with in order to provide the knowledge
necessary to function as_a health -care professional._ However; teachers are
careful not to force their attitudes and values on the students.

Health Care is culturally, as well as scientifically; valid not only
as a career, but because it creates useful persons who can contribute to
their community and society. These are life skills. Skills such as CPR
and first aid are not skills possessed by the ordinary citizen. These
health science skills; by their very nature, are community related.
Students hold blood pressure screening tests; assist in sickle cell tests
and screening; have blood drives; and sponsor health related programs in
junior highs and elementary schools. They also conduct and assist in
district wide health fairs; Students have worked to promote such
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unofficial health care institutions as the American Cancer Society, the
American Heart Association and the Rod Cross.

The administering of health care to the sick requires that students
receive information in the context of himself as an organism in a cultural
and social environmenr. The information given must be accurate and the
skills acquired_ proficient. Mistakes are costly, and students are

constantly reminded of their responsibility.
Team_efforts are neccssary_toolsof the health care facilities where

these students do internships. Interning students are required to become a
part of the team or teams in hospitals and clinics. From this experience;
thi will know and understand the logic behind team efforts; The following

activities may occur:

* Students moving by time periods from class to class
* Students, in white coats, catching the Texas Medical

Bus enroute to the sites of their internships in
hospitals and clinics;

* Students in regular academic classes
* Students in health science laboratory classes--

Nineth grade for one hour; 10th grade two hours; 11th
grade three hours; and students in 12th grade spend
either three hours in labs or at their coop site;

* Students using the Learning Resource Center to prepare
an interdisciplinary term paper;

* Students involved in gymnastics
* Students doing special projecst like visiting the water

treatment plant;
* Students listening_to a guest speakers
* Students having library orientation at the Texas

Academy of Science Library in the Texas Medical Center;

EVALUATION

Student evaluation is based on the ability of students to demonstrate
their competencies in the use of skills and information taught in _both

academic and medical subjects; Students have maintained an average daily
attendence of 96:4 percent for the last ten. years. In spite of _broad
student backgrounds; high scholarship is maintained. In spite of- having
their school day in a work study mode, they are able to maintain good
academic standing. We have graduated _a total_of_1;065 students who have
received 1;325;683 dollars in scholarships. The best evaluation has been
the amount of press we have_received_since our existence. We receive a
completed evaluation- from-each hospital_or clinic for each student involved
in internship or work study training. We are evaluated yearly by the State

Department of Education. Staff members of our Advisory Committee at Baylor
College_ of Medicine also evaluate the program. Students are evaluated
basically_by examinations. Also, written evaluation instruments received
from the internship supervisors at the hospitals and clinics are included

in student evaluations. A longitudinal study has begun of past graduates.
Even though we monitor our graduates constantly; we have not done a pure
study.
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The parent/teacher organization of this program is called the Health
Education Alliance League and serves to support the program in general.
Through objectives, and projects resulting from those objectives; they
supervise field trips, and support beautification projects and attendance
projects. Our support from BCM is too generous to des-cribe. First class
medical equipment is vital to the success of our program. The cost per
pupil is $2,700 to $3,100. The program has been evolving for the past ten
years; The number of applicants we receive indicates a bright future of
expansion: We had 45 students when we began in 1972. Presently our
enrollment is 779 students, and we expect enrollment to continue
increasing:

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

We attempt to assist other schools to establish a similar program.
This is being done through meetings with staff members from other
districts. Educators from other states, and often medical schools from
across the country, want to learn about our program. We give them all we
can in terms of materials and knowledge. Teachers should be trained more
in their subject areas than any teacher education programs require. While
methods of how to teach are critical, math teachers should be math majors
and science majors should be science majors with proper additional studies
in communication skills and teaching. Too often; math majors minor in
English or social studies and don't know enough science to be able to teach
well. Education needs to be directed toward something productive; This
country and its technology is directed toward high level_ education and
competencies before being employed. Education for education's sake is fine
for individuals who do not plan_to be productive. The Second Mile Plan of
the Houston Independent School District rewards teachers who are productive
toward the goals of the district. Teachers are not accepted for a teaching
position unless it is felt they can be productive in this program.
Qualifications alone are not the only tools the new teacher _needs. The
principal makes an attempt to participate in classroom activity often in
order to better understand what is going on in the teaching process and
what he can do to be supportive. Teachers receive money for good
attendance and good student scores on standardized tests. Teacher
education workshops have not been directed toward helping us; It is my
belief that we have done, more to help others. I want to thank Dr. Micha3l
E. Debakey and Dr. Willjam T. Butler for their good will and support; Dr._
Robert E. Roush for his constant advice and support and Dr: J. Daviod
Holcomb for his support.
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Chapter 11: HUMAN ECOLOGY

By

Jack Carney and Frank Castelli
Brandywine and Concord High Schools

Pennsylvania Avenue
Claymont, DE., 19703

The Brandywine School District is in the northern section of New
Castle County; the northern -most of Delaware's three counties; Although
the smallest county in area it is the largest in population with over
400,000 people; Its residents represent a wide variety of ethnic;

cultural, and racial backgrounds; As a generalization; high to middle
income families live in the suburbs and low to middle income families live
in the city of Wilmington; the largest political.entity in the county.

In 1978; a dramatic change occurred in the organization and structure
of the public schools in northern New Castle County. By order of the U.S.
District Court eleven school districts; including the city of Wilmington,
were merged into a single sc%ool system, the New Castle_County Scnool
District. In addition; the order called for busing students from the
predominantly black populated schools_of_the _city of Wilmington to the
predominantly white populated schools in the suburban school districts for
nine years _and_ the students from those districts into the city of

Wilmingtcn for three years. With this history, we began Human Ecology at
Brandywine High School in September, 1980. The program was instituted at
Concord High School in September, 1982.

OUR BEGINNINGS

Brandywine High School; "A United States Model School; with 1;100
students in grades 9 through 12; has a mood of peacefulness and knowing.
Our 70 teachers are in a 25 year old building which includes_ an animal
room; greenhouse; hydroponics room; and facilities for independent study.
Concord High School is just a little larger with 10 more teachers. This 12
year old building seems more stimulaing and active. It also includes an

animal room; greenhouse; hydroponics room; and more facilities For

independent study.
Jack Carney; after 25 years of delivering pupil services (counseling,

health; psychological, social,- speech, hearing and special education

services) felt an urgent need to develop a program addressing the

prevention of human problems. As ecology relates to our natural resources;
the Human Ecology Program relates to the conservation; preservation and
developffient of the most important resources on earth; our human resources.
The prevention of birth defects as well as the prevention of mental and
emotional handicaps are included as units of study in the physical and
psychological development of the human. Jack conceived the term "Huthan
Ecology" because he thought an ecology related to humans was needed in
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light of the multitude_of human problem And the attention given to ecology
rolated_to the physical environment.

Following a _presentation of the program by the originator in the
spring of 1979, the New Castle Count.' School District's Curriculum Council
(representative_ of all four area _schools) approved the Human Ecology
Curriculum model for possible introduction in the schools. In the fall of
1979, an Ad Hoc Committee of the Area I schools of the New Castle County
School District including_ a representative of Central office curriculum
administration,_ the Brandywine High School _principal_ and four of his
interested teachers and the originator met to begin developing a curriculum
program in Human Ecology. After a review of the rationale, general goals
and objectives, and suggested components th(-: went ahead. The principal
and his interested staff responded positively to the introduction of a

Human Ecology curriculum program at Brandywine High School as a pilot
program.

Dr. Frank J. Furgele, Superintendent of schools, made a vital
commitment by approval of the basic concept, model, and in-service_ training
for the development of the program. Tn addition, he has committed one
teacher unit to the program each school year since its inception. Dr.
Peter Bachmann; former Supervisor for the Delaware State Department of
Public Instruction; enthusiastically supported the program model by
providing $1;000 in federal funds for the support of the In-Service
Program._ Some external input came from "Priority One: Environmental
Program;" an exemplary program approved by the Joint Dissemination Panel of
the National Diffusion Network Division of the U.S. Department of
Education. Also; the State Supervisor of Human Relations made possible the
procurement of federal funds to support teacher summer curriculum
development workshops for three years at approximately $3;500 for each
workshop.

The originator and the teachers planned and _wrote the curriculum
program including the teacher and student curriculum handbooks during those
workshops held during the school year and for periods of two or three weeks
during the summers of 1980, 1981 and 1982.

OUR GOALS

The Human Ecology Program was introduced into the curriculum of the
Brandywine School District as an innovative science elective course at
Brandywine High School in September; 1980; The central focus of the Human
Ecology Program is the development of the human and the well being of
individuals and families:-in their social and physical environments; The
program includes a study of the physical and psychological development of
the human; the influence of social institutions; family; church and the
effect_of the physical environment on the development of the human. The
overall goal of the_program is to provide an opportunity for students to
become_ active in the advancement of the human condition through the
acquisition of knowledge, skills, and attitudes that will improve
effectiveness in dealing with their environments.

Students are to:

* Develop an appreciation for the beauty of knowing vs.
not knowing.

* See the history of scientific discovery in
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relation to the career-efforts of living personalities.

* Recognize the value of scientific research
in relation to making peoples lives more productive.

* Know that the study of science is fun; profitable,
and mind-expanding.

* Feel that scientific knowledge belongs in the mind,
and not just in the lab.

We hope students will:

* Acquire habits and attitudes necessary for responsible
citizenship;

* Acquire the elements necessary to understand physical
And emotional well being;

* Develop a tonerh for moral; ethical; and spiritual values

Develop an appreciation for one s worth as a member of society

* Develop an appreciation of the family.

In working toward these goals students study_ th e pOpulation_explosion;

energy alternatives; including solar and 1W-cleat energy; and land use

management.
Students use role-plays (energy,_ population selection) and formulate

their own attitudes and ideaS by gaining insight into the attitudes and

ideas of other people. One role play, "Congressional Hearing: The Energy

Crisis;" enables students to apply scientific knowledge in answering

questions within an institutional social context; It emphasizes critical

thinking activities_ in units on values clarification; stress; and

environmental pollution.
Catisier_ awareness is an integral part of the CommucitY Service

component of the Human Ecology Program; Students volunteer a minimum of

twenty hOUt§ working with a professional staff member in one of fifty -state

and local community agencies; During this experience; students are able to

develop an awareness of a variety of careers and assimilate specific

information about them: This process assists students in future career

Choices. Students are able to assess _their interests,_- aptitu.es; and

skills as related to helping other human beings. Value, ethical, and moral

considerations of science-related issues are important as students become

aware of the values and attitudeS of _peer*. They also come to develop a

rationale for use of drugs_and alcohol, and become aware of ways in which

individuals may be helped through application of scientific studies.

The rationale_for huMan ecology implies students will identify; plan;

develop; and iMplethent solutions to community-related problems. One

student's projectinVOlVdd a "Kerosene Heater Survey on User AbUSe." In

the program; students learn how the influence of local and community

resources is used in helping to solve human welfare problems.
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The program_ exposes students to lie vast mechanisms society has
developed to deal with the effeLts of auman suffering and seeks to help
students understand how to avoid or change negative behaviors. Students
study the influence of social institutions; marriage; family L.nd religion
iii the development_ of the_human. Students are provided opportunities in
this course of study_to relate_the influence of these social institutions;
particularly the family and_religion; on their own development. Since the
entire program focuses_on _the -levelopment of the individual and the family
in their immediate physical and social environment; the program also
encourages students to find solutions to problems of human welfare. Thus;
the teacher must evidence a commitment to human welfare and the growth of
mankind in society.

The following curricular areas are especially_pertinent to the course.
1: The patterns of reproductive and child-rearing practices that

reduce the probability of future physical and mental handicaps; e.g.;
influence cf substance abuse, infection and nutrition on the growth of the
fetus and the importance of sound child care during the early stages of
human developmeat,

2; The elements necessary for or detrimental to the psychological
health of human beings e.g. psychological and physiological characteristics
of stress and the coping skills to mediate stress; causes and prevention of
teen age suicide;

3. The physical factors in the natural environment (water and air
pollution; land usage; and energy) that interfere with the optional growth
and development of human beings; Specific problem areas covered are:
populAtion growth; solar and nuclear energy and environmental pollution;

4. The factors responsible for the development of healthy individuals
and _families according to recognized authorities; e.g. stages of human
development, factors _important in the selection of a marriage partner;
roles and functions of a family etc._

5. The development of positive human relationships; the ways of
improving effective human relations skills, and the benefits derived from
practicing effective human relation skillS.

In this program, students learn, teachers teach, and the curriculum is
prepared by teachers. It is a traditional approach to evaluation_ and
management; While it is traditional; the students' primary role is to be a
"critical listener" and "inquisitor:" And, in visiting the classroom, one
would see students "involved" in the accomplishment; of the instructional
objectives by using an inquiry approach:

TEACHING APPROACH

In general; visitors see students: listening and discussing a given
topic; individuals or groups _of students giving oral reports to the class;
viewing and discussing an audio-visual presentation of a curriculum topic;
engaging in a community service volunteer _activity with a human service
agency. Cooperative work in class is used about 20% of the time.

Teaching strategies include active inquiry as a major learning
mechanism and teaching for mastery versus content coverage. Effective use
of audiovisual materials is critical and the _learning environment is
directed through continuous reference to the achievement of the program
objectives: In a somewhat traditional approach teachers introduce ideas
(but in a variety of ways); lead discussions, make presentations, and
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evaluate student progress. Teachers do vary their style and avoid being

boring or teaching too much content. They tend to stress the use of
knowledge while maintaining the pragmatism of a working scientist. An

essential component in the philosophy is that teachers must avoid talking

too much as it inhibits student response.
A multi-faceted mode' of instruction is used to maintain interest and

motivation of the students. A team teaching approach is used on a limited

basis and guest instructors from various _disciplines and places of

employment enrich the program. Current audiovisual instructional materials

on various topics of course content are used in the classroom: The

Community Service component of the _program is an item of high interest as
students volunteer a minimum of 25 hours working in a hospital; nursing

home; or other agency.
Teachers are given an_opportUhity to teach subject matter and relate.

issues which are of cow !ljing significance in our society: From this;

they gain a feeling of_sati§fattion that the teacher's instruction of the

subject matter will help to prevent some of the human problems students

experience now and in the future. All teachers involved in the program to

date have written- curriculum, assisted in determining the evaluation

design; selected laboratory materials; and have taken part in the

instructional process- in some way: The writing team made the program
transportable, so that teachers who adopt this program in the future can

assume the role easily.

COMMUNITY BASED CURRICULUM

The teacher-developed curriculum and student handbOOk§ are community

based. They also developed video tapes of classroom instruction by experts

in science and social service fields; leading to a library of current

casette/tapes on specific curriculum topics such as the Prevention and

Causes of Teenage Suicide. The ba§ic written instructional materials for
the program are the Teacher CurricUlUM Handbook and the Student Curriculum
Handbook developed by the inVolVed;Staff in two summer teacher workshops._

They also use the tektbOOki "The American Family: Life-Styles in a Changing

Society;" as a supplemental textbook during presentation of the Social

Institutions component of the Priority One Environmental
Nlaterials from Uhidin Township, New Jersey; supplement the Human EcologY

Student Curriculum Handbook during the presentation of the Physical

Environment component of the program; This program has been nationally

Validated by the U;S: Office of Education. TWentY modern

filmstripS/tasette tapes on a variety of curriculum related topics

Dealing with Stress;" "The Good Marriage;" "Suicide: Causes and

Prevention," "Today's Family: A Changing Concepti""GenetitS: How Life
Remakes Life," "Preparatiorifor Parenthood," "Do I Want to be a Parent?

Now? Ever?" are nsed as well These audiovisual materials are published by

SUNBURST COMMUNICATIONS; PleasantVille; _N.Y. Video equipment has been

borrowed and used to develop tapes of guest lecturers; presenting a

specific area of expertise and addressing a particular topic in the

curriculum.
The Community Service component of the program provides an opportunity

for students to demOnatrate their sensitivity to the state of the human
condition by volunteering their time working in a human service agency in

the community. The sequence of instruction begins with a student
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self-inventory where students attempt to answer the questions, Who am I?

and What do I want to be? Then, the student reaches out to his immediate
associations in school; his peers. Here students examine and improve their
human relations skills:

In the third and fourth sequences; students focus on the physical and
psychological development of the human wherein they develop knowledge,
skills; attitudes; and insights about the so called norm or average
developmental bench marks for the major stages of development. Students
then relate them to thetr own development: Prevention of physical and
emotional handicaps is emphasized.

In the fifth sequence; students study the influence of social
institutions; marriage. family; and religion on human development and
self-development. In the sixth sequence; students learn about the
influence of the physical environment on the development of humans; e:g:
air and water pollution; land usage; and energy usage. Lastly; the student
reaches out to help neighbo-3 through volunteer service in a human service
community agency._ Within a seven day cycle, Human Ecology meets six of
seven days in a 52 minute period. It is an week semester course.

CURRICULUM HANDBOOK FOR TEACHERS

TABLE OF CONTENTS

I. Introduction

Rationale/Goals 2 days
Historical Development

II: SeIf-Inventory

Who Am I?
What Do I Want To Be?
What You May Want To Be?
Human Relations in the School

What? Why? How?

III. Physical Development

1 day
2 days
4 days

3 days

Passages 2 days
Embryonic Development 2 days
Developmental Handicaps 2 days

Human Genetics 5 days
Objectives 1-4
Objectives 5-8
Objectives 9-12

Human Genetics Evaluations 1 day

IV. Psychological Development

Values Clarification
Effects of Drugs
Effects of Alcoholism on the Family
Motivation
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2 days
1 day
2 days
2 days
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Abnormal Beli vior 3 days

Abnormal Behavior 1 day

Suicide 2 days

Stress 3 days
Psychology Evaluation l day

V. Social Institutions

Pretest
Family Terms and Functions 1 day

Family Functions 1 day

Family Tree and Roles 2 days

Women-and Work 1 day

Family Relationships 1 day
Marriage 1 day

Divorce 1 day
Parent-Child Relationships and DiVorce 1 day
Social Agencies and institutions 8 days

VI. Environmental Factors

Environmental Pollution 3 days

Population Explosion 3 days

Energy 6 days

Land Use 3 days

VII. Community Service

VIII. Bibliography

EVALUATION

The program is evaluated directly through instructional objectives
stressing the use of knowledge to improve the quality of living. Students

are evaluated in a traditional manner with four major _tests; a final
examination; teacher observations and community service volunteer activity
all being used to devise a traditional "A" thru "F" grade._ An evaluation

form is _used by the community agency supervisor to help evaluate the
students' community service experience. Preand post evaluative data is
available in terms ofresults from teacher made tests. The collected data
initially indicates that the students are achieving the objectives of the
Human Ecology program._ Data currently is being collected within the

dimensions _of a quasi - controlled research design. As part of the
district-wide teacher evaluation program; teachers are formally observed
every year, and formally observed and evaluated by the principal or

assistant principal every other year
Students of Brandywine High School usually rank first in the state on

comparative California Achievement Test scores and rank first in_the_state
in public school National Merit semi-finals. Changing the formal

evaluation system for the program to better reflect the instructional

outcomes and needs of the program is in progress. The formal evaluation
system is being developed by the research and evaluation department of the
College of Education; University of Delaware. It is hoped that the planned
evaluation system will be useful to all.
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MAINTAINING THE PROGRAM

The school _principals of twc of the four high schools in the district
hav _approved the inclusion of the program in the cul-riculum of their
school. The principals serve on the program planning committee which also
consists of the originator/district coordinator, the in-school teacher
coordinator, and other involved teacher personnel. The Superintendent
supports the program by assigning a teacher unit to it and the Assistant
Superintendent_for Curriculum and Instruction has supported the program by
her approval of _introducing the course into the curriculum of the district.
Princioals provide support for the program by scheduling time to develop
new curricular materials_ and by providing _funds_ for professional travel.
They encourage change and act as educational catalysts. They remember that
"Teachers Make It Happen.

The following ..ignificant expenses have been mandated in the
development phase of the program:

3 Teacher curriculum/program summer workshops $9,000
Instructional audio visual materials 2,500
Teacher and Student Curriculum Handbooks 1,000

$12,500
Estimated cost per pupil ($12;500 divided by

100 students) $125.00
The originator and district-wide coordinator of the program

(part-time) assumes responsibility for pursuit of adjunct financial support
of the program from the March of Dimes Birth Defect Foundation, orders new
instructional materials; and provides in-service education programs for
teaching staff. He also processes most of the communications about the
program and coordinates publicity and information dissemination on the
program. The in-school coordinator of the program is responsible to the
principal for most of the _operational aspects of the program such as
teaching, implementation of the curriculum guide, and the evaluation
component._ A central planning committee meets periodically to plan;
develop and assess the extent of program progress.

The planning group does not see the program goals changing
substantially although they may be more specific in the definition and
evaluation of them. A stronger humanities component may be added to the
overall program: Community needs are responded to by determining community
changes through communications via neighborhood and local newspapers, staff
and community leaders; and resident contacts; These community changes are
discussed by the program planning committee and in teacher workshops. If
agreed, appropriate changes or revisions in course content or activities
are incorporated into the program. They also use the NSTA and NABT
Journals which are available in the school library; Journals are used in
gaining knowledge in curriculum design; _new text information, laboratory
equipment, and keeping_ up with "Who's Who" in the profession.

The addition of a Human ECology Resource Room to house tLe
instructional resource materials; equipment_ and software is contemplated.
It would also provide space for teacher/student individual_ and small group
meetings, and an office_ with_a phone to effect the implementation of_ a
student-community hot line of human services. These services would be
requested by persons living in the community and would include; fot
example, transporting a person to a hospital and custodial care for an
elderly individual on a limited time basis. Also in planning iS the
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release of involved teachers ott a bi-monthly basis in order to carefully
plan, de7elop and evaluate the on- going program in cooperation with the
originator/district coordinator of the program.

The major budget needs ever the next few years are funds for
Teacher Curriculum Workshops for new teachers in the program; instructional
materials; funds for program information dissemination to secondary schools
located outside school district, and funds for the conduct of student
workshops on a county or state level which would focus on Human Ecology
issues:

The team attempts to enlist more teachers to use the program by
conducting program orientation/development meetings with teachers and
principals in high schools. Hopefully; the prIgram orientation motivates
the participants to recommend the introduction of the Human Ecology Program
into the curriculum of their schools. if teachers continue to maintain
their personal commitment; interest; and enthusiasm for the program and
continue to demonstrate these qualities in their work with the students
enrolled in the program; there is no doubt the program will grow and
prosper. Changing from a semester course to a full year course and a
required course for graduation would really be part of the program's hopes
for the future.

As the program changes;_it will j-e enriched by students taking a more
active role in planning implementation of new _additions to the program
For instance, -tudents can implement a hot line of human services and
student oriented Human Ecology Workshops on important human ecology issues.

Program failure can come easily through curtailment of administrative
commitment and financial support for the program coupled with a sharp
reduction in the commitment and enthusiasm demonstrated by teachers.
Eliminating in-service education of involved staff could cause a failure as
well; All of these aspects are crucial and necessary for the continued
success and effettive development of a human ecology program; It functions
as a free elective; therefore; the quality must be maintained; or the
students will not elect the COU7S0..

TRANSPORTABILITY

The crucial elements in trying to establish the program in a new
school are a thorough program orientation of administratorsi including high
school principal; specialists responsible for curriculum and instruction in
the new school, and appropriate teachers. This program orientation can be
presented by one or more irvolved administrators and staff who are part_of
a successful human ecology program and should include every aspect of the
program_ including_ rationale, goals; ibjectives; program components;
instructional model, curriculum handbooks overview; bibliography; program
evaluation and budget; Sufficient time should be reserved for dialogue and
questions about the program elements;

Ideally; a new teacher should have college training in science and
behavioral studies such as psychology; sociology; and anthropology. In

addition; he should possess effective human relation skills and demonstrate
a positive attitude in helping studrtts to change their own-behaviors. A
new teacher should be able to commun-cate to students _that they can make a
contribution to improving the state of the human condition. New teachers
must show sensitivity_ to the nature_and extent oz -human problems and a
commitment to teach subject matter which can prevent human problems.
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For someone trying to set up the program; it is recommended that new
teachers be participants in program orientation meetings with other
recommended administrators and teachers in the new school. An absolute
requirement in the launching of a new program is the commitment given to
the program by the central administration; high school principal; and
recommended teaching staff. This commitment must be demonstrated by the
administration (central office and principal) in the form of start-up funds
for the development of the program. _Also, the teacher commitment should be
demonstrated by their enthusiasm and _willingness to work energetically on
program development. Finally, a developing and established program needs a

uoordinator who will monitor the program on a regular basis.
During the teacher education workshops_in 1980 and_1981,_the focus was

on the planning and development of the entire_program including the goals;
objectives; curriculum program components, Teacher Curriculum Handbook,
evaluation system; a bibliography, and reviewing and recommending for
Purchase various instructional equipment and materials. Also included -were
guest presentations given to involved teachers on curriculum related
topics. The more recent role of workshops has been revising the Curriculum
Teacher Handbook and developing a Student Curriculum Handbook, including_a
Student Workbook section, In addition, provision was made for the
continuing education of involved teachers who benefitted from the
presentation of two guest professionals. These speakers were a Genetic
Toxicologist from the DuPont Company and a professor of Family Studies at
the University of Delaware. Also on a recent agenda was a dialogue and
critique of the planned evaluation design which included the involved staff
and the developer (University of Delaware researcher) of the evaluation
model. The future role of these workshops will include a similar format;
especially continuing education of staff on curriculum topics with an
in-depth approach._ In addition, the workshops will include time segments
for the program orientation/development for new teachers within and outside
the school district.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

It is hoped more colleges and universities will include courses and
majcr studies in Human Ecology like the ones found at Cornell University
and the College of the Atlantic in Maine: Like these institutions, it is
important that future teachers are educated about the ecologyofthe human
in an interdisciplinary model integrating the disciplines of psychology,
sociology, anthropologyi, environmental studies; and human development:

_Dr. Frank J._Furgele and Dr. Louise Maslini Assistant Superintendent
for Curriculum and Instruction as well the Director of Secondary Education;
Mr. _Jack Vinokur and the principal of Brandywine High school; Mr. Wayne
Von Stetten, approved each_aspect_ of the developing Human Ecology Program;
These included rationale, definitions, goalsi objectives; and major program
components.

After the Superintendent contributed _a teacher unit to the _Human
Ecology Program at Brandywine High School, the administration of Brandywine
High School, specifically the principal, Mr. Von Stetten, approved
inclusion of the Human Ecology Course in the high school curriculum as a
one semester elective course for a report card grade and one -half credit.
The course includes the student volunteering a minimum of twenty-five hours
working in a community service agency:
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Teachers_ involved in establishing the program evidenced keen knowle

of proposed instructional content; experience in teaching many compone

of the program and a personal commitment to develop the program
In _addition to the cognitive; community servicej and classr

instruction phases of the Human Ecology Program; the concept of Hu

Ecology involves a spirit and a sensitivity that is expressed in

quotatioh,_"Every human encounter is an opportunity for growth." There

no doubt that the course in Human Ecology is needed by students to ass

them to function in today's society. There has always been reccgnit
that one must preserve our resources in nature and schools have begun

addreSS that area of need: Very little effort has been expended
implement educational programs which involve the most precious resourc

humans.
The Human Ecology program is a unique attempt by_a_school

and
prov

instruction whereby students will acquire knowledge, skills, and attitu

enabling them to become an active force in the improvement of the hu

condition; By providing new content material, an expansion

Student-adult contacts, modifications_ in the organization for instiuct

and a realignment of personnel, the HUMan Ecology program deals with s

critical human problems as teen=age pregnancy and suicide, birth defer

mental illness, family life, treatment and care of the elderly,

concerns for the physical environment. The course brings together
subjects of social studies, science, and the behavioral sciences (in

interdisciplinary model) to_give students a comprehensive look at the hu

condition today and where it app6rs headed in the future; This apprc

enables students to understand the relationships between people and

world around theM. It enableS the students to see how peoplei societyi

nature relate to one another, and how they begin to affect their
well7being_as well as the people around them It teaches the true meat

of the word H.E.L.P. Helping Everyone Live Productively is the bottOM ]

of Human Ecology it the Brandywine School District.
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Chapter 12: EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING BIOLOGY: A CRITIQUE

By

John E: Penick
University of Iowa

Rodger W: Bybee
Carleton College

and

Ronald J. Bonnstetter
University of Iowa

What is required is the greater use of the natural
environment, community_ resources; and the students
themselves as objects of_study._

Paul DeHart Hurd (Harms and Yager; Page 19)

A NEED FOR NEW DIRECTIONS

In Chapter One Rodger Bybee pointed out the need for conceptual
orientations which would avoid the problems of the past and the future.
With these concepts he feels we might then examine the impact of human
technology on life forms and the human interventions which cause or may
prevent them. In doing so; we must focus on human ecology as a key element
in our environment. As we focus on humans and bio-social issues; we come
face-to7face with directing our own evolution; or co-evolution as it has
been called._

Although bio-social problems affect us daily and most people recognize
individuals as part_ of both the problem and the solution; traditional
biology classes rarely go beyond presenting inforMation. This going beyond
is what may well make the difference between an optimal future for mankind
and a far more bleak scenario.

Although we fully agree that some biological knowledgei processes;
skills, and understandings are necessary to be a fully functioning human
being; students must learn how values and ethics relate to personal
decisions and social policies: Not only should biology education lead to a
fundamental understanding of biological systems with students understanding
and using methbds of science; biology education must prepare citizens to
make responsible decisions about science related social issues. As Paul
DeHart Hurd has pointed out; "the over-arching rationale of the desired
program is a use of biological knowledge to enhance the understanding of
one's self and to benefit the quality of life and living for human beings:"
This is decidedly at variance with the notion of biology classes being
primarily for the training of scientists.
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Byboo's suggestion of fi new focus on human ecology does indeed meet
most of the Project Synthesis criteria deemed necessary for_excellence in

biology teaching (Harms and Yager; 1981). Project _Synthesis researchers

emphasized four goals for students; 1) scientific enlightenment, 2) career
awareness; 3) development of skill in inquiry and_decisionmaking, and 4)
appreciating biology in the service of society. Human_ ecology focuses on

personal needs and broadens our traditional view to include societal issues
in biology; This biology involves ethics; values, morals, and aesthetics.
Human ecology emphasizes cooperative learning among_ groups and has a new
orientation toward many and varied careers in biology, health, and the

environmental sciences. For the first time we are recognizing that biology
as a discipline has not only a hiStory but a future as well.

In human ecology; claSSrooMS have become experiential before being

experimental. Children are treated firSt as curious naturalists; then as
informed citizens; and finally as professional biologists in college if
their needs and interests are in that dirottion

SOME EXAMPLES

The ten exemplary biology programs described in this monograph mirror

many of the qualities, goals, and content suggested in Chapter One. Some

are_Vety specific and others are broad survey courses. But; regardless of

their success at meeting the Project Synthesis criteria they -are all

attempting to do something and do it well In Chapter One Bybee made
several suggestions about needed aspects of biology courses whichwould
serve us well in the future; The exemplary biology- programs described in
this monograph have made remarkable progreSs toward theSe futuristic and

necessary goals;

We must go beyond presenting inforMation. Biology teaching must consider
values and ethics as related to personal decisions and social policies.

In Cherry Creek, COI-Okada, the biology teachers have taken a team

approach to teaching_ biology (Chaper Three): In this team approach they

emphasize social problems, issues, and human adaptations for alternative
futures. _While this is a survey course in biology; humankind is a central

focus with_ValueSand ethics given considerable attention. And it must be

working; _the number of students studying biology has increased twenty
percent in five years until 90 percent of the students enroll for thiS

elective course. Almost 80 percent of those students go on to study
chemistry as well.

Chapter Seven; the Biology I and II program; another broad survey

course designed for students to investigate_and experience basic inquiry in

science: In these two courses students find much of the science is related

to social issues and the history of science with activities drawn fromlaw;

religion; and government. Significant portions deal with values; ethics;

and decision making.
Students at the Drey_Land camp (Chapter Eight) are expected to develop

positive attitudes and valueS about the environment:They do this through

an intensive outdo-Or experience lasting four days and nights; Living and

working together is an important part of the experience:
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Wa need to broaden our view to include social issues.

Without exception, these ten_ exemplary programs present societal
issues in biology as prominent and needed parts of the curriculum. In
discussing societal issues students read current newspapers and magazines;
do informal opinion surveys, and participate in simulations of real world
problems; These students are learning that societal issues do not have
right or wrong answers but that suggestions and actions do have logical and
natural consequences. Most importantly, students in these programs are
learning that these consequences come about betaUse of their own actions;
inactions; or knowledge; The Biology I and II program (Chapter Seven) has
several major activities where students study problems confronting a
traffic engineering problem or issues in genetic engineering.

Human Ecology; Chapter Eleven, not only allows students to study
institutions such as marriage; family; and religion, but there students see
psychology as an important component of the study of hUMailS. Human
development and our role in society is studied using role plays and other
non-traditional learning experiences: Mese students are encouraged to be
introspective and to relate themselves to the society about them. In doing
SO, they are learning to use their knowledge of biology to look at issues
Whith go considerably beyond the normal realm of biology courses.

Human Ecology must focus on Humans as key elements in our environment:

While the tellUlar; biochethical or holistic approaches to biology have
been well received, many of these exemplary programs have made a serious
decision to focus on humans as key elements in the environment. In doing
so; they recognize the impact of humans on the environment and our ever-
increasing ability to direct our own future _and_evolution. Students
studying biology from a human focus are noticed to be more interested in
biology; are finding that biology is relevant to everyday life; and want to
enroll in more elective science courses.

Chapter Eleven; the Human Ecology Program, like many traditional
programs presents content in an essential rolo But, the student role
changes so that students become inquisitors studying populations, energy
flOW; and_other aspects of science and biology affecting human development.
Students learn to look inward and to consider themselves and their roles
now and into the future through career awareness.

BiblOgy and Health_ Science; Chapter Ten; is a special program for
students interested in the health sciences. Here; a whole high school is
focusing the entire energy of its _students on the health professions:
Students have clinical expereinces in a hospital; see first-hand career
alternatives in the health professions, and recognize importance of
humans as well as links between humans.

Chapter Six, Stones and Bones, is an anthropology unit for use in
biology; general' science; or as a semester long course. This problem and
Inquiry centered program emphases an interdisciplinary approach to the
study of adaptation of humans; Students conduct laboratory investigations
about humans now as well as in the past and future. Students use the
information they obtain in making decisions about how humans came to be AS
they are; where they are now; and where they might well be in the future.
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We must consider relations between ecology and the community.

SeVenth grade students in Ecology and the Community; Chapter Nine;
investigate an outdoor site each spring: Then; they study the economics;
hithry, government, town services and other factors of their community.
Finally,_ they draw parallels between their community and the environment.
As eighth graders; they teach these concepts to elementary students.

The Limnology Program described in Chapter Four has students

collecting lake samples every other day and conducting a full range of

chemical and physical tests: These data are then used by a local newspaper
in an environmental newsletter to the public. In addition; students do

public awareness workshops on water quality. This heaVilY field and

laboratory oriented elective course focuses on local quality problems and
the communication of these problems and solutions_to the_general pUblic.

While students _learn the usual classical knowledge of limnology; _their
focus is on man's impact on the water environment. Students are active in
the community and community members are active in the program. Part of
their success may be measured by the fact that much of the program is grant
supported:

In a similar way the Summer_ Marine Biology Program described in

Chapter Five uses many profesSibhal members of the community. Students

find that these professionals_ard involved in managing the environment in a

variety of ways._ While studying in field locations; students focus on

pollution and Man 'S impact in the natural environment; Their notion of the

community of man expands greatly beyond what they normally would find in a

classroom.
At Dray_Land, Chapter Eight; students see themselves as part of a

dOmMuhity_and, while living together for four days and nights; come to

understand that community better:

We need to study biology as a discipline with bOth a past and a future.

Lindlearn Biology; Chapter Two; is a holistic and interdisciplinary
course focusing on the quality of human existence -in the_future. Although

this course follows the New York State Biology SyllabbS, it is not lecture-

oriented; The well-organized teacher in this exemplary program is in a

far less central position than_thight be expected. The programisself-
paced; designed for indiVidUala or small groups; and teachers expect

students to take much responsibility for learning: Lessons are preplanned

so the students detdrMine the pace; the emphases and the timing of

evluations.
Chapters _Four and Five, both emphasizing aquatic biology; present a

case_fer_Mah having control over some aspects of the environment; now and

in _the future. In both these programs students come to learn that most
problems in the aquatic environment are a result of human intervention and

that only human intervention can solve the problem ultimately.
_Stones and Bones in Chapter Six presents most directly the notion that

man has a long history and; with some care of the enVirdinMent;_tan have an

equally long future. All ten of these programs bring students face to face
with the notion that there are alternative futUreS available to them. They

see these alternative futures as possibilities, but only if they work to

make them happen;



ln Biology and Health Science, Chapter Ten, students see first-hand
how human intervention can change the future for others. Most of these
students have seen a patient die and seen others live as a result of the
health care they receive How much more clearly can students be brought
face to face with their own mortality and the inevitability of some future?
At the same time; these students are learning that the quality of that
future can be modified; controlled and directed.

SOME RECOMMENDATIONS

Exemplary programs go beyond the classroom in helping students realize
that education is part of living and that school is a vital part of the
community. Human ecology must focus on humans as key elements in the
environment. Now that we are faced with directing our own' evolution; we
must examine the impact of human technology on life forms and the human
interventions which may cause or prevent them; Outstanding biology
programs must be designed with a strong awareness that most students will
not _become scientists; much less professional biologists. With this in
mind, we need to offer programs proviuing information about careers and
professions in science areas. Students must see how the knowledge of
biology can be used to study and solve current social issues.

We need to have_ _a _periodic reformulation of goals for biology
education so that our biology programs can continue to be fresh; useful,
and enduring. While biology education should lead_ to a fundamental
understanding of biological systems, it should also _lead to an eitially
fundamental understanding of the nature of science and scientists and the
development of values and ethics of the environment.

If we can make personal and societal needs a primary orientation in
biology education; then laboratories would become a place where
confrontations between students and personal and societal problems may take
place Students can begin making decisions and taking actioLs rather than
blindly following paths Such laboratories perhaps would be more
experiential in beginning classes and more experimental in the higher
grades. In essence; in the lower grades we should view the child as a

curious naturalist whereas in the higher grades we would view students as
informed citizens. Only in college biology should we ever consider
"professional biologist" as the theme. When _we have achieved this we will
find that we are now preparing citizens to make responsible decisions about
science-related social issues and themselves.

TEACHERS AND INSTRUCTION

Project Synthesis suggested that teachers in a desired biology program
would:

use discussion
not force closure
seek conflicting points of view
relate biological knowledge to individual problems
use group problem solving for conflict resolution
use community resources
know the concepts and principles of biology, as they
relate to personal needs and social issues.
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Although the programs described in this mDnograph require such a teacher,
our owp experience suggests_ that iew teachers are consistent in these

actions. We suspect the teachers themselvesneed encouragement and help to
move in this direction. Until they db, those programs will not be as

exemplary as we would like.

CURRICULUM

While these ten programs have made enormous strides in reaching the
Project Synthesis goals, they have not gone far enough. Often they are
Still tied to a content oriented biology syllabus which emphasizes
"covering ground. Only in a few of them are students truly taking
responsibility for their own learning. While students may be taking action
in making decisions, perhaps they could make more decisions about their own
learning and not just about how to apply that learning:

We are very pleased to see units from law; religion; and government in
several of these programs and we are equally pleased to find that in most
the teacher's role is considerably different from that of a traditional
classroom: Still; students are not working in cooperative small groups as
much as they might and there still seems to be a heavy emphasis on the
history of biology rather than the present and the future.

EVALUATION

Students must be evaluated on their ability_to use knowledge of
biology in interpreting and reconciling personal and societal issues. We
must determine their_ability_to make rational decisions and design action
plans for _applying them to their own environments. Ultimately, we should
evaluate the success of our biology programs by determining if graduates do
actually take rational action with their biological knowledge;

We are very optimistic. These ten programs show that biology
education does not have to be a stale, historical; terminological approach
to the study of science but can instead be made exciting; relevant; and

appropriate to learners. We have no doubt these ten programs will continue
to grow, change, and evolve:

Perhaps now you should reread Chapter One and consider how your own
program might take advantage of what these ten have tried. When you insure
that your: own program is evolving; then we will feel we have truly made a
giant step forward in keeping biology education relevant, useful, and

interesting to our clients, the students. Andi_as part of that evolution,
biology teaching will become more_in harmony with science as an enterprise,
the disciplines of biology, and social/cultural shifts in the United

States.
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